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1.    Introduction. The following notices are intended to assist buyers,
particularly those that are new to our saleroom and internet
bidding platforms. Our auctions are governed by our Terms and
Conditions of Business incorporating the Terms of Consignment,
the Terms of Sale supplemented by any notices that are displayed
in our saleroom, the online catalogue listing or announced by the
auctioneer at the auction. Our Terms and Conditions of Business
are available for inspection at our saleroom and online at
www.forumauctions.co.uk. Our staff will be happy to help you
with any questions you may have regarding our Terms and
Conditions of Business. Please make sure that you read our
Terms of Sale set out in this catalogue and on our website
carefully before bidding in the auction. In registering to bid with
us you are committing to be bound by our Terms of Sale.

2.    Agency. As auctioneers we usually act on behalf of the seller
whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. If you buy at auction your contract for the goods is
with the seller, not with us as auctioneer.

3.    Estimates. Estimates are intended to indicate the sum that
might be involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower
estimate may represent the reserve price (the minimum price
for which a lot may be sold) and cannot be below the reserve
price. Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium, VAT or
other taxes and fees (where chargeable). Estimates may be
altered by a saleroom notice.

4.    Buyer's Premium. The Terms of Sale oblige you to pay a buyer's
premium on the hammer price of each lot purchased. Our normal
rate of buyer’s premium is 25% of the first £50,000 of hammer,
reducing to 20% of the hammer price from £50,001 to £1,000,000
and then 12% of hammer price in excess of £1,000,000. 

5.    VAT. An amount equivalent to VAT is added to the buyer’s
premium under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme and cannot
be reclaimed as input VAT, even on export outside Eu.
Additional VAT charges may apply and are marked, by lot, in
our catalogue with the following symbols:

      a. (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer
price as well as on the buyer's premium. VAT will be charged
at the standard uK rate (presently 20%) and may be
reclaimed on export outside of the Eu. Please note that
there are time restrictions on eligibility for such reclaims. 

      b. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the
European union and a reduced rate of Import VAT (presently
5%) is payable by the buyer on the hammer price and the
normal rate of VAT (presently 20%) on the buyer’s premium.
Import VAT may be reclaimed on export outside the Eu.

      c. VAT is not payable on the buyers’ premium for certain goods,
such as qualifying books.

6.    Inspection of goods by the buyer. You will have ample
opportunity to inspect the goods and must do so for any lots
that you might wish to bid for. Please note carefully the
exclusion of liability for the condition of lots set out in Clause
11 of our Terms of Sale.

7.    Export of goods. If you intend to export goods you must find out
in advance of the sale whether an export license is needed or if
there is a prohibition on exporting goods of that character e.g.
because the goods contain prohibited materials such as ivory.

8.    Bidding. Bidders will be required to register with us before
bidding. Purchases will be invoiced to the buyer’s registered
name and address only. When first registering for an account
with us you will need to provide us with proof of your identity
in a form acceptable to us.

9.    Commission bidding. You may leave commission bids with us
indicating the maximum amount (excluding the buyer’s
premium and/or any applicable VAT, fees or other taxes) you
authorise us to bid on your behalf for a lot. We will execute
commission bids at the lowest price possible having regard only
to the vendor reserve and competing bids. We recommend that
you submit commission bids using your account on our website.

10. Live online bidding. When using our BidFORuM platform to
participate in the auction through your account on our website
there will be no additional charges. If you are using a third party
live bidding platform then additional fees may be applicable.
We will invoice these to you as an additional service and any
applicable VAT will be separated out.

11. Methods of Payment. We accept payments in uK Sterling
securely over our website and accept PayPal and all major debit
and credit cards issued by a uK or Eu bank, charging an
additional 2.5% for PayPal and credit cards only. We also accept
bank transfers (details below), cash payments up to €15,000,
and cheques if issued by uK banks only. All funds need to have
cleared into our account before items are collected. For bank
transfers, please quote the Invoice Number as the payee
reference.

12. Collection and storage. Please note what the Terms of Sale say
about collection and storage. It is important that you pay for
and collect your goods promptly. Any delay may result in you
having to pay storage charges of at least £1.50 per Lot per day
as set out in Clause 8 of our Terms of Sale.

13. Loss and Damage to Goods. We are not authorised by the FCA
to provide insurance sevices. Liability for a lot passes to the
buyer on the fall of the hammer or conclusion of an online
auction (as applicable). In the event that you wish for us to
continue to accept liability for your purchased lots this must be
agreed with us in writing in advance of the sale and any agreed
charges are payable before collection of the goods.

14. Other symbols within the catalogue

      a. (Σ) denotes a lot in which we have a financial interest.

      b. (δ) denotes a lot where Artist’s Resale Right or Droite de
Suite royalty charges may be applicable. Presently these
charges are levied on a sliding scale at 4% of the hammer
price up to Euro 50,000; 2% from Euro 50,001 to 200,000;
1% from Euro 200,001 to 350,000; 0.5% from Euro 350,001
to 500,000; and 0.25% above Euro 500,000 subject always
to a maximum royalty charge of Euro 12,500.  We will collect
and pay royalty charges on your behalf and calculate the £
sterling equivalent of the Euro amount.    

15. Shipping. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of
your purchases by arrangement with our shipping department.
Please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk for a list of
shippers we regularly use together with indicative pricing for
packing and shipping

      Summary of additional symbols in the catalogue:
      *           VAT at 20% is payable on the hammer price
      **         Import VAT at 5% is payable on the hammer price
       δ           Artists Resale Right or Droit de Suite royalties may be

payable
       ARR      [Website only] Artists Resale Right or Droit de Suite
      Σ           We have a financial interest in the lot

      Our bank details for electronic transfers are: 
      HSBC, 16 King St, London WC2E 8JF
      Account name: Forum Auctions Limited
      Account number: 12213079
      Sort Code: 40-04-09
      IBAN: GB07MIDL40040912213079
      BIC: MIDLGB2106D

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS AT AUCTION
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1
Ferrers (William de, fourth Earl of Derby, favourite of King John
and Henry III, c. 1168- c. 1247) .- cHARTeR, Nicholas son of William
of Ambriton [Amerton near Stowe-by-chartley, Staffordshire]
acknowledges that he is bound to William de Ferrers earl of Derby
in 2 shillings annually for the ward which his forefathers were due
to make at chester, for a virgate of land in the village of gayton
(12d at Michaelmas & 12d at the Feast of St Mary in March),
witnesses: Sir Richard de vernon, steward of Sir Hugh de Ferrers,
Sir Henry Mawesin, Sir Robert de Leg [Leigh], Master Roger de
Derby, Sir William de la Ferle and Roger de vernon, manuscript in
Latin, on vellum, 7 lines, in brown ink, in a good charter hand, seal
tags, very small hole slightly affecting one letter on sixth line, folds,
creased, lacks seal, pencil inscriptions at tail “17 July 1911” etc., 65 x
160mm., [c. 1217].

£400 - 600

2
Ferrers (William de, fourth Earl of Derby, favourite of King John
and Henry III, c. 1168 - c. 1247) cHARTeR, grant by William de
Ferrers to oliver le Form, of all his land in Wobuniesauve in the
manor of chartley, apart from 100 acres which I have previously
given to Hamo de Mascy, apart from 80 acres which I had
previously given to John de Kent, and apart from 40 acres which I
had previously given to Maslen Stephen, to live and to clear (burn)
by the overseer of my foresters, abutments beginning “beyond
my park at Wythenesiche...”, witnesses: Lady Agnes de Ferrers
countess of Derby, Robert de Legh, Ivo Pauntolf, William de oylly,
Henry de Torbok, William de la Ferle, Robert de Watersal, Hugh
de Ambrichton, William Peverel and Roger Jambe, manuscript in
Latin, on vellum, 15 lines, in a fine charter hand, seal tags, 1 very small
hole, folds, a little creased, slightly browned, 100 x 180mm., [c. 1240];
and another charter, conjoined, issued in the name of Robert de
Ferrers, sixth earl of Derby (1239-1279) and Agnes de Ferrers
countess of Derby (1190-1247), coheirs, son and widow
respectively of William de Ferrers, fourth earl of Derby reiterating
the above grant, imperfect with loss of text, 140 x c. 170mm., n.d. [c.
1250], both with 20th century pencil inscriptions “17 July 1911” etc.,
v.s., v.d. (2).

Agnes De Kevelioch, sister of Ranulph de Blondeville, fourth earl
of chester.

£400 - 600

2

7See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

WeSTeRN AND MeDIevAL MANuScRIPTS

eNgLISH cHARTeRS

STAFFoRDSHIRe
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3
QuITcLAIM By RoBeRT, SoN oF RoBeRT coLeFAx oF AMBRIcToN [AMeRToN]
to Thomas son of Roger de la Pirye of Ambricton, all right in a
tenement with houses and croft [in Amerton/chartley] which
Stephen de bello campo [Beauchamp] gave to William Parvus
[Little], by this charter Thomas has given 20 shillings of silver for
this quitclaim, witnesses: Sir Robert de Bures knight, Robert de
Bromley, John de Bronsulf, Roger de Aston, etc., manuscript in
Latin, on vellum, 11 lines, in brown ink, in an attractive charter hand,
seal tags, a few small holes not affecting legibility, folds, slightly
creased, browned, lacks seal, modern pencil inscriptions at tail: “17
July 1911” etc., 110 x 220mm., Certeley [Chartley], Tuesday next after
the Epiphany [after 6 January] 1306.

£300 - 400

____________________________________

4
Medieval Abbott.- Nicholas of Wallingford (Abbott of Burton
Abbey 1216-22 or 1218-23) cHARTeR, in 1219 there was a dispute
between Nicholas of Wallingford, the convent of Burton and all
the parishioners of the said church, free and villein, the cause of
this was a custom that the parish send for its lesser tithes in
quadragesima [Lent] boys and girls from each house to work in a
quarry, or 3d in lieu. Now, in view of the poverty of the
parishioners the abbot abandons his claim, and certain lesser
sums of money to be rendered by tenants of different amounts
of land, witnesses: William de cresel [cresley], William de Warda,
gilbert the chaplain of Burton, Herbert the Steward, and elyas the
door keeper, manuscript in Latin, 15 lines, in a very fine charter
hand, ragged tear along central fold affecting a few letters but
completely legible, WITH MeDIevAL STITcHINg AND RePAIRS AT HeAD AND TAIL
SuggeSTINg THAT THIS DocuMeNT WAS RePAIReD IN THe MeDIevAL PeRIoD,
folds, browned, lacks seal, 165 x 230mm., SuNDAy IN THe vIgIL oF ST
JoHN THe BAPTIST [23 JuNe], A KNIFe BeINg gIveN IN SeISIN [HeLD] IN THe
ABBoT’S HAND, IN THe TIMe oF THe coMINg oF PANDuLF THe PAPAL LegATe,
H[eNRy] SoN oF JoHN, [1219].

WRITTeN IN THe AFTeRMATH oF MAgNA cARTA AND DuRINg THe RegeNcy
oF PANDuLF, HuBeRT De BuRgH AND PeTeR DeS RocHeS, IN THe MINoRITy oF
HeNRy III.

This document would have had the knife above mentioned
attached to the document in token of seisin, and it is almost
certainly the cause of the large central tear with its medieval
repairs at head and tail. 

Pandulf [Pandulph, Pandulph verraccio] (d. 1226), bishop of
Norwich and papal legate.

£800 - 1,200

8 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

4
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5
Suffield [Calthorpe] (Walter of, bishop of Norwich, d. 1257)
ePIScoPAL INSTRuMeNT By WALTeR, BISHoP oF NoRWIcH, “our son Roger
de Rattlesden, rector of the church of cringleford has resigned
his position into our hands, and we having compassion on his old
age have ordained the hospital of St giles [the great Hospital of
Norwich] to pay a pension of 40 shillings sterling”, superscription
of Francis Blomefield on verso, manuscript in Latin, on vellum, 8 lines,
folds, slightly browned, lacks seal, 65 x 169mm., 10th July seventh
year of consecration [1252].

AN IMPoRTANT ePIScoPAL INSTRuMeNT ReLATINg To A cHuRcH NeAR
NoRWIcH.

Walter of Suffield was probably educated at oxford, and then in
Paris where he graduated DcnL and taught as regent master.
After his consecration in 1245 he became involved with the
governments of Henry III and the Papal court. on 13 october
1247 he preached in Westminster Abbey at the translation of the
relic of the holy blood, and in in January 1252 he was one of the
arbitrators between the king and Simon de Montfort concerning
the expenses of the latter in gascony. “Late in 1253 Suffield was
commissioned to assess one tenth of ecclesiastical property
throughout england, granted by the pope to the king for the Holy
Land subsidy”. Suffield “proved to be an admirable diocesan 

bishop, and gained a posthumous reputation of his own for
sanctity and miracles. It was noted that he sold many of his own
assets to help the poor in a time of famine. At Norwich he
founded in 1246 the ‘great’ hospital of St giles, for a master,
brethren, and sisters living under a rule, resident poor men and
scholars, and for the succour of the transient infirm poor. He was
a benefactor of his monastic cathedral chapter, and was
remembered by the community with affection, both for his gifts
and for his addition to the cathedral of a magnificent lady chapel.
He issued several diocesan statutes to supplement those
promulgated by his immediate predecessor. It is, however,
impossible to distinguish his legislation from that of his successor
Simon of Walton, with the single exception of the statute relating
to the disposal of tithes in the last testaments of rectors. Some
one hundred acta are extant from his episcopate, and these
reflect his concern to ensure the provision of effective pastoral
ministry in the parishes of east Anglia, by the appointment of
resident vicars with decent incomes and security of tenure.” -
oxford DNB.

Blomefield (Francis, topographical historian and Church of England
clergyman, 1705-52).

£1,000 - 1,500
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East Yorkshire.- Charter, grant by William bate of goldale
[goWdall] to radulphuS fomorie of one Selion lying in lundCroft
[near goWdall, eaSt yorkShire], abutting the land of William assoris
to the west, and William goldig to the east, abutting in the south,
lands of John of goldale, and one selion in Westbrotes, William
golding to the west, John de heton to the east, abutting the parish
of goldale, paying annually a penny on the feast of the
purification of mary [2 february], witnesses: John de heton, henry
de heck, thomas de Snayth, John de goldale and his brother
edward, and William goldig, manuscript in Latin, in a fine Charter
hand, on vellum, 14 lines, lacks seal, some brown stains not affecting
legibility, small fragment missing from upper right hand corner, 20th
century ink notes on verso, slightly browned, 110 x 180mm., [c. 1250].

£350 - 450

7
Suffolk, [Raydon].- Charter, robert de latham [lafham] grants
and confirms to his son thomas, 15 acres of land called Ware, in
the land called goding with all appurtenances, 9 acres of land
called laifstaresfeld, and 3 acres of land called alholm with all
appurtenances, to him and his heirs, for 12 pence, 6 pence at
easter and 6 pence at michaelmas, and for thiS thomaS haS done
homage and paid 20 shillings, witnesses: robert son of robert,
ralph of keverhil, hugh son of ralph, osbert son of acelin and
others, manuscript in Latin, on vellum, 11 lines, folds, creased,
browned, some slight surface wear affecting one or two letters but not
obscuring legibility, lacks seal, an attraCtive Charter, 92 x 133mm., [c.
1260].

medieval homage.

£300 - 500

8
Leicestershire, Osgathorpe.- Charter, dionisia, wife of Simon
pistor of belton, grants to geoffrey son of andrew of belton and
Cecily his wife, half an acre of arable land in osgathorpe, abutting
land of gilbert de ?Cyrloie [?Coleorton] etc., witnesses: William de
Wodecot of osgathorpe and others, manuscript in Latin, on vellum,
14 lines, creased folds, some slight surface soiling not affecting
legibility, browned, lacks seal, 115 x 255mm., Osgathorpe, Friday next
after the Feast of St Cedde [Chad], [March], 1325.

£300 - 400

9
Burton-on-Trent & London.- William de Naples (merchant, of
London, fl. 1355-60) Charter, William de naples, citizen of london,
grant to henry de leek of burton-on-trent and Cecily his wife, a
half burgage with tenement on it, in burton, abutting land of
William de burton and others, witnesses: William de Stapenhall,
robert de lichfield and others, Stephen de ?dyderden clerk
[?scribe], manuscript in Latin, on vellum, 12 lines, folds, slightly
creased and browned, lacks seal, 125 x 230mm., Burton-on-Trent,
Wednesday, day after the Feast of St Oswald King and Martyr,
[August], 1355.

on 8 may 1360 William de naples was the debtor in a case held
in front of John pyel, mayor of the Westminster Staple, against the
creditor John rayner [reyner], a citizen and merchant of london
for the amount of 40 marks. the case was settled in rayner’s
favour and the writ was executed, “We, John deynes and Walter
de berney {berneye}, Sheriffs of london, signify that we have
delivered to John rayner all the messuages and shops listed in
the writ.” the writ refers to a previous one, returnable to Chancery
by 01/07/1360, to which the sheriffs had replied that William was
not found in their bailiwick and had no goods or chattels there,
but he held in the parish of St martin within ludgate and in [the
parish of] St Sepulchre in the Ward of farringdon [Without] in the
suburb of london two messuages and 26 shops for a number of
years from the mayor & Commonalty of the City, and a messuage
for his life, which are worth £16 after expenses.

£300 - 400
____________________________________

10 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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10
Lana (Iacomo or Iacopo della) COMMENTARY TO DANTE’S Commedia,
fragment on vellum, Northern italy, mid-fourteenth century. 

200 x 160mm. (fols. 1 and 2) and 200 x 95mm. (fols. 3 and 4), i + 4 + i
leaves, leaves mounted on a parchment strip and sewn into a folded early
parchment folio (210 x 165mm), text block: 120mm (only horizontally),
two columns, 26-29 lines, probably blind-ruled, text written in brown ink
in chancery hand, three-line blank space for capital on fol. 3v, modern
pencil foliation in upper right corner of fols. 3 and 4, right hand column
of fols. 3 and 4 cut away, outer margin of fol. 1 somewhat trimmed with
loss of some letters, upper margin of fol. 1 and outer margin of fol. 4r
frayed, a few holes, affecting a few letters of text at fols. 2 and 4, water-
stain to fol. 4, some early underlining of words or phrases in brown ink,
later underlining in red pencil, traces of its re-use as binding cover in the
sixteenth-century with inked title to inner margins of fols. 2v and 3v ‘B 1557
us[que] 1570’, inner margins of fols. 1r and 4v with annotations in a
sixteenth-century hand, only partly legible, upper margin of fol. 3r with
inscription ‘Sig[on]r Scipione Barberini’ (datable to beginning of the
seventeenth century), inner margins of fols. 1v, 2r, 3r-v with calculations in
an early hand, modern red morocco folding case, title lettered in gilt on
upper cover.

This important vellum fragment comes from a dismembered
manuscript of the Commento by Iacomo della Lana, and contains his
commentary to inferno Canto I, 37 - Canto II 62. The leaves were folded
in half and re-used as a binding cover, probably for a register.

£4,000 - 6,000

11See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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11
Lana (Iacomo or Iacopo della) Commentary to the Commedia, fragment
on vellum, Northern italy, mid-fourteenth century.

370 x 250mm., single bifolium, used as a binding cover, probably for a
register, text block: 255 x 73mm, two columns, 55-56 lines, first below top
line, fol. 1r and 4v. blind-ruled, text written in dark brown ink in a Gothic
hand, three-line penwork initial ‘S’ fol. 3r, capital letters set out and touched
with red, rubricated, headings in red ink at centre of upper margin, modern
foliation in upper right corner, some holes with loss of some words or letters,
tears to the margin of fol. 2 with traces of its re-use as a binding, outer
margin of fol. 1v annotation in italian, partly legible under UV lamp and
dated ‘1600’, in a different hand inscription ‘ming[anti]’ in margin of fol. 1v.

a precious vellum fragment - the central bifolium of a quire - from
the Commento to the Commedia by the Bolognese Iacomo (or Iacopo)
della Lana, one of the most authoritative Dante commentators of the
mid-fourteenth century, who composed his vernacular commentary
between 1323 and 1328. the fragment (a bifolium from a vellum
manuscript, and re-used in the sixteenth century as a binding cover,
probably for a notary’s register) contains the commentary to Paradiso
Canto VI, chapters 47-52 (fol. 1r) and chapters 52-58 (fol. 1v), Paradiso
Canto VIII, chapters 9-11 and the glosses to verses 1-13 (fol. 2r) and
to verses 13-26 (fol. 2v). 

the vernacular commentary by Iacomo della Lana circulated widely in
northern Italy and was first printed in 1477 in the famous Venetian
Vindeliniana, the first edition of the Commedia to contain a
commentary, which was wrongly attributed to Benvenuto da Imola. 

£4,000 - 6,000

12 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Rambaldi (Benvenuto, da Imola) coMMeNTARy To DANTe’S coMMeDIA,
fragment on vellum, ?Northern italy, late fourteenth century. 
320 x 245mm. (fol. 1) and 325 x 230mm. (fols. 2 and 3), three loose
leaves, folded and re-used as binding cover for a book in quarto
format, text block: ca. 212 x 63mm., two columns, 43-44 lines, first
top line, probably blind-ruled, text written in brown ink in pre-
humanistic Gothic miniscule hand, incipit of commentary marked in
red ink, with extension, the verses from the Commedia underlined in
red, modern pencil foliation in upper right corner, a few small holes,
affecting some letters of text, margins rather frayed, especially fol. 1,
central lines of text on fol. 1v erased, owing to its re-use as a binding,
but legible under UV lamp, further traces of its re-use as binding cover
can be seen in the sewings preserved on fol. 2, and in note ‘1603-
1627’ written on fol. 1v, inner margin of same leaf with inscription
‘Liber primus testamentor[um] p[er] me Her[culem] rogator[um] et
rogandor[um], and ‘C[arte] 97 con i tre testament[i]’ written in the
same early hand, fol. 3v with early inked note ‘Carte 121 suo iudice’,
preserved in modern limp vellum folder with ties

A SIgNIFIcANT FRAgMeNT FRoM THe COMMENTO To THe COMMEdiA By
BeNveNuTo DA IMoLA, oNe oF THe MoST AuTHoRITATIve DANTe exegeTeS
FRoM THe LATe FouRTeeNTH ceNTuRy. The definitive version of this Latin
commentary was composed between 1379 and 1383 and had a
wide manuscript circulation in Northern Italy, especially in
Bologna, Ferrara, and Mantua. It was first published in 1481, in
the Florentine Commedia edited by cristoforo Landino. The
fragment contains Benvenuto’s commentary to Paradiso canto
Iv, 83-133, and Paradiso canto x, 5-76.

Provenance: Bernard M. Rosenthal’s collection.
£4,000 - 6,000

13See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Lucanus (Marcus Annaeus) PHARSALIA, manuscript on paper,
[Northern italy (possibly Padua), first half of the fifteenth century].

294 x 217mm., i + 149 + i leaves (including defective leaves and 3
blanks), sixteen quires, lacking three quires at the beginning and fols
123, 154 and 157, else complete (except that the last 36 leaves are so
increasingly fragmentary that very little text remains), collation:1-410,

54-1, 6-910, 1010-1 [of 10, lacking iii], 11-1210, 1310-2, 14-1510, 1610-1, text
block: 168 x 100mm., single column, 20 lines, ruled throughout,
horizontal catchwords within radiating flourishes, traces of
alphabetical leaf signatures, modern pencil foliation taking account
of missing leaves and presumed cancels, text written by different
scribes mostly in a gothic book-hand, fol. 71 in a sloping humanistic
cursive (perhaps an early replacement), the first capital letter of each
line set out, rubricated on fols.113v-115r only, simplified T-O map of
the world on fol.157v, extensively glossed throughout in various
cursive and semi-humanistic hands, some light stains and marginal
repairs, the first 113 leaves generally in excellent condition, extensive
conservation to the last 36 leaves, by fol.152 marginal defects begin
to creep into the text area and from then on the text is increasingly
defective so that by fol.179 only inner ribbons survive, all
professionally repaired with toned paper, contemporary wooden
boards sewn onto three leather thongs (replaced), covered with
reversed leather ruled into a frame and saltire pattern, nine metal
bosses on upper cover, stubs (only) of two clasps held by pairs of
metal pins, trace of title on upper cover ‘[Lu]canus’, lower cover largely
replaced by modern wooden boards (by James Brockman), modern
vellum endleaves, in a red half calf and marbled paper fitted case, title
lettered in gilt on brown leather spine label (chipped). 

Text: The Pharsalia or de bello civili is Lucan’s only surviving work,
composed between 59 and his suicide in 65 AD. The poem is
divided into ten books and describes the wars between caesar
and Pompey (the place Pharsalus in Thessaly is where Pompey
was defeated in 48 B.c.). The present manuscript opens in Book
II, line 396, “umbrosis mediam qua collibus ...”, continuing with
Books III (fol. 40v), and Iv (fol. 60r). This breaks off on fol.70v at
line 437; lines 438-450 are in a slightly later hand. There is no

Book v and the alphabetical leaf signatures do not allow for it.
The poem continues with Books vI (fol. 81r), vII (fol. 102r), vIII (fol.
124r), Ix (fol. 145v) and x (fol. 175r). The last leaves are very
defective. The ends of the words visible on fol.188v are remains
of lines 531-539, which allows for the text to have ended correctly
at line 546 on that page. There must have been a verse colophon
at the top of fol.189r, of which only a few words remain. 

Illustration: In the lower margin of fol.157v there is a T-o world
map, the best known and most repeated of early cartographic
images, illustrating the division of the world into the three
continents of europe, Africa and Asia, with the prevailing winds:
the West wind (Zephyrus), the North wind (Boreas), the east wind
(eurus), and the South wind (Notus). Asia is separated from
europe and Africa by the river Tanais (the Don) and the Nile. 
Lucan was a school text in late antiquity and very popular in the
Middle Ages. Dante placed Lucan with Homer, Horace, ovid, virgil
and himself as the greatest poets of all time (inferno Iv: 88-90).
chaucer includes him in the House of Fame.The present
manuscript has been extensively glossed by several different
hands. one hand supplies a general running commentary
reminiscent of the lecture-hall, another hand (mostly in Book II)
is that of a textual critic who supplies alternative readings. A third
hand provides geographical and ethnographical data on people,
places and rivers mentioned in the poem. A further point of
interest lies in the presence of the T-o world map. The tradition
of illustrating Lucan with a world map goes back a long way,
though not all manuscripts contain it (nor do the early printed
editions). It probably served as inspiration for the world map in
Isidore of Seville.

DeSPITe THe DeFecTS, THIS IS A SuBSTANTIAL, eveN HANDSoMe, AND exTeNSIveLy
gLoSSeD MANuScRIPT oF THe gReATeST LATIN ePIc AFTeR THe AENEid.

Literature: e. Fantham, “Introduction”, in Lucanus, de Bello Civili
Book ii, cambridge 1992, pp. 17-19; M. Destombes, Mappemondes,
Amsterdam 1964, p. 74

£8,000 - 12,000

14 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Statius (Publius Papinius, 1st century AD) Achilleide, manuscript
on paper, [Northern Italy, late fourteen century].

281 x 200mm., i + 34 leaves, unfoliated, complete in three quires,
collation: 1-212, 310, blanks: fols. 32v, 33, and 34, text block:
169x100mm., single column, 19 lines, first above top line, ruled in red
ink, text written in brown ink in littera umanistica, numerous
interlinear glosses and abundant marginal glosses and/or scholia
written in light brown ink in hybrida currens script, first capital letter
of each capitulum set out, those on fols. 21v, 22v, 26v showing neat
ink drawings of human faces, water-stain at the gutter, some stains,
a few wormholes to blank lower margin, some pen trials on front
flyleaf and last blank leaves, pencil bibliographical notes to front
flyleaf, contemporary brown leather over wooden boards, lower cover
with lily-shaped metal clasp with a lamb holding the Christian banner,
strap missing, author’s name and title (‘statius achil.’) inked on lower
cover, both covers stained, some rubbing and worming, spine
damaged at extremities.

A generAlly well-preServed mAnuScript in An unreStored And
AttrActive binding.

text: An important and unrecorded fourteenth-century
manuscript of the Achilleide, written by Statius in 95-96 c.e., and
left unfinished. the Achilleid enjoyed a wide success in late
antiquity and commentaries on it were composed in the
carolingian period and early middle Ages. the manuscript
presents as explicit the spurious verse “aura silet puppis currens
ad littora venit”, which is found in Statius’ manuscript tradition
starting from the 11th century. on the recto of the last leaf the
anonymous scribe has copied the text of the Epitaphium Achillis
(see riese, Anthologia Latina, i, 2, no. 630), which is attested in two
other manuscripts dating from the late fourteenth century,
respectively in the biblioteca riccardiana in Florence (ms 1223.c)
and in the biblioteca universitaria in genoa (ms e.ii.8). A further
point of interest of the present codex lies in its copious marginalia,
glosses and scholia, which offer numerous variant readings. 

the provenance of this manuscript has an interesting genoese
connection: between the end of the fifteenth and the beginning
of the seventeenth century the manuscript passed through the
hands of members of the first families of the genoa republic: the
d’oria (or doria), Spinola and grimaldi families. Among these
owners the name of giovanni battista grimaldi is especially
noteworthy. in his palace in genoa he assembled a beautiful
library, which included latin classical texts as well as
contemporary vernacular works, and his humanist preceptor
claudio tolomei (ca. 1492-1556) had an important role in forming
the collection. he paid great attention to the bindings of his
volumes, and employed the best and most sought after binders
such as niccolò Franzese and marcantonio guillery. grimaldi was
a friend of niccolò Spinola, whose ownership inscription is also
to be found in this manuscript: it is therefore possible to
hypothesise an exchange of books between these two
distinguished genoese patricians. 

provenance: Andreolo d’oria (fifteenth-century ownership
inscription on recto of front flyleaf ‘nobili domino Andriolo de
Auria’; 

niccolò Spinola (sixteenth-century ownership inscription on recto
of front flyleaf ‘nicolaus Spinula me possidet’; 

giovanni battista grimaldi (1524-1612; ownership inscription on
verso of fol. 33 ‘gio: batt[ist]a grimaldo’; 

Alessandro [grimaldi ?] (ownership inscription on verso of fol. 34
‘Alexandro’, maybe the son of giovanni battista grimaldi).

literature: p. m. clogan, “A preliminary list of manuscripts of
Statius’ Achilleid”; idem, The Medieval Achilleid of Statius edited with
Introduction, Variant Readings, and Glosses, leiden 1968; h.
Anderson, The Manuscripts of Statius, washington, d.c. 2000; A.
hobson, Apollo and Pegasus. An Enquiry into the Formation and
Dispersal of a Renaissance Library, Amsterdam 1975. 

£25,000 - 35,000

15See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Gucci (Giorgio, 1350-1392) vIAggIo IN oRIeNTe: vISIT To THe HoLy SITeS
AND PLAceS oF egyPT, SINAI, PALeSTINe, AND SyRIA IN 1384, autograph
manuscript on paper, in italian, 35 leaves complete (the first blank
but numbered), written in a mercantile, humanistic script by a late
14th-century hand, in brown ink, justification 185 x 130mm, on 42
lines, without catchwords, original foliation in pen at upper corner,
watermark similar to Briquet nos. 7373-7378 (motif: fruit in the form
of a pear or fig accompanied by 2 leaves, known to have been used
in Florence and Siena from 1335-1380), some stains and foxing, but
overall a very good copy on strong paper, 19th-century half vellum
over brown marbled paper boards, small 4to (230 x 160mm),
Florence, [1385-1392].

PRevIouSLy uNKNoWN AuTogRAPH MANuScRIPT By gIoRgIo guccI. The
manuscript contains the full, presumably autograph, account of
the famous journey to the Holy Land made by the Florentine
giorgio gucci between 1384 and 1385. The terminus post quem
for dating this codex is the end of the journey on 31st May, 1385
(fol. 30v), the terminus ante quem is gucci’s death in 1392. other
gucci autographs are present in the Archivio di Stato, in Florence,
Atti dell’esecutore, 1166, fols. 2v-35r; 1167, fols. 43v-44r; 1168, fols.
5r-10v; 1170, fol. 55r.

TexT
Fol. 2r Fol. 35v

incipit: Al nome sia dell onipotente iddio e del suo santissimo e
dolcissimo figliuolo gieso christo il quale col suo proprio sangue
humana natura ricomperò. Explicit: tornati in Firenze spendemo per
un col suo famiglio duchati trecento doro e più. Amen.

THe AuTHoR: giorgio gucci was born in Florence in 1350, son of
guccio of Dino and Francesca of Lippo Spini. He lived in the parish
of ognissanti (‘All Saints’), near the church of Saint Lucia. A father
of four children, he followed the family tradition by entering the
Arte della Lana (the Wool Merchants guild) in 1377. In 1379 he
accepted the Priorate of the Florentine Republic and four years
later, in 1383, he was re-elected to this important task. As Priore
he was sent on an embassy to Rome to plead with Pope urban
vI on behalf of the cause of the Florentine bishop Angelo Ricasoli.
Furthermore, between 1388-1391, gucci represented his
commune on four diplomatic missions to Pisa. After a period of
imprisonment, gucci held several public offices of the Republic:
he was a member of the Sei della Mercanzia (‘Six Merchants’, 1387-
1388), of the dodici Buonuomini (‘Twelve good Fellows’) and,
ultimately, of the Sedici Gonfalonieri (‘Sixteen gonfaloniers’, 1392).
He died early in the night of 19th/20th october 1392 while
returning home from the Palazzo della Signoria, killed by two
assassins who were probably sent by his brother Thomas.

THe JouRNey: In the late 14th century a group of Florentines, who
usually met together in the Augustinian convent of the Holy Spirit,
conceived and organised a journey to the Holy Land to visit the
sacred sites and towns, which also had close trade and
commercial ties with Florence. The group, formed among others
by giorgio gucci, Leonardo Frescobaldi and Andrea Rinuccini
(each with their own famiglio, i.e. servant), left from venice - where
they joined up with Antonio of Paolo Mei, Simone Sigoli and Santi
del Ricco - in August 1384. gucci, Frescobaldi and Rinuccini each
brought 400 ducats and had letters of credit with them for
another 300 ducats to be redeemed at commercial agents of
Portinaru operating in the cities they visited. The group also had
a ‘common fund’ that was entrusted to gucci (and in fact the text,
in all its different versions, contains a detailed list of the related
expenses). Their journey lasted more than a year: they travelled
through egypt (Alexandria, cairo, the Pyramids), visiting the
Monastery of Saint catherine at Sinai, continuing to Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, galilee and Beirut. The group re-embarked to return
to Italy after a long stay in Damascus, where one of the travellers,
Andrea Rinuccini, had fallen ill and died.

Frescobaldi, Signoli and gucci each made their own description
of this enterprise. gucci in particular gave a very detailed and vivid
account showing his devotion, religiosity and experience as a 

merchant and businessman, always attentive to the
characteristics of the places they visited, noting the goods on the
market, the way of life and habits of the inhabitants. Being a
merchant, he is also consistently precise in reporting numerical
data such as weights, measures and prices, also providing a
detailed list of expenses at the end of the text. With regard to the
Muslim world and its customs, gucci, although not immune to the
typical preconceptions of the time, almost always shows a deep
curiosity, which leads him to describe rather than to criticise. even
when he disapproves, or, sometimes, is disgusted, he is often
more aesthetic than ethical. The figure of gucci as a pilgrim and
author was well synthesised by cardini (1982, p. 170) who
describes him as: ‘a common man not cultured but intelligent,
shrewd, practical, observant, suspicious and above all, curious
and friendly towards the innovations he fell upon during the trip’
(Nelly 2003).

THe MANuScRIPT TRADITIoN oF THe vIAggIo: gucci’s Viaggio was first
published by gargiolli in 1862 and more recently superseded by
a critical edition by Troncatelli in 1990. This edition is based on
three, at that time known, manuscripts. of these three witnesses,
one contains only the final part of the text, with the detailed list
of the expenses (Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, Ms. Ricc. 1998).
The other two manuscripts are thought to be complete. Both are
also preserved in Florence, but in the Biblioteca Laurentiana, with
shelf mark Plut. 42.30 (= P) and gadd.180 (= g).

Moreover, there is another family of manuscripts containing a
different version, designated by Delfiol 1982 as F-g, which is in
fact a ‘compendium’ of the two accounts written by Frescobaldi
and gucci. These manuscripts are also kept in Florence, National
Library, ms. Fior. Naz. II.Iv. 102, ms. Palat. 661, ms. cS c.vII.1753
and ms. cS J.Iv.9; Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, ms. Ricc. 2822;
and one in venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, ms. Marc. 5727
(see Delfiol 1982, 139-176).

After their return to Florence, the first to record the journey was
Leonardo Frescobaldi, who sketched, as Bartolini 1991 observes,
a compendious account; next and somewhat later both gucci and
Sigoli wrote their detailed reports. After their versions appeared,
Frescobaldi felt impelled to compose a more elaborate text, which
is however, in many places, only a combination of gucci and
Sigoli’s works. 

The newly discovered manuscript presented here (= R) differs
from P and g in a number of details, such as the lack of
rubrication (present in P) or the lack of the explicit (present only
in g), aside from several textual variants. But the ‘new’ and
decisive element of R is the presence of a paragraph missing in P
and in g. This passage is of the greatest importance as it
demonstrates that giorgio gucci himself must have written the
codex. This paragraph reads:

« [fol. 1r] Questo quaderrno fecie Giorgio di messer Ghuccio del
popolo di Sancya Lucia d’Ogni Santi di Firenze, al presente abitante
nel popolo di San Branchatio e chiamasi il quaderno delle ricerche
de sagri e sancti luoghi e divoti dove io in prima io denoterò tutti i
sancti e sagri luoghi ch’io trovai nel vil // [fol. 1v] aggio ch’io feci per
la di dio gratia del sagro e sancto Sipolcro e di sancta Chaterina e del
Monte Sinai e di più altro divoti luoghi che in quello sancto viaggio
trovamo second che miei compagni e io in ditto viaggio per iscrittura
ne recamo e appresso scrivemo tutti i sagri e sancti chessono a Roma
di che si fa mentione e ch’io ricerchai in una quarantine ch’i vi stetti
l’anno del Mccclxxxiii e così seguiterò in suddetto quaderno dinotando
tutti i sacri e sancti luoghi ch’io per lo passato o cierchi [sic]in
qualunque parte si sieno e così quelli ch’io per lo avenire per la dio
gratia cierchassi e tenere questa scrittura dell’ammiratione e memoria
dei detti sacri e sancti luoghi cierchi o ch’io cercassi narrerò tutte le
città dove io sono stato e i luoghi notabili elle cose notabili ch’io vedute
o udite anche per lo passato e così tutte le città, luoghi notabili e cose
notabili che per lo avenire cercassi o vedessi. Amen. »

[Translation: This book was written by george of Sir ghuccio from
the parish of Saint Lucy of All Saints of Florence, at present

16 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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resident in the parish of St. Branchatio [St. Pancratio], and is called
the book of the [re]search of sacred, holy and devout places,
where I first will denote all the sacred and saints’ places I have
found on the journey I undertook, for the grace of god, to the
Holy Sepulchre and Saint catherine and Mount Sinai and other
devout places that we found during the journey, as I and my fellow
travellers wrote, and here below I write about all the saints that
were mentioned in Rome and that I looked for, about forty, when
I stood there in 1383; and so I will continue in this notebook
describing all the sacred and saints’ places I searched for in the
past, wherever they are, and also the ones I will search for in the
future by the grace of god, and I will keep this writing in
admiration and memory of these sacred and devout places].

It is particularly noteworthy that giorgio gucci speaks here in the
first person, while in the report he normally uses the personal
pronoun ‘we’. Furthermore he provides some unknown
autobiographical details, e.g. that while writing the manuscript he
was not living at the family home in the parish of ognissanti, but
‘at present’ in a house in San Pancrazio (or Brancazio, as the
Florentines used to say). gucci also clarifies the reasons that led
him to participate in the journey, among which he underlines the
wish to discover the ‘traces’ or relics of about forty saints, a topic
discussed during his embassy to Rome in 1383 (see above).

Also of interest are the medieval ownership inscriptions. These
notes refer to two important protagonists of Florentine political
life: Berto of Leonardo Berti and his son Pietro. Berto was elected
Prior in 1416, while his son Pietro entered the Priorate in 1461-
1462. But indirectly it also refers to Leonardo, Berto’s father, who
held public offices too. He was an apothecary (as were his
descendants) and was named Gonfaloniere in the Florence
government in 1381, precisely the same year that gucci was also
in office. Was this manuscript perhaps therefore given by gucci
to his ‘colleague’ Leonardo Berti and handed down in that family?

Provenance: 1. original text written by the author in Florence, c.1385-
1392, this manuscript may be an autograph by the author himself.

2. on the recto of the first blank leaf brown ink drawings (a head
and an escutcheon), motto: ‘O tu che colmiolibro ti trastulli
gharlando da lla lucerna et da fançulli’ (you who play with my book,
please preserve it from fire and children).

3. on the verso of the same leaf, early 15th-century ownership
inscriptions ‘Questo libro si è de Berto de Lionardo Berti et de suo
[erede ?]’ (this book belongs to Berto of Lionardo Berti and of his
[heir?]). Priory in Florence, in 1417, 1429.

4. Schloss Maienfeld/graubünden, Baron von Salis, 19th-century
inscription.

Literature: The manuscript is hitherto unpublished. editions and
studies on the Viaggio:

c. gargiolli, Viaggi in Terra Santa di Lionardo Frescobaldi e d’altri del
secolo 14. Firenze 1862.

M. Troncatelli, Pellegrini scrittori. Viaggiatori toscani del Trecento in
Terrasanta, Firenze 1990.

g. Bartolini & F. cardini, Nel nome di dio facemmo vela. Viaggio in
Oriente di un pellegrino medievale, Roma/Bari 1991.

R. Delfiol, Su alcuni problemi codicologico-testuali concernenti le
realzioni di pellegrinaggio fiorentine del 1384, in: Toscana e
Terrasanta nel Medioevo, ed. by F. cardini, Firenze 1982, 139-176.

Renzo Nelli on: giorgio gucci, in dizionario biografico degli italiani,
volume 60 (2003) http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/giorgio-
gucci_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/

See on Berto di Leonardo Berti : Archive of the Opera di Santa Maria
del Fiore in Florence, The years of the Cuppola, 1417-1436 (digital
archive: Margaret Haines, Max Planck Institute, Berlin)
<HTTP://DuoMo.MPIWg-BeRLIN.MPg.De/ITA/IN/INLIST17694S1.HTM>

£100,000 - 150,000

18 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Gikatilla (Yosef ben Abraham) Two KabbaliSTic TreaTiSeS,
manuscript on paper, scribe: Shabbetai Kohen (subscription on fol.
15r), [Italy, fifteenth century]. 

135 x 104mm., pagination: I + II original flyleaves +106 + I, complete
in 12 quires, collation: 14, 26, 38, 48, 510, 610, 710, 812, 98, 108, 1110, 1210,

(entire volume resewn when rebound, some leaves pasted onto recto
of the following leaf, original front flyleaves mounted on strong paper
but counted), blanks: fols. 13v, 14r-18v, early inked foliation in upper
right corner of each verso leaf, indicating 373-480 (manuscript was
once part of a larger volume), early inked foliation in upper right
corner of first 42 leaves of the second codicological unit, modern
pencil foliation, text block: 90 x 77mm., single column, 14 lines, ruled
in dry point, text written in brown ink, in Italian semi-cursive script (a
different hand has added the punctuation on fols. 2v-5r), in square
script the Hebrew alphabet on verso of final leaf, catchwords
indicating first word of each folio horizontally inscribed on preceding
one at inner margin below the end of the written text, generally in
good condition but largely water-stained, darkened edges, copiously
annotated in Latin by Cardinal Aegidius of Viterbo, a few notes on the
attribution of the works herein to Yosef Gikatilla on recto of second
leaf, dated 16 April 1861, and ‘V. De Rossi Codici Mss N.r 1235’,
referring to a similar manuscript preserved in the Palatina Library in
Parma, and described by Giovanni Battista De Rossi in his catalogue
of that collection, two unidentified stamps on recto of third leaf and
at end, late 19th-century dark blue vertical-grain cloth, spine lettered
‘Montefiore 122’ in gilt, upper joint cracked.

a SignificanT fifTeenTh-cenTury manuScripT conTaining Two KabbaliSTic
worKS aScribed To The famouS caSTilian KabbaliST yoSef ben giKaTilla
(1248 - afTer 1305), born in medinaceli and a former pupil of abraham
abulafia. he was a prolific writer and contributed significantly to
the diffusion, through Spain, of the kabbalistic doctrines in italy
and other european countries. among his numerous kabbalistic
treatises the Share’are Orah or Sefer ha-Orah, translated into latin
by paulus ricius under the title of Portae Lucis, is especially
noteworthy.

another feature of importance of this manuscript lies in its early
ownership: as the copious annotations in his own hand attest, the
volume belonged to the leading humanist and christian hebraist
aegidius da Viterbo (1469-1532), who was general of the
augustinian order from 1506-1518 and later cardinal. he was
keenly interested in Kabbalah, and for ten years offered
hospitality to the well-known hebrew philologist elijah levita

(1469-1532) in his roman palace. levita introduced him to the
knowledge of hebrew language and the mysteries of Jewish
mysticism. further, he collected and translated kabbalistic
manuscripts for his patron, and the name of yoseph gikatilla is
frequently quoted by aegidius in his writings Schechinah and the
Libellus de Litteris Hebraicis.

The present manuscript provides important autograph evidence
of aegidius’ method of studying kabbalistic texts. furthermore, it
adds a new and important piece of information about the history
of aegidius’s private library, which was almost entirely dispersed
during the sack of rome (1527).

Text: fols. 1r-13r: Luach lechochmah ha-kabalah, literally the
‘blackboard of the wisdom of Kabbalah’, a short description of the
ten sephirot, ascribed here to the castilian Kabbalist yosef gikatilla
fols. 19r-98v: Sha’ar ha-Shamayim or Sha’ar ha-Zedek, by yosef
gikatilla, a detailed explanation of the sephirot, introduced by six
verses; seven verses on fol. 98v. The work appeared for the first
time in print in riva in 1561. 

fols. 99r-106v: Sermon on the Tetragram. 

provenance: 1. cardinal aegidius of Viterbo (c.1469-1532);
marginalia in his own hand.

2. a certain rafael, member of the Sephardic family nahmias, in
all likelihood resident in rome (ownership inscription, probably
datable to the late seventeenth century on recto of second leaf,
and the note ‘lo venduto a rafael namias’). 

3. the british banker moses montefiore (1784-1885); bequeathed
by him to the library of the Jews college, london (small label on
front pastedown ‘’; see h. hirschfeld, Descriptive Catalogue of the
Hebrew Mss. of the Montefiore Library, london 1904, no. 319;
Important Manuscripts from the Montefiore Endowment, New York,
Sotheby’s October 27 & 28, 2004, new york 2004, lot 392, in neither
case mentioning aegidius’ marginalia).

literature: r. J. wilkinson, Orientalism, Aramaic, and Kabbalah in
the Catholic Reformation. The First Printing of the Syrian New
Testament, leiden 2007, p. 9; a. Tura, “un codice ebraico di cabala
appartenuto a egidio da Viterbo”, Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et
Renaissance, 68 (2006) pp. 535-543; m. palumbo, “i codici postillati
di egidio da Viterbo, dal Sant’uffizio alla casanatense” in Egidio da
Viterbo cardinale agostiniano tra Roma e l’Europa del Rinascimento,
roma 2014, pp. 299-322: 322.

£10,000 - 15,000
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Chrysoloras (Manuel) eRoTeMATA, decorated manuscript on
paper, in greek, [italy (?venice), late fifteenth - early sixteenth
century].

150 x 101mm., i + 193 leaves, unfoliated, twenty-four quires,
collation:16, 28, 38-2, 48, 58, 612, 78, 88, 98, 108, 118, 128, 138, 148, 158,
168, 1710, 188, 198, 208, 218, 228, 238, 248-1, lacking two blank ff. in
quire 3 and one blank leaf in final quire, blanks: fols. 9-14, 32, 120,
132-134, 187v, 188-192, text block: 113x70mm., single column, 14
lines, text written in black ink in a cursive Greek hand, headings and
initials of each section in red ink, numerous borders in Greek style with
interlaced designs, mostly painted in yellow and red, generally in good
condition but browned, water-stained and spotted in places,
numerous traces of use, a few early ink stains, some wormholes,
affecting text only in first quires, pastedowns and flyleaves copiously
annotated in different Greek hands, contemporary, probably Venetian,
brown morocco, over wooden boards, covers framed within blind
border of fillets and roundels, blind lozenge composed of fillets and
roundels, at the centre small floral tool, spine with five raised bands,
compartments decorated with blind roundels, traces of ties, purple
bookmark, leather turn-ins visible on inside of boards, old repair to
the lower corner of rear cover, joints rather cracked, especially lower
one (with loss of leather), lower cover somewhat abraded 

An interesting manuscript, containing the greek donatus, i.e.
the elementary greek grammar composed by the cretan
philologian Manuel chrysoloras (c.1350-1415) according to the 

traditional method of questions and answers, called ‘erotematic’.
It was the most influential and popular greek grammatical
textbook throughout the Italian Renaissance. 

The work had a very complex textual transmission, with the
simultaneous circulation of the original and longer version, and
an abridged text, written between 1417-1418 by chrysoloras’
pupil guarinus from verona (1374-1460). guarinus’ epitome
enjoyed great success, especially in Italy, determining an
inextricable tangle in the tradition of the Erotemata, both in
manuscript and in print. Numerous ‘contaminated’ versions are
also recorded. It is generally believed that the most ancient extant
copy of the Erotemata in original version is the cod. vat. Pal.
gr.116 in the vatican Library. 

The first printed edition of the grammar appeared in Florence in
1496, but manuscript copies were still widespread in the early
sixteenth century. The present manuscript, perhaps produced in
venice and decorated with typical greek interlaced borders, is of
the longer version of the Erotemata, whose text is however
supplemented by other grammatical texts.

Literature: A. Rollo, “Problemi e prospettive della ricerca su
Manuele crisolora” in R. Maisano - A Rollo (eds.), Manuele Crisolora
e il ritorno del greco in Occidente, Napoli 2002, pp. 31-85; L. Thorn-
Wickert, Manuel Chrysoloras, Frankfurt a.M. 2006.

£3,000 - 4,000
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18
Antiphoner.- MANuScRIPT IN LATIN oN veLLuM, Spain, early
16th century. 110ff. only (of 111, lacking fol. lxv), text
written in black and red, most leaves with music on 5 4-
line red staves, bar lines in yellow, numerous single-stave
initials in red, blue and yellow, occasionally in green, a few
larger 2-stave initials in red and blue, some with decorative
pen-work in the other colour, foliation in red in upper right
corner, many leaves yellowed, some staining, a few repairs,
the old ones with stitching, more recent with sellotape, a
few pieces of vellum replaced or repaired, contemporary
reversed calf over wooden boards, gilt metal corner- and
side-pieces, covers each with 5 bosses (4 near corners and
one central), covers rather worn and with some worming,
lacking clasps, spine repaired, elephant folio (825 x
560mm.), Spain, [early 16th century].

A typically monumental antiphoner in original
binding.

£3,000 - 4,000
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St. John the Baptist, MINIATuRe oN A LeAF FRoM THe ILLuMINATeD
MANuScRIPT oN veLLuM KNoWN AS THe cHeSTeR BeATTy BooK oF HouRS,
with a text leaf from the same manuscript, [Paris, 1408].

c.174 x 130mm., full-page miniature in a full floral and foliate border,
including a three-line illuminated initial and four lines of text, on
reverse 15-line text in single column, framed within the same border,
illuminated initials on gold ground and line endings, plus a text leaf,
also c.174 x 130mm., single column, 15 lines, framed in the same
border, numerous illuminated initials and line endings, excellent
condition, lower margin slightly water-stained, housed in a double
glass wooden frame.

A SPLeNDID MINIATuRe LeAF FRoM THe FAMouS cHeSTeR BeATTy BooK oF
HouRS (probably from the section containing the Suffrage),
illuminated by the Mazarine Master, here offered with a text leaf
from the same manuscript. The chester Beatty Book of Hours, in
the past also ascribed to the Boucicaut Master, is one the few
securely dated manuscripts belonging to this typology. As its
colophon states, “factum et completum est anno M° cccc viji”
quo ceciderunt pontes par[isius]”, i.e. made in 1408, the year the
bridges of Paris were swept away by floods” (a similar inscription
is to be found in the Belles Heures, Ms Douce 144 of the Bodleian
Library in oxford). 

The Mazarine Master, so called after the Book of Hours produced
by him now in the Bibliothèque Mazarine in Paris (ms 469), was
one of the most significant and influential artists active in Paris in
the early years of the fifteenth century, until about 1430. He was
a contemporary of the Limbourg Brothers, and worked for a
highly distinguished clientele, including the greatest collectors of
the age, like Jean, Duc de Berry. 

Both the miniature leaf and the text leaf are framed in an exquisite
border, executed by a skilled craftman working for the Mazarine
Master, which represents one of the earliest appearances of the
acanthus decoration in Parisian manuscript illustration.

The patron who commissioned the Mazarine Master to execute
this marvellous Book of Hours is still unknown. In the nineteenth 

century the manuscript was in the hands of the jeweller John
Boykett Jarman (d.1864). His collection had been damaged by
flooding in 1846 (as the water-stains around the edges of the
present leaves still testify), and was sold in his sale at Sotheby’s,
on 13th June 1864, to edward Arnold. In Arnold’s sale at Sotheby’s
again on 6th May 1929 the Mazarine Master Book of Hours was
bought for £190 by Sir Alfred chester Beatty, who divided it up
and mounted the miniature leaves separately. He sold several of
them on 22nd March 1932 at Sotheby’s, and the present
miniature was lot 326. The other illuminated leaves remained in
chester Beatty’s collection and were in his sale at Sotheby’s on
24th June 1969. 

Provenance: - John Boykett Jarman (d.1864): his sale, Sotheby’s,
13 June 1864, lot 47 (for the complete manuscript). 

- edward Arnold, his sale, Sotheby’s, 6 May, 1929, lot 240 (for the
complete manuscript). 

- Sir Alfred chester Beatty (1875-1968): his MS. W. 103. chester
Beatty had most of the miniatures, including this one, separately
mounted, and some were dispersed during his lifetime. His sale,
Sotheby’s, 22 March 1932, lot 326 (this sale included six
miniatures from the manuscript, all contained in similar elaborate
frames. The most expensive was the Presentation in the Temple
(£7.5s to Maggs) and the miniatures of St John and St Paul each
sold for the second highest price, £7 to Schoyer and cresswick
respectively).

- estelle S. Doheny, and then given to the present owner in 1987
by the Archdiocese of Los Angeles in recognition of her service as
curator of the Doheny collection.

Literature: J. A. Backhouse, “A victorian connoisseur and his
manuscripts: the Tale of Mr Jarman and Mr Wing”, British Museum
Quarterly 32 (1968), pp. 76-92; g. Bartz, der Boucicaut Meister. Ein
unbekanntes Stundenbuch, Rotthalmünster 1999; e. Taburet-
Delahaye - F. Avril, Paris 1400. Les arts sous Charles Vi, Paris 2004,
pp. 280-287.

£30,000 - 50,000

24 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

The Property of Mrs Rita Faulders
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The Property of a Gentleman
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Book of Hours, use of Rome. ILLuMINATeD MANuScRIPT oN veLLuM,
[Southern Flanders (Bruges?), second half of the fifteenth century].

160 x 115mm. ii + 98 + i leaves, unfoliated, thirteen quires, collation: 12,
28, 36, 48, 58, 68, 78, 88, 96, 108, 118, 128, 132, last two leaves mounted on
a parchment strip, blank: fol. 72, text block: 92 x 62mm., single column,
18 lines, first below top line, ruled in purple ink, with full-length horizontal
and vertical bounding lines, text written in dark brown ink and red in a
gothic book-hand, Calendar with names of months and major feasts in
red ink, decorated with THIRTeeN LARge ARcH-ToPPeD MINIATuReS with full
elaborate borders of semi-naturalistic acanthus leaves and flowers in
colours and gold, each incorporating a five-line illuminated initial with
acanthus leaves on liquid gold, with text, one five-line illuminated initial
on fol. 28r in liquid gold on a blue and red ground, numerous one or
two-line initials painted in gold on grounds of red and blue (occasionally
with extension), one-line penwork initials throughout, line endings in red
and blue, borders of the miniatures lightly cropped, the lower right
corners of them slightly rubbed from use, short tear on fols. 14 and 17,
otherwise in excellent condition, twentieth-century olive morocco, covers
with three gilt fillets, at the centre small fleuron composed of different
gilt tools, spine with five raised bands emphasised by dotted fillets,
compartments gilt-tooled, title lettered in gilt, inner gilt dentelles, housed
in a modern pale blue cloth clamshell case, with title in gilt lettering on
morocco label (spine detached).

This luxurious Book of Hours - the popular medieval prayer
book designed for laymen - was produced in Southern Flanders,
possibly in Bruges, the main centre of Flemish book production
in the second half of the fifteenth century. The calendar contains
mention of local feast days and saints especially venerated in this
area, such as St Aldegardis virginis and the bishop Willebrordius,
providing further valuable clues, along the ownership inscription
in a Flemish hand on the verso of the last leaf, as to its likely place
of production. 

The manuscript is decorated with thirteen full-page miniatures,
inserted at the relevant sections of the Hours, mostly
accompanying the Hours of the virgin and based on well-
established iconographic models. The decoration, the intense and
distinctive colouring, the clear images, the naturalistic taste, and
the floral motifs in the borders recall the style of the atelier of the
famous illuminator Willem vrelant, born in utrecht but active in
Bruges from 1454 to 1482. He worked for the Burgundian court,
and was a successful and prolific artist. vrelant’s style was imitated
by other illuminators “that it remains difficult to draw a firm line
between the œuvre of the Master and that of his followers” (g.
Dogaer, Flemish Miniature Painting, p. 99). 

Text: fols. 1r-12v, calendar
fols. 13r-15v, Hours of the Holy Spirit
fols. 16r-18v, Hours of the cross
fols. 19r-27v, Mass of the Blessed virgin Mary
fols. 28r-32v, The prayer to the virgin ‘o intemerata’
fols. 33r-71v, Hours of the virgin
fols. 73r-93v, The Penitential Psalms and Litany followed by
petitions
fols. 93r-98v, office of the Dead

Illustration: The subjects of the full-page miniatures are: 
fol. 13r: Pentecost
fol. 16r: crucifixion
fol. 19r: virgin and child
fol. 33r: Annunciation 
fol. 41v: visitation
fol. 50v: Nativity
fol. 54r: Annunciation to the Shepherds
fol. 57r: Adoration of the Magi
fol. 60r: Presentation in the Temple
fol. 63r: Massacre of the Innocents
fol. 68r: Flight into egypt
fol. 73r: Ascension
fol. 93r: Funeral Service

Provenance: contemporary ownership inscription on verso of
final leaf, in a Flemish hand, ‘desen boeck hoert too van [?] en
gheest haer weder om gote’, possibly revealing a female
ownership;

Albert ehrman (1890-1969), British book collector; his monogram
stamp on rear pastedown, with the notice ‘Ms I. 633’; booklabel
of the Broxbourne Library on front pastedown);

Menno Hertzberger, bookseller in Amsterdam (label on front
pastedown);

Robert Walsingham Martin (1871-1961; bookplate pasted on a
vellum strip between front pastedown and flyleaf); by descent to
his daughter Marie Martin; sold in the 1980s to John F. Fleming;
sold 1986 to Robert and Joan cremin.

Literature: g. Dogaer, Flemish Miniature Painting in the 15th and
16th Centuries, Amsterdam, 1987; Th. Kren - S. McKendrick (eds.),
illuminating the Renaissance. The Triumph of Flemish Manuscript
Painting in Europe, Los Angeles 2003; T. Delcourt - B. Bousmanne
(eds.), Miniatures flamandes 1404-1482, Paris-Brussels 2011.

£20,000 - 30,000

26 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Book of Hours, use of Rouen. ILLuMINATeD MANuScRIPT oN veLLuM,
in French and Latin, [Rouen, c. 1485-1490]. 

160 x 113mm., ii + 110 + i leaves, unfoliated, thirteen quires, collation:
112, 212-1, 38, 48, 58, 68, 78, 88, 98-1, 108, 118, 128, 138, blank: fol. 26, 73v,
76r, 110, lacking two miniature leaves between fols. 15-16 and 72-
73, otherwise complete, fols. 13-15 misbound, text block: 92 x 58mm.,
single column, 18 lines, first below top line, ruled in red ink, with full-
length horizontal and vertical bounding lines, catchwords written
vertically in inner lower margin, text written in dark brown ink and red
in a batarde book-hand, names of months and major feasts in
Calendar in gold ink, decorated with TWeLve LARge ARcH-ToPPeD
MINIATuReS, all but one with full floral and foliate borders, all text pages
with side borders of flowers, fruits and leaves on unpainted grounds,
numerous one or two-line initials on grounds alternating red, blue,
and gold, line endings painted in gold on red or blue ground, a few
miniatures slightly oxidized in places, but generally in excellent
condition, handsome French eighteenth-century red morocco, similar
in style to bindings executed by the workshop of Nicolas-denis
derôme, known as derôme le Jeune (1731-1790), covers framed within
a gilt dentelle, elaborate fleuron at the centre, composed of two
crowns, stars, and floral motifs, spine with five small raised bands,
compartments richly decorated in gilt, inner gilt dentelles, marbled
pastedowns and flyleaves, in comb pattern, minor wear to extremities,
preserved in an eighteenth-century velvet-lined brocade bag,
somewhat worn, and housed in modern red morocco-backed case,
title lettered in gilt.

A lavishly illuminated Book of Hours, produced in the last
decades of the fourteenth century in Rouen, France. The
charming manuscript was commissioned by an unidentified but
highly distinguished woman, as the final full-page miniature
depicting the patroness adoring the virgin and child bears
witness. Women predominated as owners of Books of Hours, and
patronesses could request a personalised example, with the
choice of particular subjects for the illustrative apparatus, and the
inclusion in the opening calendar of favoured or local saints. 

This manuscript contains twelve large miniatures in typical late
fifteenth-century Rouen style. characteristic features include the
detailed patterning of textiles, the elaborate architectural
constructions, and the borders with sprays of naturalistic flowers
and fruits, framing the miniatures as well as the text. only the
miniature on fol. 27r, showing the Annunciation, is within a gilt
architectural frame of flanking polygonal piers, each with a
canopied statue. 

Text: fols. 1r-12v: calendar, in French 
fols. 13r-22r: extracts from gospels included in the Mass recited
on major feast days, and prayers
fols. 22r-25r, the prayer to the virgin ‘o intemerata’
fols. 27r-58v: Hours of the virgin
fols 59r-73r: The Penitential Psalms and Litany followed by
petitions .
fols.: 74r-101v: office of the Dead. 
fol. 102r-109v: prayers in French
Illustration: The subjects of the full-page miniatures are:
fol. 13e: coronation of the virgin
fol. 27r: Annunciation
fol. 35v: visitation
fol. 44v : Nativity
fol. 48v : Annunciation to the Shepherds
fol.51v: Adoration of the Magi
fol. 54r: Presentation in the Temple
fol. 56v: Flight into egypt
fol. 59r: David with harp, praying
fol. 76v: Pentecost
fol. 79v: Funeral Service
fol. 103r Patroness and Angels adoring the enthroned virgin and
child

Provenance: John A. Saks (1913-1983), American book collector;
bookplate on verso of front marbled flyleaf; sale christie’s New
york, 20 May 1983, lot 45, $9,350 to John F. Fleming for Robert
and Joan cremin.

£60,000 - 80,000

28 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Book of Hours, use of Rome. ILLuMINATeD MANuScRIPT IN LATIN
oN veLLuM, [Florence, c.1470].

120 x 79mm., i + 301 + i leaves, unfoliated, three blank, 16 leaves
added in the sixteenth century, further single blanks cancelled
after fols. 277 and 295, lacking two leaves after fol. 27, else
complete, thirty-one quires, collation: 112+10, (fols. 1-2 and 15-22
added around the quire in the sixteenth century), 28+1 (of 10+1),
3-1110, 122, 1310+1, 14-1910, 2010+1, 21-2210, 232, 2410+1, 25-2710,
2810-1, (last blank cancelled), 2910+1, 308-1, (last blank cancelled), 316

(added in the sixteenth century), text block: 62 x 42mm, 12 lines,
horizontal catchwords with calligraphic surround, text written in
dark brown ink in a gothic liturgical hand, rubricated throughout,
headings in burnished gold, numerous three-line penwork initials
in colours on burnished gold grounds extending the full-length of
the page into upper and lower margins, seven three-line
historiated initials in leafy design in colours on burnished gold
grounds with full-length borders of multi-coloured floral stems
and leaves infilled with gold dots within bursts of radiating
penwork, five six-to-seven line historiated initials in multi-coloured
leafy surrounds on burnished gold with full borders of flowers,
leaves, vases and putti, each with several small cartouches in
burnished gold frames enclosing miniatures, five full-page
miniatures added to face the historiated initials, in colours and
liquid gold, with gold borders within a further border with liquid
gold acanthus scrolls, pearls and other classical motifs, full-page
drawing added c.1572 to front flyleaf depicting the Virgin and
Child with St. Anne in the style of an engraving, with the title for
the book in cartouche above, manuscript generally in very good
condition, some rubbing and thumbing, extremities of full borders
occasionally lightly cropped, a few signs of use, lower margin of
fol.4r with a few contemporary annotations, probably additions
to the Calendar, later plain calf (probably 17th century), lacking
clasps, binding slightly wormed, upper joint repaired. 

Provenance: - Two coats-of-arms at foot of fol.23v and 24r.
on the left of each page arms of the family gucci di Dino of
Florence (see crollalanza, dizionario Storico-Blasonico, 1886,
p. 511). The red calendar signals St. Zenobius of Florence
(25th May) and he is invoked in the short Litany.

- A certain Jakob vargoczki, from Przemysl, in Poland
(‘Jacobus vargoczki civis Premisliensis’, erased sixteenth-
century ownership inscription on fol. 23v) - the insertions on
thicker vellum in calligraphic germanic hand and additional
prayers and the table of feasts for 21 years from 1572 are
probably for him. 

- Presented on 19 May 1713 to His Highness carolus
Stanislaus Radziwill, Duke of olyka, by constantin
Brzostowski (1713), bishop of viln 1687-1713, perpetual
custodian of the cistercian abbey of Mogila (Clara Tumba,
founded 1226, diocese of cracow), with long presentation
inscription on the verso of the front flyleaf.

Text: fol. 3r: calendar
fol. 15r: the Apostles’ creed and other sixteenth-century
additions
fol. 24r: the Hours of the virgin, use of Rome, with Matins
fol. 98r: series of seasonal variants
fol. 125r: the Hours of the cross
fol. 196r: the Penitential Psalms and Litany
fol. 229r: the Hours of the cross
fol. 279r: the Psalms of Degree
fol. 295v: Sixteenth-century additions

Illumination: This is a luxurious Florentine Book of Hours
probably made around 1470 and then with full-page
miniatures inserted perhaps around 1500. The major
portion of the book is attributable to Francesco Di Lorenzo
Rosselli (1445-1513), illuminator and panel painter in

Florence who travelled to Buda to work for Matthias
corvinus in 1480. His style is close to that of Francesco
d’Antonio del chierico (see A. garzelli, Miniatura Fiorentina
del Rinascimento, 1440-1525, II, pls. 500, 512, 531-33, etc.).
The pages illustrated by him here are: 

fol. 24r: historiated initial of the virgin and child and
vignettes of four bearded prophets, the Holy Dove, and the
Nativity of christ in the stable, with six putti and two coat-of-
arms
fol. 38r: historiated initial of a young girl
fol. 54r: historiated initial of a young girl
fol. 60v: historiated initial of a young girl
fol. 67r: historiated initial of a young girl 
fol. 73r: historiated initial of a woman in a bonnet
fol. 79r: historiated initial of a young girl
fol. 90r: historiated initial of a young girl 
fol. 125r: historiated initial of a hooded figure in a grey shroud
standing in a grave surrounded by skulls; with four vignettes
of skulls, either singly, or four together, or in a vase, or on a
table being blessed by a bearded monk, with four putti.
fol. 196r: historiated initial of David in the wilderness; with
two vignettes of David with his psaltery, one of a bearded
man, and one of the Holy Dove in flight, with six putti, two
with braziers.
fol. 229r: historiated initial of christ as the Man of Sorrow
standing in the Tomb; with five vignettes of five apostles and
four putti. 
fol. 279r: historiated initial of the virgin as a young girl
tending a sacred lamp in the Temple; with three vignettes of
the virgin Mary and one of the Holy Dove in flight, with six
putti. 

Sixteenth-century full-page miniatures by different artists in
a more formal painterly style, in soft colours with delicate
whiskery liquid gold, attributable to Monte del Flora (d. ca.
1528), son of the Sculptor giovanni di Miniato and brother
and partner of the illuminator gherardo del Flora (d. 1497).
The high quality of the painting of these miniatures in fine
architectural settings and rocky landscapes are indicative of
Monte’s style (cf. garzelli, pl. 993 - compare pl.997 with fol.
195v here; and compare pl.998 with fol. 23v etc.). 

The full-page miniatures are:
fol. 23v: the Annunciation, set in a classical temple, with god
appearing above in a blaze of light; the border includes five
bearded prophets, the Holy Dove in flight, two putti, two
coat-of-arms.
fol. 124v: the Raising of Lazarus in a classical building, with
St.Mary Magdalene falling on her knees to thank christ; with
five vignettes of skulls, two of hooded figures, and one with
a winged skeleton, together with two putti with strings of
pearls.
fol. 195v: David in the wilderness, his crown on the ground
before him, kneeling by a cave (like the image of St. Jerome)
with god appearing above and a large crowd of people
kneeling in the distance on the right; with eight vignettes of
King David at different times of his life (as a child, with the
head of goliath, with his psaltery, as an old man, etc.), and
two putti with strings of pearls.
fol. 228v: the crucifixion, with a crowd of saints on the left
and Jewish edlers on the right; the border includes a pelican
in her piety (representing the shedding of blood for
mankind), seven onlookers watching the crucifixion and two
putti.
fol. 278v: the Assumption of the virgin, surrounded by
golden cherubim and attended by two angels with large
candlesticks, as the apostles gather around her bier on the
ground; the border includes four prophets and three putti. 

Literature: A. garzelli, Miniatura Fiorentina del Rinascimento,
1440-1525. Un primo censimento, Firenze 1985.

£80,000 - 120,000
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Book of Hours, Use of Paris. HoRe BeATe MARIe vIRgINIS SecuNDuM uSuM
PARRHISIeN, ToTALITeR AD LoNguM, text in French and Latin, collation: a-o8, 110 ff.
(of 112, lacking b5 and e6), PRINTeD oN veLLuM, 27 lines, Gothic type, Eustace’s large
metalcut second device to title, calendar for 1508-1520, full-page metalcut of
anatomical man, 14 full-page metalcuts within multiple-piece metalcut borders
and 33 smaller cuts within text, initials and line fillers in red or blue and gold, 23
ff. ms. religious texts and prayers in French and Latin in two early ink hands
bound in at start and end, genitals of anatomical man neatly removed,
occasional staining and finger-soiling, 16th century calf, covers with double gilt
filet borders, upper cover with oval medallion of the Crucifixion and lower cover
with medallion of the Annunciation (this worn), spine in compartments, each with
a small floral tool, spine repaired, rubbed and marked, 8vo (173 x 102mm),
[Paris], Guillaume Eustace; [colophon: Jean Barbier for Nicolas Vivien], [9th
March, 1508].

A rare Hours printed on vellum. This is the only copy we can trace at
auction (last sold in the sale of Richard Hatchwell, 2009) and seemingly the
only institutional copy is to be found at the State Library of victoria, Australia.
A similar version of this production with the use of Rome is more common.
Jean Barbier is probably the same printer who was first active for a short
time in england, working with Julian Notary on the first Sarum missal to be
printed in england for Wynkyn de Worde in 1498. 

Provenance: Richard Hatchwell, his sale Bonhams, 10th June, 2009, lot 6
(loosely inserted bookplate). 

References: cf. Bohatta 853 and Lacombe 185, similar but with use of Rome. 

£2,000 - 3,000

32 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Books of Hours, use of Rome. HeuReS A LuISAge De RoMe TouT Au
LoNg SANS RIeNS ReQueRIR NoueLLeMeNT IMPRIMeeS, PRINTeD oN veLLuM WITH
ILLuMINATeD WooDcuTS, collation: A-M8, 96ff., Gothic type, text in Latin,
title and colophon in French, 15 large hand-painted woodcuts (fols.
A1r, B2r, B5r, C7v, d5r, E3r, E4r, E5r, E8r, F3r, F6r, G1r, G5v, i1r, K2v),
three-line initials in gold, on grounds of blue and dark pink, numerous
one and two-line initials in gold on alternating dark pink and blue
ground, rubricated in dark pink and blue, overall an excellent copy,
browned and stained in places, quire d slightly loose, some
illuminated initials slightly discoloured, handsome early 18th-century
French brown morocco à la dentelle, spine with four small raised
bands, compartments richly gilt-tooled, marbled endpapers in comb
pattern, housed in modern black morocco case, 16mo (107 x 68mm.),
Paris, Germain Hardouyin, [1516].

AN exceSSIveLy RARe eARLy FReNcH eDITIoN oF THe BooK oF HouRS,
PRINTeD oN veLLuM AND DATABLe, FRoM THe ALMANAcH PRINTeD AT THe
BegINNINg, To 1516. The volume was issued from the press of the
leading Parisian publisher and illuminator germain Hardouyn,
active from c.1500/1505 to 1539/1541. Between the end of the
fifteenth century and the early sixteenth century Paris was the
principal centre of production and trade for printed Books of
Hours, which from a textual point of view followed the manuscript
examples. germain Hardouyn, together with his brother gilles,
printed almost exclusively Books of Hours, producing at least two
or three editions per year. For special clients he produced
handsome presentation copies of the Heures, printed on vellum
and decorated with illuminations, like the copy offered here. It
closely resembles an illuminated manuscript: it is printed on
vellum in gothic type, with colophon but no title-page, illustrated
with illuminated woodcuts, and decorated with numerous hand-
painted initials and line endings. Hardouyn continued to produce
illuminated copies of Hours even after other Parisian publishers
had abandoned this production.

In the present copy the first miniature shows St cecilia playing a
lute, a feature which suggests that this precious copy on vellum
was not a standardised one, but rather individually designed.
Patrons could in fact request the inclusion of favourite or local
saints, and this was particularly the case in books commissioned
by distinguished women.

Text: The edition includes all standard textual elements of Hours.
It opens with the almanach, for the years 1516-1537; the other
sections follow: extracts from the gospels, the Passion according
to John, office of the virgin, Seven Penitential Psalms, Litanies,
offices of the Dead, supplemented with short offices and Suffrages. 

Illumination: The text is accompanied by fifteen handsome
illuminated woodcuts at the beginning of sections, and mostly
depicting scenes from the life of the virgin Mary, derived in all
likelihood from images previously used in other manuscripts or
printed Books of Hours. The illumination was probably executed
in Hardouyn’s workshop. The leaves containing illuminated
woodcuts are framed in gold-painted architectonic borders à
l’antique, sketched in red on a gold yellow ground, and decorated
with Hardouyn’s characteristic dangling cords and tassels. The
woodcuts are coloured in the new quicker style with the lines of
the cut largely obscured by paint, and only in a few areas do the
underlying designs show through.

fol. A1r: St. cecilia
fol. B2r: John the evangelist writing
fol. B5r: christ carrying the cross
fol. c7v: Annunciation 
fol. D5r: visitation
fol. e3r: christ carrying the cross (in a different version)
fol. e4r: Marriage of the virgin
e5r: Nativity
e8r: Annunciation to the Shepherds
F3r: Adoration of the Magi
F6r: Presentation in the Temple
g1r: Flight into egypt
g5v: coronation of the virgin
I1r: King David
K2v: Job on the Dungheap

Literature: Bohatta 912; J. guignard, “Livres d’Heures de germain
Hardouyn à la Bibliothèque Nationale”, Les trésors des bibliothèques
de France, vII (1942), pp. 30-42; K. Lee Bowen, Christopher Plantin’s
Books of Hours: illustration and Production, Nieuwkoop 1997, pp.
30-34; v. Reinburg, French Books of Hours. Making an Archive of
Prayer, c. 1400-1600, cambridge 2012. Not recorded in Lacombe

£10,000 - 15,000
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Books of Hours, use of Rome. HoRAe DIuINe vIRgINIS MARIe SecuNDuM uSuM RoMANuM...vNA cuM FIguRIS APocALIPSIS & DeSTRucTIo HIeRASuLeM
& MuLTIS FIguRIS BIBLIe INSeRTIS, PRINTeD oN veLLuM, collation: A-M8, 96ff., Gothic type, text in Latin, woodcut printer’s device on recto of first
leaf, each page of text framed within woodcut border composed of different woodblocks, 20 larger woodcuts (fol. A1v, A6r, A8v, B6r, C5r,
d2r, d4r, d6v, d8r, E2r, E5r, F7v, F8r, G7v, G8r, i6v, i7r, K1r, K3r, K8v), including lines of text, smaller vignettes depicting different saints
on fols. L5r, L5v, L6r, L7v, L8r, M1r, M1v, M2r, M2v, and M3r, one and two-line initials in gold on alternating dark pink and blue ground
throughout, line endings in dark pink, blue and gold, lightly spotted in places, repair to lower margin of fol. E3, slightly touching woodcut
border, fine 16th-century brown morocco, over pasteboards, covers decorated with elaborate gilt plaque within border of blind and gilt
fillets, at the centre the Virgin with Child, spine with four raised bands underlined by gilt fillets, repaired at extremities, overall an excellent
copy, preserved in modern cloth case, title lettered in gilt on spine, 8vo (170 x 106mm.), Paris, Germain Hardouyin, [1520].

A rare early French edition of the Book of Hours, printed on vellum and datable from the opening Almanach to 1520. The volume
was published by germain Hardouyn, who was active in Paris from ca. 1500/1505 to 1539/1541, and together with his brother
gilles printed almost exclusively Books of Hours, producing at least two or three editions per year for a distinguished clientele,
often printed on vellum or illuminated. His Books of Hours are rightly praised for the the rich illustrative apparatus, depicting
mainly scenes from the lives of the virgin and christ, and the elaborate borders framing each page of the volume, which show the
use of woodblocks derived from the Legenda aurea, and cycles from the Apocalypse and Dance of Death.

This copy is in a handsome Renaissance binding, possibly executed in France, decorated with an elaborate plaque similar in style
to those used on volumes bound for Jean grolier, the prince of Bibliophiles.

Text: The volume opens as usual with the Almanach (for the years 1520-1532), and the calendar; the other sections follow: extracts
from the gospels, the Passion according to John, the Hours of the virgin, the Seven Penitential Psalms, Litanies, offices of the
Dead, supplemented by short offices and Suffrages.

Provenance: Arthur John Dorman (ex-libris on the front pastedown)

Pamela and Raymond Lister 

Literature: Bohatta 1045; Lacombe 304, 305; J. guignard, “Livres d’Heures de germain Hardouyn à la Bibliothèque Nationale”, Les
trésors des bibliothèques de France, vII (1942), pp. 30-42; K. Lee Bowen, Christopher Plantin’s Books of Hours: illustration and Production,
Nieuwkoop 1997, pp. 30-34; v. Reinburg, French Books of Hours. Making an Archive of Prayer, c. 1400-1600, cambridge 2012. 

£10,000 - 15,000
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Books of Hours, use of Paris. LeS PReSeNTeS HeuReS A LuSAge De PARIS
TouTeS Au LoNg SANS RIeN ReQueTIR: NouueSSeMe[N]T IMPRIMeeS Au DIcT
LIeu / Auec QueS PLuSIeuRS BeLLeS HySToIReS, collation: A-R8, aa8, 144ff.,
Gothic type, text in Latin and French, printed in red and black, large
printer’s device (two unicorns holding a shield bearing the initials ‘T
K’) on fols. A1r and R8r, 59 full-page metalcut decorative borders
surrounding the pages, an excellent copy, with very good impressions
of plates, some leaves lightly browned, short tear at the gutter of fol.
A4, early 20th-century French olive morocco, covers within blind fillets
and floral roll, spine with five raised bands, title and imprint lettered
in gilt in second and third compartments, the others decorated with
blind floral tool, red morocco doublures, elaborately gold tooled to a
rich Grolier pattern and signed by the binder Hardy Mennil and the
famous ‘doreur’ Marius Michel (1846-1925), marbled endpapers in
comb pattern, board edges decorated with double gilt fillet, multi-
coloured silk bookmark, gilt edges, 4to (218 x143mm.), [colophon on
fol. R8v:] Paris / par la Veufue de feu Thielman keruer. demeurante
en la grant rue sainct iacques / au dessus des Maturins / a lenseigne
de la Licorne. M.d.xxv. [colophon on fol. aa8v:] achevé 19 June 1525.

A ReMARKABLe, PRoFuSeLy ILLuSTRATeD PARISIAN eDITIoN oF THe BooK oF
HouRS. The volume was issued on 19 June 1525 from the printing
house established by the renowned publisher Thielman Kerver
and led, after his death in 1522, by his widow yolande
Bonhomme, who became in turn one of the major Parisian
publishers of Books of Hours. Between 1497 and 1522 Kerver,
who originated from coblentz in germany, published in Paris 124
editions of the Hours for the use of Rome, volumes which are
rightly praised for the quality of pictorial narrative, the repertoire
of designs and the handsome layout, harmoniously integrating
images with the text. The influence of Kerver’s Horae can be
traced in Italian and Flemish productions, the illustration of which
derive directly from Kerver’s sets of cuts.

The 1525 edition contains the last set produced by Kerver’s
workshop for Books of Hours. The Parisian printer continuously
modified the presentation and illustrations of the book, and it is
possible to distinguish changes in style. This set enjoyed a long
lifespan and was used by other 16th-century printers. 

Text: The edition includes all the standard textual elements of a
Book of Hours. It opens with the almanach, for the years 1525-
1538. The other sections are: calendar, gospels, passion
according to John, office of the virgin, Seven Penitential Psalms,
Litanies, offices of the Dead, supplemented with short officies
such as those of the cross and of the Holy Spirit, Suffrages. The
additional final quire contains the commendationes defunctorum.

Illustration: The present set, the last produced by Kerver’s
workshop, and characterized by thick black outlines and shading,
was realised in 1519 after the designs of the famous artist Jean
Pichore. The first edition which mentions the ‘nouvelles hystoires’
was printed by Kerver on 5 December 1519. The calendar is
introduced by the illustration of the Planetary Man, a plate which
shows the effects of the planets on different parts of the human
body, and appears only occasionally in the manuscript tradition.
The months are illustrated not with the seasonal labours or zodiac,
but with the cycle of the Ages of Man, from infancy to senility and
death, and each image is accompanied by a quatrain in French. All
principal sections of the Hours are introduced by a large metalcut:
the scenes mainly illustrate the lives of the virgin and christ, often
derived from the woodblocks used for the famous Biblia
Pauperum, the Legenda aurea, the Speculum humanae salvationis,
or cycles from the Apocalypse and Dance of Death.

Another interesting feature is the elaborate border surrounding
each page, showing the influence of both the Italian Renaissance
and german printmaking. Several borders are on criblé ground
and include pictorial narratives with verse captions explaining the
images. The vertical parts of the borders depict biblical scenes, in
which the old Testament is used to aid understanding of the New
Testament. The lower parts of the borders combine and re-
combine several designs, showing classical elements and secular
themes such as scenes of hunting or children playng games,
amusing grotesques, putti, seasonal activities, animals and foliage
ornaments, portraits of Prophets and Sibylles, and occasionally
Kerver’s monogram.

Provenance: giraud-Badin Paris, 3-4 May 1937 (Beaux livres anciens,
rares et preìcieux, manuscrits et imprimeìs; riches reliures armorieìes).

Henry Burton, Lyon-genève (ex-libris on recto of front flyleaf).

Private collection.

Literature: Bohatta 324; Lacombe 347-350; B. Hibbard Beech,
“yolande Bonhomme: A Renaissance Printer”, Medieval
Prosopography 6 (1985), pp. 79-100; K. Lee Bowen, Christopher
Plantin’s Books of Hours: illustration and Production, Nieuwkoop
1997, pp. 37-41; N. Barker, “The Printed Book of Hours”, The Book
Collector, 53 (2004), pp. 335-352; c. Zo�hl, Jean Pichore: Buchmaler,
Graphiker und Verleger in Paris um 1500, Turnhout, Brepols, 2004;
M. B. Winn - D. Sheerin, “Mixing Manuscript and Print: Franciscan
offices, venetian Borders, and Kerver’s 1510 Hours in Newberry
Library Wing MS ZW 5351.1”, La Bibliofilia 114 (2012), pp. 161-205.

£8,000 - 12,000
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Tortellius (Johannes) oRTHogRAPHIA, collation: [1-210, 3-48, 510, 68,
76, 8-910, 108, 1110, 128, 136, 14-1610, 178, 186, 198, 2010, 218, 22-2710,
288, 2912, 30-3210, 3312], 304ff., fol. 33/11 blank, text in double
column, 53 lines, the dedicatory epistle (fol 1/1v) in single column,
type: 150G (title), 103R (text), 103Gk (quotations and Greek
etymologies of Latin words), fol. 1/2r with 5-line illuminated initial on
gold ground with floral extension, lower margin of same leaf with
unidentified coat-of-arms, pen-flourished initials alternately in red and
blue, overall a good copy, slightly water-stained, a few wormholes in
covers and opening leaves, outer upper corners with modern pencil
foliation, contemporary half calf over wooden boards, traces of straps,
metal clasp preserved on rear board, spine covered with leather in
19th century, folio (391 x 280mm.), Rome, Ulrich Han and Simone
Nicola Cardella, [after 10 August] 1471.

exceDeeNgLy RARe FIRST eDITIoN oF THe ORTHOGRAPHiA, the monumental
Latin dictionary composed between 1449 and 1495 by the
humanist Johannes Tortellius (c.1400-1466), who served as a
librarian to Pope Nicholas v, to whom the work is dedicated.
Tortelli’s lexicon is very similar to Lorenzo valla’s Elegantiae, and 

includes a list of greek-derived Latin words in the second part. In
this edition the printer ulrich Han made use of a greek font for
the first time, similar to that employed in Rome by Sweynheim
and Pannartz. “That of Han, which seems to occur for the first
rime in the Tortellius of 1471 [...] has only twenty-three letters, as
the o of the roman type is used always” (R. Proctor, The Printing of
Greek in the Fifteenth Century, oxford 1900, p. 29).

The Orthographia was edited by the Augustinian Adamo da
Montaldo, and the copy-text used for the publication is today
preserved in the vatican Library. The Orthographia had an
immediate success and quickly became a reference guide for the
study as well as the printing of greek classics. 

Literature: Hc 15563; gW M47210; BMc Iv, 23; IgI 9682; goff T,
394; L. capoduro, “L’edizione romana del ‘De orthographia’ di g.
Tortelli e Adamo de Montaldo”, in M. Miglio (ed.), Scrittura,
biblioteche e stampa a Roma nel Quattrocento, città del vaticano
1983, pp. 37-56.

£12,000 - 18,000

36 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Diomedes Grammaticus. ARS gRAMMATIcA [AND oTHeRS gRAMMATIcAL
TReATISeS], collation: a10, b-m8, n6, o-t8, u10, x8, 170ff., text in single
column, 35 lines, type: 1B:115 (112)R, 115Gk, 5:93GA (the Greek type
used only for the signature marks of quires k, n, u, and x), blank
spaces for capitals with printed guide letters, fol. a2r with illuminated
border of classical motifs, originally painted in red, now oxidised,
generally in good conditions, fols. b6 and b7 mounted on a paper strip
(possibly supplied from another copy), slight staining and foxing to
first and last few leaves, some small repaired wormholes, occasional
marginal damp-staining, offprint of British Museum’s stamp to lower
panel of the opening painted border, early inked foliation, occasional
contemporary marginalia, early English 19th-century green morocco,
probably by the German binders L. Staggemeier and S. Welcher (active
in London from the end of the 18th century), covers blind-tooled with
narrow rolls enclosing a wide drawer-handle roll border framing a
scrolling palmette roll, 8-pointed star tool in each corner, spine divided
into six compartments by false double raised bands and decorated
with small floral tools, title lettered in gilt on black morocco label,
marbled pastedowns and flyleaves, inner gilt dentelles, gilt edges, folio,
286 x 194mm.,[Venice], Nicolas Jenson, [c.1476-80]. 

First edition of this collection of grammatical and rhetorical
writings assembled by Diomedes grammaticus (half of fourth
century) and containing his de arte grammatica, the only Latin
grammar of the period to survive complete. With the exception
of Donatus all the texts included are printed here for the first
time, including: the institutio de nomine, pronomine et verbo by
Priscianus, the de nomine et verbo by Phocas, the Commentarius
in artem donati by Maurus Servius Honoratus, which also includes
a portion of Donatus’ lost commentary to virgil. 

Provenance: British Museum cancelled ink stamp on verso of first
and last leaves (sold March 1932); Bernard Quaritch, London;
anonymous owner, sale Sotheby’s, London, 4 December 1978, lot
60; Ned J. Nackles (1931-1999; sale christie’s New york 17th April
2000, lot 99). 

Literature: Hc 6214; gW 8399; BMc v, 182 (this copy); IgI 3471;
goff D 234; Flodr, Diomedes 1.

£15,000 - 20,000
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Horatius Flaccus (Quintus) oPeRA, collation: [*]6, A-Z6, AA-ii6, KK-LL8, [**]6, present copy with last
quire signed [**], bound between quires [*] and A, 219ff only (of 220, lacking final blank), text in single
column, 74 lines (commentary surrounding text and headline), prefatory quire in double column, table
in triple column, type: 22:89R (text), 23:64bR (commentary), 19:280G (title), 17:145G (headlines,
headings), 4:48G (interlinear glosses), woodcut printer’s device on fol. LL7v, 168 woodcut illustrations
from 101 blocks by the Terence Master, most printed from composite blocks, many repeated. 2- and
3-line blank spaces for capitals with printed guide letters, generally a good copy, some leaves uniformly
browned, a few water-stains, early ink stains and fingermarks, some wormholes, occasionally affecting
single letters, old repairs to title, to lower corner of fol. X5 and upper corner of fol. EE4, Latin and
German marginalia and emendations throughout in an early German hand, a few bibliographical
pencil notes on front pastedown, contemporary German blind-tooled pigskin over bevelled wooden
boards, remains of brass clasps, spine with four double raised bands, title on paper label in second
compartment, covers stained and rubbed in places, folio (330 x 212mm.), Strassburg, Johann
Grüninger, 12 March 1498.

FIRST ILLuSTRATeD eDITIoN oF HoRAce’S OPERA. HeRe eDITeD FoR THe FIRST TIMe FRoM A MANuScRIPT, IN
coMPARISoN To PRevIouS eDITIoNS PuBLISHeD IN ITALy, WHIcH WeRe TAKeN FRoM PRINTeD SouRceS. 

The edition issued by the printer grüninger is rightly famed for its illustrations and is
considered one of the finest illustrated books produced in germany during the fifteenth
century. The text is enhanced by 168 woodcuts, executed by an artist known as the ‘Terence
Master’. According to Kristeller and von Arnim, only 37 woodblocks were however originally
designed and cut for this work. The major part of the illustrations are a re-use of woodblocks
employed previously for other editions issued from grüninger’s printing house, such as the
famous Narrenschiff by Sebastian Brant, which appeared in 1494-1495, the Terentius of 1496,
and the Libro philomusi by Johann georg Locher of 1497. The opening woodcuts depict
Horace as a crowned poet laureate.

Provenance: A barely legible early german ownership inscription on the recto of the title
(‘Paulus cantag[?]); a small inked monogram combining the letters e and S on the title (with
the number ‘187’); Fernand Heitz (large ex-libris on front pastedown). 

Literature: Hc 8898*; BMc I, 112; Fairfax Murray German 205; Schreiber 4240; goff H-461.

£10,000 - 15,000
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Catherine of Siena (Saint) ePISToLe DevoTISSIMe, collation: *10, a-y8, A-g8, H10, I-N8, o10, P-Z8, AA-
FF8, [10], ccccxiiii [i.e. 411], [1] ff., text in single columnn, 40 lines, type: 2:114R, 10:82R,
full-page woodcut depicting St. catherine on fol. *10v, woodcut decorated initials, many on
black ground, somewhat water-stained and foxed, first leaf uniformly browned, a few spots
and stains, minor wear to the lower outer corner, late 16th-century vellum over pasteboards,
spine with three large raised bands, corners worn, rubbed, folio (298 x 202mm.), venice,
[Aldus Manutius], 15-[not after 19] September, 1500.

An exceptional copy of the famous Aldine edition of 368 letters by catherine of Siena
(1347-1380). The volume was edited for Aldus by Bartolomeo da Alzano, whereas the
publishing initiative was commissioned by Margherita, the widow of the rich and learned
german merchant Peter ugelheimer, the former business partner of Nicolas Jenson.

The text of the Epistolae is introduced by a woodcut frontispiece showing the famous image
of the Saint holding an open book in her right hand, in which five words are printed (in the
majority of recorded copies), which represent the first appearance of the celebrated Aldine
italic type, designed and cut for Aldus Manutius by the Bolognese punchcutter and
typefounder Francesco griffo. IN THe PReSeNT coPy THe BooK HeLD By THe SAINT IS WITHouT THe WoRDS
IN ITALIcS, THeReBy TeSTIFyINg To AN eARLIeR STATe oF THe ALDINe PuBLIcATIoN. IT IS oNe oF veRy FeW coPIeS,
PeRHAPS oNLy A HANDFuL, oF THe EPiSTOLAE IN THIS FIRST ISSue. 

The woodcut depicting Saint catherine was in all likelihood executed by the Paduan
illuminator and designer Benedetto Bordon, who was also responsible for the illustrative
apparatus of the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499), the masterpiece of venetian book
illustration. Many details link this woodcut to Bordon: the composition and the balanced
blank spaces, the shaded style in the design of the mantle, the figure type, and the resemblance of catherine’s features with that of the
virgin designed by Bordon for the initial ‘S’ in the Introit for the Pentecost in the giunta Graduale romanum of 1499-1500. 

Provenance: ownership inscriptions ‘Di gian Batta giacobini’ and ‘ossia di Suor caterina Angela cappuccina’ on recto of the first leaf;
ownership inscription ‘giovanni giacobini’, dated April 1872 on fol. a1r. earlier ownership inscription ‘Questo Libro e di me carlo venuti’
on recto of final leaf. 

Literature: HcR 4688; gW 6222 ; BMc v 562; goff c281; IgI 2587; Renouard 23.2; Ahmanson-Murphy 36; Sander 1821; essling 1230; M.
Laurent, “Alde Manuce l’Ancien, éditeur de S. catherine de Siene”, Traditio, v (1947), pp. 357-363; L. Armstrong, “Benedetto Bordon,
Miniator, and cartography in early Sixteenth-century venice”, imago Mundi 48 (1996), pp. 65-92; e. Sandal, “Nota di bibliografia cateriniana.
A margine dell’edizione aldina delle Epistole”, in D. casagrande - A. Scarsella, Verso il Polifilo 1499-1999, venezia 1998, pp. 171-183.

£30,000 - 40,000
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Pulci (Luigi) S’eNSuIT L’HISToIRe De MoRgANT Le geANT LeQueL Avec LeS
FReReS PeRSecuToIeNT TouSIouRS LeS cHReSTIeNS eT SeRvITeuRS De DIeu...,,
collation: â4, a-z4, cum4, rum4, A-O4, 160ff., Gothic type, text in two
columns, title in red and black with a three-quarter page woodcut
depicting a tournament and a large decorated criblé initial, 14
woodcuts in text of different sizes and shapes, that on verso of title
full-page, decorated woodcut initials throughout, a fine,
unsophisticated copy, some leaves lightly browned, pale water-stain
to lower margin of last quires, a few paper flaws, fols. N4 and O1

slightly loose and early reinforced with parchment strip, contemporary
vellum wallet binding, tie preserved, inked title to upper cover in an
early hand, some stains to covers, a few bibliographical pencil notes
on front pastedown, early shelf-marks on verso of front flyleaf, 4to
(184 x 131mm.), Paris, Alain Lotrian, [c.1536].

Rare edition of the French translation of the Morgante, which is
a narrative account of the adventures of orlando and the giant
Morgante. Pulci’s chivalric and simultaneously ‘carnevalesque’
poem, composed in its final version of 28 cantos in octava rima,
was first published in Italian in 1478 in 23 cantos. Pulci returned
to his poem, and the last five cantos appeared in 1483, including
the narrative of the ‘Rotta di Roncisvalle’. The work met with great
success and, owing to its popularity, was translated into French
prose in 1517 and then published in Paris in 1519. The present
edition (dated to about 1536) is illustrated with woodcuts in a
popular style to complement the narrative and depict knights,
tournaments, battles, and sieges.

Provenance: ‘ce presendte libre appartin a moy Jhan Jaques
demourant a annery 1548. [?] Julliett’ (French ownership
inscription on rear pastedown); small ink stamp ‘bibliotheca’ on
verso of title.

Literature: Brunet III, 170.

£4,000 - 6,000

32
New Testament, Greek. TeS KAINeS DIATHeKeS APANTA. NovuM
TeSTAMeNTuM [gRAece], edited by Robert estienne, collation: a-z, A-
K; aa-zz8, 2 parts in 1, first Estienne edition, second issue (with
November in colophon), titles Greek and Roman type, text Greek type,
titles with woodcut basilisk devices, woodcut decorative initials and
head-pieces, colophon f. with woodcut printer’s device verso, final 2
ff. blank (2z7&8), contemporary ink marginalia and inter-linear notes
in different hands, staining at head of first c.40pp. to varying degrees,
some (mostly light) foxing or spotting, contemporary blind-stamped
and later gilt armorial vellum over boards with ‘i § A §’ and date ‘1548’
to upper cover, spine in compartments and with contemporary ink
title and shelf number ‘60’, soiled, 16mo (133 x 90mm), Paris, Robert
Estienne, November, 1546. 

The first estienne greek New Testament. It is the first book
printed in claude garamond’s second and smallest grecs du roi.
estienne established his text by comparing the complutensian
and erasmian printed editions with several manuscripts. ‘The first
estienne greek Testament and the second of 1549...are
commonly known as the “o mirificam” editions, from the opening
words of Robert’s preface to François I, praising him for
commissioning the second greek font in order to provide greek
texts in pocket format’ (Schreiber).

Provenance: ‘1559, S e T, Joachim a Sÿntzendorff’ (ink inscription
to head of first title), the marginalia appears to be in the same
hand; contemporary ink notes to penultimate blank headed
‘Durandus De coena’. 

Literature: Adams B1657; D&M 4616; Mortimer, French, 74;
Renouard, estienne, 66:2; Schreiber 90.

£750 - 1,000

40 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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English Binding.- Clenardus (Nicolaus) INSTITuTIoNeS Ac
MeDITATIoNeS IN gRAecAM LINguAM... cuM ScHoLIIS & PRAxI P. ANTeSIgNANI
RAPISTANIeNSIS, 3 parts in 1 vol., [124], 414, [10], 415-574 (numbered
as columns), [32]pp., collation: a-p4, q2, A-Z4, a-z4, Aa-Gg4, Gg-Ss4, (in
part 3 seventh and eighth quires are both signed Gg), three separate
titles, each with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut decorated initials
and headpieces, some leaves uncut, single wormhole to i1-N4, affecting
some letters of text, splendid contemporary English binding by Vincent
Williamson for Eton College of dark brown calf over pasteboards,
covers within borders of gilt and blind fillets and decorated with acorn
tools and rosettes, cornerpieces and at the centre of both covers a
large plaque inspired by Estienne’s device with the motto ‘noli altum
sapere’, traces of green silk ties, smooth spine, divided into
compartments by double gilt fillets, edges speckled red, light wear to
extremities, joints rubbed and cracking, front hinge split, a few
wormholes, preserved in modern red cloth case, title lettered in gilt on
black morocco spine label, 4to (256 x 171mm.), Frankfurt am Main,
Heirs of Andreas Wechel, Claude Marne and Johann Aubry, 1590-
1591.

The augmented edition of the popular greek grammar by the
Flemish theologian and philogian Nicolas clenardus or Nicolas
cleynaerts (1495-1542), which first appeared in 1580, and is offered
here in a handsome binding executed in the workshop of vincent
Williamson - one of the few recorded bearing the famous device of
eton with the motto ‘Noli altum sapere’ (ep. Rom., 11: 20). For a
similar binding see Bearman-Krivatsy-Mowery, Fine and Historic
Bindings from the Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington 1992, II, 4.

Provenance: William Henry corfield (1843-1903; sale Sotheby
Wilkinson & Hodge 1904); charles William Dyson Perrins (1864-1958;
Sotheby’s 1947); William Foyle (1885-1963; sale christie’s 2000).

Literature: Adams c2157; vD c, 4156; STc german, 213; L.
Bakelants-R. Hoven, Bibliographie des oeuvres de Nicolas Clenard.
1529-1700, verviens 1981, no. 298. 

£4,000 - 6,000

Other properties 

34
Boethius (Anicius Manilus Torquatus Severinus) De
coNSoLATIoNe PHILoSoPHIcA eT De DIScIPLINA ScoLARIuM, edited by
conradus Poseiaen, collation: a-m8 n6, table triple column, text and
commentary double column, 101 ff. (of 102, lacking final blank), 66
lines of commentary surrounding text and headline, Gothic type,
woodcut historiated initials, f4 bound before f1, water-stained, some
marginal worming, marginal repairs, later vellum, spotted, folio (314
x 210mm.), [Venice], [Bonetus Locatellus, for Octavianus Scotus], [14
June, 1498]. 

The second work is pseudo-Boethius and the commentary
pseudo-Thomas Aquinas. 

Provenance; ‘e libris Josephi H. Lupton’ (ink signature to front free
endpaper); e.c. Simpson (modern bookplate to front pastedown). 

Literature: BMc v, 450; goff B-804; Hc 3407; Proctor 5089; gWK
4565.

£1,000 - 1,500

41See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Anthologia Graeca. FLoRILegIuM DIveRSoRuM ePIgRAMMATuM IN SePTeM LIBRoS. Ἀνθολογία διαφόρων ἐπιγραμμάτων...,, collation: A-Z8, AA-MM8,
NN10, 290ff., Greek and Roman type, Aldine anchor device on title and verso of final leaf, blank spaces for capitals, with printed guided letters,
overall a good copy, old repairs to inner and upper margins of first leaf and to inner margin of second leaf, lightly foxed, pale water-stain to outer
margin of first and final quire, wormhole in blank margin of fol. A3, without any loss of text, contemporary Greek and Latin annotations, especially
in the first quires, the same hand has numbered the first 54 leaves, fol. NN10v an unknown owner has copied the italian translation of an epigram
ascribed to Plato, included in the third book of the Greek Anthology, on fol. NN6r a curious manuscript recipe for making glue from the fruit of the
quince tree, overall a good copy in a fine Venetian contemporary brown leather over wooden boards, covers framed within three borders of fillets,
knotworks and roundels, knotwork motifs at the centre, spine with three raised bands, compartments blind-tooled with roundels and cross-fillets,
traces of clasps, original pastedowns (probably from a vellum manuscript) removed, leather turn-ins visible on inside of boards, rear cover becoming
detached, spine scuffed at extremities, minor wear to corners, a few wormholes, 8vo (166 x 102mm), Venice, Aldus Manutius, November, 1503.

FIRST ALDINe eDITIoN AND SecoND oveRALL oF THe ANTHOLOGiA GRAECA, IN A HANDSoMe veNeTIAN BINDINg. For his collection Aldus adopted the new
title Florilegium diversorum epigrammatum and the volume was issued in the easily portable octavo size, the revolutionary series of Aldine
classical texts with the inaugural greek book being the Sophocles of 1502. From a textual point of view the edition largely follows the
Florentine editio princeps of 1494 edited by Ianos Laskaris; however it includes numerous variants, 19 additional epigrams, the first edition
of the 6th-century Byzantine in Thermas Pythicas et aquarum miracula by Paulos Silentiarios, and a final greek letter by Scipio Forteguerri
in praise of Aldus. The text is printed in the smallest and finest Aldine greek type, modelled on Aldus’s own hand and designed and cut
by the Bolognese punchcutter and typefounder Francesco griffo. “This final achievement of Francesco griffo fully deserves the praise
accorded to it by Mardersteig. It is true that our eyes turn to it with grateful welcome, unaccustomed as they are to the ligatures and
abbreviations of the earlier types. But by any standards it is a masterpiece, not only of engraving skill executed with marvellous
homogeneity on a minute scale, but also of exquisitely planned letter fit” (N. Barker, Aldus Manutius and the development of Greek Script
and Type in the Fifteenth Century, New york 1992, p. 89).

Literature: Adams A1181; STc italian 313; Renouard Alde, 42,9; Ahmanson-Murphy 79; Marciana 87-88; Laurenziana 81; J. Hutton, The Greek
Anthology in italy, Ithaca 1935, pp. 39-40, 148-149, 151-154.

£4,000 - 6,000

42 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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ReIScH (gRegoRIuS) AePIToMA oMNIS PHyLoSoPHIAe ALIAS MARgARITA
PHyLoSoPHIcA TRAcTANS, collation: B-C6 d-E8 F28 G8 H6 i8 K4 L-N8 O6 P-
Q8 R6 S-V8 X6 Y-Z8, a8 b4 c6 d-e8 f6 g-h8 i4 k-l8 m6 n-p8, Roman, Gothic,
Hebrew and Greek types, large woodcut to title, numerous woodcut
illustrations (some full-page), diagrams and music, 2 tables on 1
folding sheet between P2&3, a few instances of early colouring in red,
front pastedown and endpaper with early ink notes, lacking F28 and
P7, some staining and spotting, lightly browned, contemporary pigskin
over wooden boards, remains of metal clasps, rebacked, preserving
original backstrip, soiled, 4to (212 x 150mm.), [Strasbourg], [ Johann
Gruninger], [1504]. 

The rare second unauthorised edition of this splendidly
illustrated compendium of the medieval trivium and quadrivium
and moral and natural philosophy. It includes a Hebrew grammar
by the german theologian and humanist Konrad Pellikan, as well
as sections on music, astronomy, astrology, geological and
geographical matters and mathematics, amongst others. 

Literature: This edition not in Adams; Sabin 69123; european
Americana 504/2. 

£2,000 - 3,000

37
Turks.- Andronicus (Tranquillus Parthenius) Hec co[N]TINeNT[uR]
IN Hoc oPuScuLo...AD DeuM coNTRA THuRcAS oRATIo cARMINA HeRoIco,
collation: A-B4, Gothic and Roman types, title with large attractive
woodcut depicting mounted Turks charging towards a Christian King,
woodcut decorative initial, 2 pairs of small wormholes, one pair
marginal, the other within text with minor loss, 19th century mottled
boards, upper cover detached along with backstrip, 4to (199 x
148mm.), [Nuremberg], [ Johann Stuchs], [c.1515].

A rare collection of Latin poems on the Turkish threat
overshadowing europe by this Dalmatian humanist. Franjo
Trankvil Andreis was a professor at Leipzig, diplomat, orator and
correspondent of erasmus. 

Literature: Not in Adams; vD16 online A2807; göllner 103. 

£1,500 - 2,000

38
Aristeides (Publius Aelius) Λόγοι Ἀριστειδ́ου oRATIoNeS, collation:
a-z8, 183, [1]ff., Greek, roman and gothic type, large Giunta device on
verso of final leaf, initial spaces with guide-letters,single wormhole in
upper blank margin of last few leaves, Macclesfield copy with book-
plate of the North Library (dated 1860) on front pastedown and
blindstamp on first and two final leaves, late 17th-century gilt-tooled
red morocco, covers framed by double fillet and dog’s tooth wreath,
floral tool at corners, spine with five raised bands, gilt title on brown
morocco lettering-piece in second compartment, the remainder
decorated with small floral and à berceau tools, marbled pastedowns
and endpapers, gilt board-edges, gilt edges, corners and joints lightly
rubbed, head of spine torn, folio (280 x 179mm.), Florence, Filippo
Giunta, 20 May 1517. 

editio princeps of Aristides’s orations. Born in Hadrianopolis,
Aristides was one of the most prominent orators of the Second
Sophistic. The fifty-three Λοìγοι include the famous Ἱεροὶ λόγοι
(Sacred Tales) in which Aristides reports his religious experiences
in the temple of Asclepius at Pergamum, offering an important
account of the greek ritual of ‘incubation’ - the practice of
intentional sleeping in the Asclepeion’s temple and praying for a
divine dream, seeing the healing god in a dream, waking up and
walking out, healed. The text was edited by the philologist
eufrosino Bonini, former pupil of Angelo Poliziano, probably on
the basis of a codex bought in greece by Francesco Filelfo, and
presently in the Biblioteca Laurenziana (Laur.gr. 60,8). 

Literature: Adams A1702; STc Italian, 42; camerini Firenze, 101;
Renouard Alde, xli.95; Pettas, giunti, 206; Haskell Norman, 68;
Hoffmann i, pp. 246-247; c.A. Behr, Aelius Aristides and the Sacred
Tales, Amsterdam 1968; Id., Studies on the Biography of Aelius
Aristides in Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, 2.34.2,
Berlin 1994, pp. 1140-1233; J. Walker, Rhetoric and Poetics in
Antiquity, New york-oxford 2000, pp. 111-113; L. Quattrocelli,
Ricerche sulla tradizione manoscritta di Elio Aristide: per una nuova
datazione del Laur. 60, 8, “Scriptorium”, 60 (2006), pp. 206-226;
ead., Aelius Aristides’ Reception at Byzanthium, in Aelius Aristides
between Greece, Rome, and the Gods, ed. W.v. Harris-B. Holmes,
Leiden 2008, pp. 279-293. 

£1,500 - 2,000

43See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Drink.- Hegendorf (Christoph) eNcoMIuM SoBRIeTATIS, collation: 
A-B4, Roman and a few instances of Gothic type, title within charming
woodcut border depicting monkeys and putti clambering over fruiting
vines, woodcut initials, modern boards covered with a rubricated early
printed leaf, small 4to (190 x 138mm), [Leipzig], [Valentin Schumann],
[?c.1520].

Scarce early satire praising sobriety, which includes numerous
quotations from classical authors. The author was a theological
scholar, expert on the law and great admirer of erasmus. 

Literature: Not in Adams; vD 16 H1183 listing one edition,
possibly the present, ascribing it to valentin Schumann and dating
it to 1519. 

£400 - 600

40
Biblia Pauperum.- opera nova contemplativa per ogni fidel
christiano, laquale tratta de le figure del Testamento vecchio,
lequale figure sonno verificate nel Testamento nuovo, con le sue
expositione et con el detto de li propheti sopra esse figure...,
collation: A-H8 (fol. G4 signed C4; lacking H1, H7, and the last blank leaf
H8), 61ff. only (of 64), entirely printed using woodblocks, title
surrounded by a white-on-black strap-work border, 118 large
woodcuts accompanied by captions, floral side-strips, lower panel
depicting prophets or other features from the scriptures, some leaves
browned, occasional spotting, minor stains, bibliographical pencil
notes on recto of front flyleaf, modern vellum, smooth spine, divided
in compartments by narrow gilt friezes, title lettered in gilt on green
morocco spine label, 8vo (155 x 102mm.), [Colophon:] Venice,
Giovanni Andrea Vavassore, [after 1511].

THe RARe FIRST ISSue oF THe FIRST eDITIoN oF THe oNLy BiBLiA PAUPERUM
PRINTeD IN ITALy AND IN THe ITALIAN veRNAcuLAR, geNeRALLy coNSIDeReD AS
THe LATeST exAMPLe oF A BLocKBooK, AND ALSo By eSSLINg AS THe oNLy
ITALIAN BLocKBooK. The template is represented by the forty-leaf
Netherlandish editions of the Biblia pauperum, but the venetian
printer vavassore takes iconographic inspiration from Bellini,
carpaccio, Mantegna and Squarcione as well as Dürer, and alters
the traditional arrangement (three sections of 40 blocks) in a
continuous series of 120 blocks. each page-spread, effectively a
diptych, shows a New Testament scene on one side, with a lower
section of prophets and versicles, and a conceptually and
theologically parallel scene from the old Testament on the other,
with a brief account of the action and a moral lesson. 

The date of publication is not known, but one of the blocks used
(‘Jesus drives the traders from the temple’) is a modified version
of a scene appearing in Albrecht Dürer’s Small Passion, published
in 1511.

Schreiber gives the variants of three issues after this. Although
the fol. H7 depicting (one the verso) the virgin and child
enthroned is lacking (as in seemingly many copies), the present
copy corresponds indeed to the first issue owing to the fact that
the text is printed entirely in gothic type, including the fols. e5 and
H5 which in the other issues are set in roman. Furthermore, the
order of the cuts in the first quire of this copy corresponds to that
given by Schreiber, with the Queen of Sheba on fol. A3v and
Moses and the burning bush on fol. A6r, whereas essling reverses
the order of these two cuts. 

Literature: Adams v229; essling, 206; Mortimer italian 518; Dyson
Perrins-Pollard, 251; Sander 1006; Schreiber, Manuel de l’amateur
de la gravure, Iv, pp. 105-113.

£10,000 - 15,000

44 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Law.- Straccha (Benvenuto) TRAcTATuS De MeRcATuRA, Seu
MeRcAToRe oMNIA, collation: a-z A-R8 S4, 2 parts in 1, double column,
Roman and italic type, titles with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut
historiated and decorative initials, a few instances of early ink
marginalia and underlining, occasional spotting, lightly browned,
medieval manuscript used in binding, contemporary limp vellum,
yapp edges, lacking ties, spotted, 8vo (169 x 110mm), Lyon, Sebastian
de Honoratis, 1556.

The first edition of the reunion of these two works. It includes
Stracca’s works on commercial law and Pedro de Santarem’s
important work on insurance, which is considered by Kress to be
‘the first modern treatise on insurance’.

Provenance: P.guiraudi (large bookplate to front pastedown, with
item number 3208). 

Literature: Baudier Iv 171; Kress S156; not in einaudi.

£600 - 800

42
Duel.- Mérode (Richard de) LA JuSTIFIcATIoN Du SeIgNeuR RIcHARD De
MeRoDe SeIgNeuR De FReNTZeN, ToucHANT SA QueReLLe AvecQ Le SeIgNeuR
DoN RoDeRIgue De BeNAvIDeS, collation: A-Q4, Roman type, title with very
small woodcut ornament, 2 full-page woodcuts depicting Benavides
wearing his full regalia, folding woodcut plate of the offending
breastplate, some spotting or light foxing, occasional light staining,
lightly browned, 19th century blind-stamped calf over wooden boards
in an Gothic style, joints starting, but holding firm, rubbed and scuffed,
4to (191 x 131mm), Mantua, ?Venturino Ruffinelli, 1560.

The extremely rare first edition in French of Merode’s
Giustificazione, which outlines the history and arguments
surrounding a duel, which in fact never took place and for which
both parties claimed victory. The quarrel began when Benavides
having accepted the challenge was nominator of weapons and
proposed that he wear a breastplate. Mérode strongly objected
to this, as it would offer his opponent greater protection. The
arguments on the day of the duel lasted over an hour and ended
with Mérode declaring Benavides a coward and himself victor. The
present work continues the arguments and justifications for
Mérode’s position, with the woodcuts depicting Benavides’s
disputed armour. 

Literature: Not in Adams or eDIT 16. 

£2,000 - 3,000

43
Fête.- Ferrara.- [Argenti (Agostino)] cAvALeRIe DeLLA cITTA DI FeRRARA.
cHe coNTeNgo IL cASTeLLo DI goRgoFeRuSA. IL MoNTe DI FeRoNIA. eT IL
TeMPIo D’AMoRe., collation: [*]2 A-O4, 4 A-Z, , 4, 2 parts in 1, Roman
type, woodcut historiated initials and head-pieces, some staining, heavier
to preliminaries, occasional spotting, 18th century calf-backed vellum
boards, rebacked, preserving original wormed backstrip, rubbed, 4to
(225 x 156mm.), [Ferrara], [Francesco Rossi], [second title dated 1566].

First edition of this account of the Tempio d’Amore, which was
an elaborate spectacle performed at the court of Ferrara on 11th
December as part of the wedding celebrations of Duke Alfonso
d’este and Princess Barbara of Austria. It includes much on the
participants, the staging and the libretti. Ferrara was known as
something of a centre for this type of entertainment, which used
spectacular scenery, elaborate machinery and ‘special effects’,
and incorporated singing and dancing in performances.

Literature: Adams F265; cicognara 1376; Ruggieri 714; eDIT 16
cNce 10442.

£600 - 800

46 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Mainoldus (Jacobus), Galeratus. De TITuLIS PHILIPPI AuSTRII RegIS
cATHoLIcI LIBeR, collation: A-Z4, AA-HH4, italic type, title with woodcut
printer’s device, numerous woodcut arms within text, woodcut
historiated or decorative initials, final f. with errata and register, some
light spotting and staining, contemporary limp vellum, head of spine
nicked, soiled, 4to (199 x134mm.), Bologna, Peregrino Bonardo,
1573.

Rare first edition of a collection of histories of the territories
held by Philip II of Spain. IT INcLuDeS A 22 PAge cHRoNoLogy oF THe
NeW WoRLD, with descriptions of columbus’s voyages and an
account of events up to the 1540s. 

Literature: Not in Adams or Sabin; european Americana 573/30;
Palau 147458; eDIT 16 cNce 26061. 

£1,200 - 1,800

45

45
Supernatural.- Boaistuau (Pierre) and others. HISToIReS
PRoDIgIeuSeS exTRAIcTeS Du PLuSIeuRS FAMeux AuTHeuRS, collation: A-Z8

AA-BB8 CC4, A-H8, Aa-Zz8 AAa4, A-E8 F4, A-K8, 5 parts in 1, FIRST coMPLeTe
eDITIoN, titles with woodcut printer’s devices, part 2 last 2 ff. blank,
part 4 penultimate f. with woodcut printer’s device otherwise blank
and with final blank, 105 woodcuts within text, woodcut decorative
initials and tail-pieces, water-stained, occasional spotting, 20th
century burgundy crushed morocco, gilt, spine in compartments,
spine faded, rubbed, g.e., large 12mo (120 x 75mm.), Paris,
Hieronymus de Marnef & the widow of Gulielmus Cavellat, 1580-
1582.

The rare first complete edition of this work on demons, sea-
monsters, serpents, monstrous births, comets, earthquakes and
floods, amongst other unnatural and natural phenomena, with
many of the bizarre creatures brought to life in the woodcuts.
only the first part is by Boaistuau, with part 2 by claude de
Tisserant parts 3 and 5 by François de Belleforest and part 4
(dated 1580) by R. Hoyer. 

Literature: Not in Adams; caillet II, 5186bis. 

£400 - 600

46
First children’s encyclopedia.- Freigius ( Johannes Thomas)
Hoc eST LIBeLLuS oSTeNDeNS QuA RATIoNe PRIMA ARTIuM INITIA PueRIS QuAM
FAcILLIMe TRADI PoSSINT, collation: α8 a-z8, Roman, italic, Greek and
Hebrew types, title with large woodcut printer’s device, folding table,
woodcut illustrations and music, final f. colophon recto and woodcut
printer’s device verso, printing flaw to p.161 with loss of text, a few
small marginal worm traces towards end, occasional spotting, a few
small stains, 20th century vellum-backed boards, 8vo (162 x 93mm),
Basel, Sebastian Henricpetri, 1582.

Rare first edition of the first children’s encyclopedia, which was
praised by voltaire and rarely appears at auction. Freig was a pupil
and the first biographer of the great educational reformer Pierre
de la Ramée (Ramus), and later became Rector of the renowned
school as Altdorf. The work includes Latin, greek and Hebrew
grammars, and sections on French conversation, rhetoric, music,
coinage, architecture, physics, economics, law and medicine, each
expounded in the form of question and answer.

Literature: vD 16 F2581; Buisson p.297; Thorndike vI, 352; ong
652.

700 - 900
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Fanfare binding.- Cicero (Marcus Tullius) LeS SeNTeNceS ILLuSTReS,
collation: A-Z Aa-Zz AAa-Lll8, Roman and italic letter, text in Latin and
French, small woodcut ornament to title, woodcut portrait of Cicero
to recto of otherwise blank final f., sig.Fff bound before sig. Eee, paper
flaw to head of Bbb5, some water-staining, lightly browned, occasional
spotting, contemporary burgundy morocco gilt à la fanfare, covers
with central oval cartouche containing name of owner of the volume,
these surrounded by a rich array of floral and foliage tools, all
enclosed within two sets of filet borders, spine similarly richly
decorated and within double filet borders, sympathetically rebacked,
preserving original backstrip, corners sympathetically restored,
backstrip with some creasing, rubbed, g.e., 16mo (119 x 75mm.),
Lyon, Antoine de Harsy, 1589.

A handsome binding. It is rare to find a fanfare binding with the
name and details of the person who commissioned the binding,
along with a date of execution, rather than simply central arms. This
binding was executed for Jean Iv Daffis, Bishop of Lombez. A
number of the tools are reminiscent of clovis Ève (for a similar
composition see the ezmerian sale catalogue vol.1 lot 33, 1972). 

Provenance; Jean Iv Daffis, Bishop of Lombez from 1598-1614.
upper cover of binding with ‘De DIT. R. D. I. DAFFIS ePI.
LuMBARIeNSIS’ and lower cover with ‘IN coLLe. Soc. IeSu
ToLoS. AN. Do. 1601’. 

£1,500 - 2,000

48
Fête.- Florence.- Riccardi (Riccardo Romolo) RIMe cANTATe NeL
gIARDINo...coN L’occASIoNe D’uNA FeSTA FATTA QuIvI PeR LA ReINA, FIRST AND
?oNLy eDITIoN, collation: A12, italic type, small woodcut ornament to
title, woodcut historiated initials, some spotting, narrow area of water-
staining to outer margin of last 2 ff., modern red morocco, gilt, spine
slightly faded, rubbed, 4to, Florence, domenico Manzani, 1600.

Rare first and probably only edition, with eDIT 16 listing only
four copies. This entertainment with a charming garden setting
at the Palazzo di valfonda in Florence was organised by the
banker, collector and poet Riccardi, who later went on to establish
the great Biblioteca Riccardiana. The occasion interspersed music
and dancing with jousting and chariot racing and concluded with
a hunt. It was attended by a number of important visitors who
had come to Florence to celebrate the departure of Marie de’
Medici for her marriage to Henri Iv of France. 

Literature: Not in Adams; eDIT 16 cNce 62236; Moreni II, 246
(‘rarissime’); cf. Piero Marchi ‘La scena del principe’ in Firenze e la
Toscana dei medici nell’Europa del Cinquecento, 1980.

£1,500 - 2,000

48

49
Numismatics.- PLAccAeT eNDe oRDoNNANTIe vAN De e.HeeReN STATeN
vAN HoLLANT eNDe WeST-WRIeSLANT..., 1603 BouND WITH Beeldenaer,
ofte Figuer-boeck dienende op de nieuwe ordonnantie vander
Munte...,1604 AND Manvael, ofte Handt-boeck Inhoudende die
weerde vanden Marck..., 1603, together 3 vol. in 1, titles with
woodcut device, the second two with numerous woodcuts of coins,
the last with some printed slips pasted over existing captions (one or
two loosely inserted), old ink inscription on front free endpaper,
contemporary vellum, traces of silk ties, a little soiled and worn, spine
defective, 4to, The Hague, Aelbrecht Heyndricksz § Placaat de Staaten
generaal der vereenigde Nederlanden. Figure en afbeeldinge van
de Schellingen, op de Nederlandsche Munte geslaagen...,
broadside, woodcuts of coins, a little soiled and browned, creases from
folds, slightly frayed at edges with loss of a few letters, c.520 x
375mm., The Hague, Jacob Schelt, 1752 (2)

£1,000 - 1,500

48 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Mythology.- Conti (Natale) MyTHoLogIAe SIve exPLIcATIoNIS FABuLARuM
LIBRI DeceM, FIRST ILLuSTRATeD eDITIoN, double column, title in red and black
and with large woodcut arms, folding woodcut plate of the heavens, 2
full-page and over 100 half-page woodcut illustrations within text, small
section of corner of folding plate torn away with minor loss to part of
border, title spotted and stained, elsewhere occasional light water-
staining and some spotting, 19th century calf-backed mottled boards,
spine gilt, rubbed and marked, 4to, Padua, House of Petrus Paulus
Tozzi & Laurent Pasquati, 1616.

The most influential mythography of the late Renaissance. In
France it was used as a source book by Ronsard and other
members of the Pléiade and in england by george chapman and
Francis Bacon. Some of the woodcuts in this work are found in
the excellent edition of cartari’s imagini, which was a collaboration
between the antiquarian Lorenzo Pignoria and the Paduan
printer Pierpaolo Tozzi. Jean Seznec in his Survival of the Pagan
Gods, 1953 discusses the great influence of this work. 

£400 - 600

49See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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51
Fête.- Patin (Charles) Le PoMPoSe FeSTe DI vIceNZA, FATTe NeL MeSe DI gIugNo, DeL 1680, title with woodcut device, 2 engraved folding plates
depicting the festival carriage and jousting, folding engraved plate of the ‘Ruota’, 18 engraved illustrations of medals in 3 areas within text, 2
engraved head-pieces, occasional finger-marking, a few small stains, recent binding using old vellum, spotted, 4to (213 x 145mm.), Padua, Gio:
Battista Pasquati, 1680.

A very good copy with wide margins of this rare account of the first festival of corpus christi held in venice. The spectacle included
a jousting tournament, horse racing, banquets, balls and a religious procession. A large ‘Ruota’ was constructed for the event dedicated
to the devotion of the Holy cross. charles Patin was a renowned physician, antiquarian scholar and numismatist, whose personal
collection of medals reportedly rivalled that of the cabinet du Roi. Despite the pagination of 95-113 this is a complete and separate
publication., with signatures A-C4. The last copy we can trace at auction was that of Paul and Marianne gourary in 2009. 

Literature: Berlin Kat. 3051; Lipperheide 2792; Ruggieri 821. 

£2,500 - 3,500
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Emblemata.- Bosch (Jacob) SyMBoLogRAPHIA SIve De ARTe SyMBoLIcA
SeRMoNeS SePTeM, half-title, engraved frontispiece incorporating
central oval portrait of the future Charles iii over an architectural
background, title in red and black with fine engraved printer’s device,
engraved emblematic head-piece to dedication, 171 fine engraved
plates (in 4 numbering sequences), each with 12 emblematic
illustrations, by J. G. Wolfgand and Jacob Müllert after J.C. Schalck,
woodcut head- and tail-pieces, 2nd plate 17 torn with large loss, some
spotting or light foxing and light browning, contemporary blind-
stamped pigskin over wooden boards, metal clasps, rebacked in
sheep, corners little worn, spine ends nicked, rubbed, folio, Augsburg
& dillingen, 1702.

one of the finest german emblem books, which is rare at
auction. The plates were no doubt based on Bosch’s original
drawings. 

Provenance: ‘ce livre-ci me donné Monsieur le Reverend Pere
Bernard le 8 Aout 1716... (ink inscription to front pastedown); ‘Je suis
nombré aux livres du R.P. Augustin 1716’ (ink inscription to title).

Literature: Landwehr, germanic, 144; Praz p.283. 

£1,000 - 1,500

53
Menasseh ben Israel. THeSouRo DoS DINIM, woodcut title, divisional
titles and tail-pieces, closed tear to 2S, contemporary vellum, gouge
to lower cover, browned and soiled, 8vo, Amsterdam, [1710].

Published as guide to people of Jewish ancestry who had been
forced to flee Portugal by the Inquisition and wished to continue
the practice of their faith.

£1,000 - 1,500

53

54
Printing.- [Ernesti (Johann Heinrich Gottfried)] DIe WoL-
eINgeRIcHTeTe BücHDRücKeRey, mit...deutsch-Lateinisch-Griechisch- und
Hebraischen Schrifften..., second edition, engraved frontispiece of a
printing workshop, title in red and black, 13 engraved portraits of famous
early printers in text, type specimens, one engraved of musical notation,
a few printed in red and black, contemporary ink shelf-mark on title and
on front free endpaper, browned, contemporary boards, a little worn,
spine slightly defective, oblong 4to, Nuremberg, J.A.Endter, 1733.

comprehensive german printer’s manual, first published in
1721, with specimens of fraktur, greek, Hebrew and exotic types,
sizes, music, ornaments and decorative borders. The portraits
include gutenberg, Aldus Manutius, Frobenius and christopher
Plantin.

£600 - 800

50 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Library catalogue. Smith ( Joseph) BiBliotheca Smithiana, Seu
cataloguS liBrorum D. JoSephi Smithii angli per cognomina authorum
DiSpoSituS, 2 parts in 1, firSt complete eDition, half-title, title in red and
black and with large engraved arms, engraved armorial head-piece,
wood-engraved tail-pieces, occasional water-staining (mostly
marginal) and spotting (heavier to first few ff.), a few small stains,
contemporary limp boards, a few nicks, some spotting and marking,
4to, Venice, Jo. Baptista Pasquali, 1755.

leonardo trissino’s copy of the first complete edition of the
catalogue of consul Smith’s superb library, which following its sale
to King george iii became the foundation for the King’s library in
the British museum, now housed in the British library. it is likely
that this catalogue was prepared with the sale in mind. it is
extremely valuable for its extensive appendix, which reprints the
prefaces of all of the incunabula in the collection. 

provenance: ‘leonardo trissino 1830’ (ink inscription to front free
endpaper and ?his ink numbers in margins). trissino (1780-1841)
was a Venetian bibliophile. it appears that he has used this copy
to record contemporary prices of books and possibly his own
purchases.

literature: De ricci, English Collectors, pp.54-55; taylor pp.261-262;
nicolini 112. 

£2,000 - 3,000

56
La Fontaine (Jean de) conteS et nouVelleS en VerS, 2 vol., half-titles,
engraved portraits of the author and Charles Eisen, engraved title-
vignettes, 2 head- and numerous tail-pieces by Choffard, 80 fine
engraved plates by Eisen, occasional soiling or browning, attractive
contemporary red morocco, gilt, spines gilt, g.e., slightly rubbed, spines
a little faded, vol.1 with small nick at head, small ink stain to lower
cover of vol.2, joints and tips of one or two corners neatly repaired,
[Cohen-di Ricci 558], 8vo, Amsterdam [Paris], 1762.

the famous fermier-généraux edition, eisen’s charming plates
making it a masterpiece of 18th century illustration.

£1,500 - 2,000

56

51See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Faesch (Johann Ludwig Wernhard), called Jean-Louis Fesch
(c. 1738-1778), portraitS of Voltaire, garricK anD three french
actorS, five pen and black ink drawings, point of the brush, with
watercolour and bodycolour, three heightened with gold, four on
vellum, one (Voltaire) on paper, three inscribed by the artist, each
further identified on later decorative wash and gilt bordered
overmount, each portrait: c. 100 x 88mm. (3⅞ x 3⅜ in), mount: 285
x 330mm. (11¼ x 13 in), circa 1765-1775 (5)

Johann ludwig faesch, Swiss portrait painter and miniaturist,
was also known as fäsch, fesch, de fesch and, pseudonymously,
Whirsker and Wirsker.

During his visit to paris in 1765, David garrick was presented with
a collection of miniature portraits by faesch of actors at the
comedie-francaise. the artist pursued the connection, arriving
in london in may 1768 with an introduction to england’s greatest
actor and within two years saw the first series of his theatrical
portrait engravings published by Sayer. he went on to portray
many actors and actresses of the comedie-francaise and
comedie-italienne in paris and Drury lane theatre in london.

the subjects of the present drawings, all depicted full-length and
in profile, are as follows: Voltaire, the pose as the engraving by
ravenet of 1773, in reverse and with variations of costume; David
garrick as lattier in Venice preserv’d; Jean-louis la ruette as colas
in les chasseurs; germain-francois poullain de Saint-foix, playright
and author and preville as Boniface chretien in le mercure gallant.

literature: maria ines aliverti, The Miniatures of Jean Louis Faesch and
their Printed Versions. a theatrical paper museum, 2011 [see:
http://www.actingarchives.unior.it/online, accessed 4th october 2016]

“Fäsch is the first artist to be said with certainty to have drawn his subjects
directly from actual performance.” (harvard theatre collection)

£1,500 - 2,000

58
Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet de, 1694-1778). - a Small
collection of portraitS anD relateD printS, including Voltaire couronne
par les comediens francois le 30 mars 1778, la chambre de
Voltaire, by nee after Duche, le Dejeune de ferney, by nee and
masquelier after De non, 1775, priere de Voltaire, hand-coloured,
Basset, 1778 and a full-length caricature by Jean huber, etchings,
engravings and mezzotints, various sizes up to 330 x 460mm., all but
the largest inlaid on folio sheets, all unframed, circa 1775-1790 (19)

£300 - 500

59
Food & Drink.- Emy (M.) l’art De Bien faire leS glaceS D’office; ou
leS VraiS principeS pour congeler touS leS rafraichiSSemenS. la
maniere De préparer touteS SorteS De compoSitionS, la façonS De leS
faire prenDre, D’en former DeS fruitS, cannelonS, & touteS SorteS De
fromageS...aVec un traité Sur leS mouSSeS, firSt eDition, engraved
frontispiece depicting cherubs making ices and 2 plates of utensils
and moulds, 3pp. privilege and errata at end, 3 or 4 small wormholes
to inner edge of text (becoming a small trace on a few ff.), not affecting
legibility, occasional light foxing or staining, antique style half calf, gilt
spine in compartments and with red leather label, a few spots, [Bitting
pp.144-145; Cagle 182; Vicaire 328], 12mo, Paris, chez Le Clerc, 1768.

the rare first edition of this charming work on ice-creams
(fromages), ices and mousses. it incluDeS one of the earlieSt
referenceS to the uSe of pineappleS. 

£1,200 - 1,800

52 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Cookery.- Carving manual.- Vollkommene und neueSte trenchier-
kunSt, firSt edition, 18 woodcut illustrations within text, lightly
browned throughout, trimmed closely at head, affecting headlines on
pp.39-42, 20th century blue mottled boards, rubbed, 8vo, Karlsruhe,
Michael Macklot, 1769. 

rare first edition of this manual for carving meat, poultry and
game. nuc records only a single copy of the 1774 edition. the
woodcuts are the same as those used in l’Ecole parfaite des
Officiers de Bouche, Paris, 1680. 

literature: drexel 36; Vicaire 841; Weiss 3994; cf. cagle 524 (1797
edition).

£600 - 800

61
Judaism.- Seder ha-aVodah le-Shabatoth ha-Shanah u-mo’adei
mikra’ei kodeSh ke-minhag kahal bayith chadaSh aSher be-hamburg
[hebreW]/ ordnung der öffentlichen andacht für, die Sabbath und
feSttage deS ganzen JahreS, nach dem gebrauche deS neuen temPel
VereinS in hamburg, firSt edition in hebreW, text in Hebrew and
German, occasional spotting, contemporary boards, chipped and
worn, 8vo, Hamburg, S.I. Fränkel und M.I. Bresselau, 1819.

reform Judaism began in germany and central europe from
around the turn of the 18th century. the first reform Synagogue
was inaugurated in hamburg in 1819, for which this book was
published. here, for the first time, changes were introduced to
the hebrew prayers. this was met with an almost inevitable
backlash from a large swathe of the rabbinical leadership. 

£1,000 - 1,500

62
Wine.- Urbin (M.d’’) ProJet d’un droit unique d’inVentaire Sur leS
VinS, examiné danS l’intérêt du tréSor, deS ProPriétaireS et du
commerce, title with small engraved vignette depicting three bee-hives,
water-stained and lightly foxed, contemporary wrappers, stitched as
issued, short split to spine ends, lightly spotted, [not in the standard
bibliographies], 8vo, Paris & Orleans, 1830.

a rare little pamphlet on the wine trade in france, and in
particular the duties imposed and their effects. 

£300 - 400

63
Printed on vellum.- Regnier (Mathurin)oeuVreS, number 1 of only
two copies printed on vellum, from an edition of 171, half-title with
justification verso, etched portrait frontispiece by Félix Braquemond,
wood-engraved initials and head- and tail-pieces, frontispiece browned
and loose, narrow area of staining to inner gutter of title, occasional
spotting or light foxing, but generally clean, attractive dark blue crushed
morocco, gilt, by Reimann-Domont, covers with supralibros of Isidoro
Fernandez, g.e., 12mo, Paris, Alphonse Lemerre, 1869.

a handsome edition of the works of this french satirical poet. 

Provenance: Jft; isidoro fernandez, sold christie’s 20th march,
2013 ‘library of a Spanish bibliophile’, lot 418 (bookplates). 

£600 - 800

53See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Original drawings.- Daudet (Alphonse).- Bayard (Émile) 12
original illuStrationS for the 1855 edition of ‘fromont jeune et riSler
aîné’, the illustrations executed in monochrome wash, over graphite
and black chalk, heightened with white, on grey-blue coloured or buff
wove paper, all signed by the artist, approx. 175 x 120mm. (6⅞ x 4 ¾
in), bound with proofs of the etchings in 5 states (60 pieces in total),
some foxing to proofs, later half crushed morocco by Carayon, spine
gilt, rubbed, folio & 8vo (3)

a set of very fine original drawings by Bayard, who also
illustrated works by jules Verne. Vicaire iii, p.46 describes this very
volume, noting that it was sold for 2220 francs at the auction of
Charles Bouret’s library in 1891. a copy of the 2 vol. 1885 edition
of the novel limited to 500 copies is included in the lot. 

Provenance: Charles Bouret (engraved bookplate). 

£1,000 - 1,500

engliSh and Continental
   manuSCriPtS

65
Felton (John, soldier and assassin, murdered George Villiers,
first Duke of Buckingham in Portsmouth in 1628, c.1595-1628).-
Statement of john felton’S reaSonS for murdering the duke of
BuCkingham, contemporary copy manuscript note, in secretary hand,
2 inscriptions at tail in two different hands: “a Note found about
Felton when he killed ye. Ducke of Buckingham 23. August 1628”,
folds, browned, very small tear at head, accompanied by a modern
brown envelope with ink inscription: “From collection of Thomas Astle
(1735-1803). His collection now in BM under title Stowe MSS”, 150 x
204mm.”, 1628.

note reads: “that man is cowardly base and deserving not the
name of a gentleman or Souldier that is not willinge to sacrifice
his life for the honor of his god his kinge and his Countrie/lett
no man commend me for doeing of it, but rather discommend
them selves, as the cause of it/ for if god had not taken away o[u]r
harte for o[u]r sinnes he would not have gone so longe
unpunished.”

felton was a disgruntled soldier who felt that the duke of
Buckingham was responsible for his lack of progress as an army
officer. in may or june 1627 he applied to go as a Captain on the
expedition to capture the french fortress of Saint-martin-de-ré
on the île de ré. felton’s initial request to join the expedition was
turned down, but two months later he was appointed a
lieutenant with the second wave of troops that left as
reinforcements. the expedition was a disaster and felton was
wounded and returned to england where he stayed in london
near his mother, brother and sister. during this time, felton
submitted petitions to members of the Privy council over two
matters, £80 of back-pay he believed he was owed, and his
promotion to Captain, which he believed he had been unfairly
denied, but he had no redress. on the morning of Saturday 23
august, Buckingham left his rooms at the greyhound inn in
Portsmouth with the good but erroneous news that the siege of
la rochelle had been lifted and made his way to the king who was
staying nearby. felton was able to make his way through the
crowd that surrounded Buckingham and stabbed him in the chest
with a dagger. he missed a chance of escape in the ensuing chaos
and, shortly after the murder, he presented himself before the
crowd and announced his guilt. he was hanged at tyburn three
months later. the death of Buckingham was universally popular
and copies of the written statements he carried in his hat during
the assassination were widely circulated.

£300 - 400

54 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Huguenots.- la DiScipline DeS egliSeS reforméeS
De france. c’eSt à Dire l’orDre par lequel elleS
Sont conDuitteS & goVernéeS, manuscript in
French, on paper, 127pp. excluding blanks,
attractive 5-line initial at beginning, ink inscription
on lower endpaper: “Sanctae joanna B”,
bookplate of Jean-Baptiste Marduel over an earlier
bookplate, contemporary calf-backed boards, gilt
spine, slightly worn, 4to, Lyon, 1652.

a rare and attractively produced manuscript
laying out the constitution and regulations
governing the reformed church in france. the
columns are set out with the regulations
forming the main text and beside each
decisions taken by the Synods in relation to
these regulations. it includes a list of all the
Synods held by the reformed church held in
france between 1559-1644. printed editions of
this text were not produced until the following
year. We have been able to trace one other
manuscript of this text from lyon with the
same date at the Bibliothèque de la Société de
l’histoire de protestantisme français in paris
(ms.75). 

provenance: Jean-Baptiste marduel, Vicar of St.
nicetus, lyon (bookplate). 

£350 - 450

55See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

66
Cumberland.- SuBSiDy roll “in the Sixtenth yeare of hiS matie moSt happie reigne... in the Sume of 200l - 16S - 0”, Ds.
“Sir henry fletcher”, “John Skelton”, “peter Senhouse”, “richard tolson” and “William Samson”, manuscript in
English, on vellum, 3 membranes, head and tail with small tears, some slight creasing, yellowed, a few ink marks, c.
2040 x 220mm., 15th April 1641.

taxation in the year Before the Start of the ciVil War.

towns include: Whitehaven, Whitbeck, muncaster, millom, gosforth, St Bees, lamplugh, ennerdale, Workington,
Buttermere, cockermouth etc. 

Sir henry fletcher (d. 1645), of hutton-in-the-forest, high Sheriff of cumberland.

Subsidy roll, “lists of tax payers, arranged by villages and towns, together with the amounts of tax to be paid.”
- Stephen friar. The Local History Companion, 2001.

£300 - 400

68
Monarchs engraved portraits.- James II (King of England,
Scotland and Ireland, 1633-1701) exemplification of common
recoVery by Samuel Westerne from nathaniel Bard, of one
messuage, 4 gardens, 200 acres of land, 30 meadows etc., in
milborne port, goathill, henstridge ash, and Bowden in
henstridge, Dorset, engraVeD heaD of JameS ii, remains of green
wax seal loose, 500 x 730mm., 23rd June 1686 § William iii &
mary ii (King and Queen of England, Scotland and Ireland, 1650-
1702 & 1662-92) exemplification of common recovery by
Samuel Dodd from Bernard Whalley, of the manor of Billesley,
with one messuage, one dovecote, 6 gardens, 500 acres of
land, 100 meadows etc., in Billesley, atherstone on Stour,
ullenhall, and ‘Walls Wotton, Warwickshire, DouBle engraVeD
heaDS of William anD mary, lacks seal, 650 x 810mm., 19th June
1689, both manuscripts in Latin, in Chancery hand, on vellum,
ruled in red, slightly yellowed, folds, v.s., v.d. (2).

firSt mentioneD the rareSt of all recoVerieS. examples of James
ii recoveries with an engraved coats of arms are more common.

£300 - 400

66
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Cabala Nuimerica.- ColleCtion of fifty treatiSeS and Shorter pieCeS
on SyStemS to prediCt the lottery, manuscripts in Italian and Latin,
599pp., in different hands, all apparently anonymous (some under
assumed names), pen and ink drawings of Astrological diagrams,
numbers in tables or pyramids and triangles, some foxing and
browning, some slight staining to some inner margins, later
endpapers, 19th century vellum-backed boards, spine lettered
“Cabale” and “A.C.” at tail, slightly yellowed, 4to & 8vo, [c. 1750-1850].

all apparently unpubliShed. an impreSSive ColleCtion of
praCtitionerS’ methodS, whiCh CirCulated in manuSCript.

with one treatise on arithmeticall tricks, the older works also
treat of divination, by asking a question “Quesito”, then reducing
it in various ways to a number of several digits, then expanding
the number to create an answer, “riposta”. 

Cabala. lotteries to raise money for the state date from the 16th
century in europe. in italy, the chief meaning of ‘Cábala’ has been
for two or three centuries, “the art of of foretelling numbers in the
lotteries”, and in the plural, “far la Cábale” is “to play systematically
in the lotteries”. the lotteries in this volume draw numbers in the
range 1-90. of the treatises, the most authoritative in appearance
is treatise 1, which opens with a table of the new moons in the
19 year cycle 1767-85, and discusses the date of the Creation, the
choice of calendar, Solar or lunar, hebrew or roman, the
language and alphabet for wording the question, with tables for
converting single letters or pairs into numbers, and for involving
the planets. worked examples include (p. 1:22) “who will succeed
Clement Xiv?” (pope, 1769-75).

£1,500 - 2,000

70
Portugese Diplomat.- Cunha (Luis da, the elder, Portuguese
diplomat who served under King João V of Portugal, Envoy
Extraordinary to London, Madrid and Paris, and Minister
Plenipotentiary to the Congress of Utrecht, 1662-1749)
memoriaS..., 2 parts only of 4, manuscript in Portugese, titles and c.
660pp., slightly browned, a few ink marks, some staining towards end,
new endpapers, modern calf, gilt, gilt panelled spine, red morocco
label, edges uncut, folio, [c. 1750].

unpubliShed.

memoirs giving the background to louis Xiv’s plans for the
domination of Spain from the treaty of the pyrenees in 1659 to
the war of Spanish Succession in 1702, 

£600 - 800

71
Music.- Clementi (Muzio, composer, pianist, and teacher, 1752-
1832) autograph letter Signed to vinCenzo righini, 1p. with conjugate
blank and address panel, addressed to “Sigr. Righini Celebre Maestro...”,
in Italian, sm. 4to, Dresden, 11th September [1803], sending a letter
by and introducing george bridgetower, “a fine professor of the
violin. i have known him for a long time in london, and he is a
young man of excellent character. if you could find the time to
introduce him to some good music lovers, and above all if you
would do me the favour of showing him one or two of your superb
scores, we would both be very much obliged . if you have the arias
ready for ‘la billington’ [elizabeth billington (1765-1818), singer], you
can entrust these to bridgetower with the letters written by me in
berlin. this young man belongs to the family [household] of the
prince of wales and travels at his expence,” and sending his
compliments to “mr and mrs fischer and to their daughter. i have
spoken very highly of miss fischer’s great talent and this traveller
wishes very much to hear her; i beg her therefore not to be too
miserly with her beautiful voice”, folds, slightly browned.

a warm and affeCtionate introduCtion on behalf of a muSiCal
protégé of george, prinCe of waleS (the future george iv).

vincenzo maria righini (1756-1812), italian composer and singer.

george augustus polgreen bridgetower (1780-1860), violinist. 

£1,500 - 2,000

56 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Australia, England & Nelson.- (1) Price (James Brent, draper,
of Horsham, West Sussex, emigrated to Australia in 1864, son of
David Brent Price, printer and publisher in Portsmouth, and
nephew of Matthew Porter Price, b. 1826, fl. 1826-77) 9 faScicleS
laBelleD “auStralia 1-9”, manuscripts, titles and c. 560pp., loose in
original calf-backed boards, rubbed, paper label on upper cover,
covers detached, lacks spine, 1866-76 (2) 29 autograph letterS
SigneD to mattheW porter price, and a small quantity of incomplete
letters etc., c. 265pp., 8vo, Horsham, Melbourne, Launceston
(Tasmania), Sydney, Bathurst (New South Wales), Mayborough
(Queensland) etc., 1866-76, correSponDence of a miDDle-ageD man
Who emigrateS after a faileD marriage, anD Who founD life in auStralia
aS Difficult aS it WaS in englanD, highlights, including: the ViSit of
“W.g. grace & the engliSh cricKet touriStS... mr. grace got Very
DrunK”, much on getting and keeping drapers jobs in melbourne,
launceston, Sydney, Bathurst and mayborough, living alone in
rented lodgings, awaiting letters from his “uncle matt” and getting
further news of his family in england, and reporting on the
economy of Victorian australia, his hopes of a shop of his own
which never comes to pass etc., folds § Price (Matthew Porter,
reader for various London publishers, later a teacher at a
private school, son of Samuel Price, pawnbroker of Portsmouth,
fl. 1834-76) 3 DiarieS, autograph manuScriptS, together c. 625pp.,
some loose, slightly browned, 2 vol. original morocco, and 1 vol.
original roan-backed boards, both rubbed, 8vo, 1834-76 (qty).

BiDDing nelSon fareWell.

Second mentioned an interesting series of diaries, opening with two
retrospective stories of meeting nelson as he left england for the
last time, on 14 September 1805. “lord nelson left Spithead. my
father spoke with him in green-row [portsmouth] on his way to his 

boat at the Bathing machine. father pointed him out to me, & made
me take my hat off to him”, and then, a further elaboration, “lord
nelson stopped my father, and gave a message to the george hotel
[where he stayed before going aboard hmS Victory], that he had
left it slily by way of penny st. he was much pleased and moved by
the few prayerful words father spoke to him, and promised to
introduce me into the royal navy, when old enough, if father would
would write to him.” in later life matthew porter price moved to
london and was appointed ‘reader’ at Wm. clowes, publisher. in
1838 he moved to to chas. Knight “to read penny cyclop”, and the
following year notes that a relative, Sidney price, has been as an
apprentice binder to James Kitcat. in 1842 he was involved in the
production of Knight’s Shakespeare. in 1864 he records the
distressing behaviour of the wife and lodger of his nephew James
Brent price, “threatens his life with a life preserver”, his own marriage
and his wife’s subsequent death. later that same year he records
the departure of James Brent price for australia at gravesend. in
1875 he makes references to his own attempt at writing. there are
further details of dinners, excursions to the city to collect dividends,
various holidays, including gravesend, richmond, Sheerness,
guildford, horsham, london theatres, picture galleries and the oval.

george meredith (novelist, 1828-1909) and James Brent price. in
1830, as recorded in Stewart marsh ellis’s book, George Meredith,
1919, James Brent price at the age of four was introduced to
george meredith as a potential playmate as they both lived in the
same street in portsmouth, “we did not get on much together as
he assumed a sort of superiority. he and i often met..., but we did
not fraternise much. he used to just say, ‘how de do,’ and nod. i
did the same.”

£3,000 - 4,000

57See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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73
Curzon (George Nathaniel, Marquess Curzon of Kedleston,
politician, traveller, and viceroy of India, 1859-1925) collection
of 38 autograph letterS (including 2 dictated) Some SigneD to
charleS Wallace alexanDer cochrane-Baillie, SeconD Baron
lamington, goVernor of BomBay, 263pp., 8vo & 4to, Viceregal Lodge
Simla, Government House Calcutta, Walmer Castle, and Carlton
House Terrace London, 1903-07, on a variety of subjects, moStly on
hiS time aS Viceroy of inDia, including: disputes with lord Kitchener,
military commander, “i have never felt much bitterness about the
affair because Broderick [Secretary of State for india] has so
consistently poured vinegar into my cup that from hmg i had
ceased to expect any other beverage,” advising lamington about
india, education of the princes of the raj, recruitment of political
officers, the agha Khan of the bad effects of his lack of orthodoxy,
“he is over anglicized, likes european Women...”, etiquette of
touring, “i doubt if a governor can anywhere be treated as ‘an
ordinary guest’”, his record in india, “popularity in india is the most
dangerous phase. for three years i had almost universal
adulation. now i find myself denounced for nearly every act. the
reason is that i have... pursued inflexible rectitude at all costs”,
tiger shooting, distribution of arms in aden, the fatal illness of his
wife may, “Darling may has been dying over and over again before
my eyes and has often been despaired of”, and affairs in
afghanistan and tibet etc., folds, bound in contemporary buckram,
upper joints splitting, slightly faded.

curzon on inDia.

£1,500 - 2,000

74
James (Edward, art patron, 1907-84) archiVe of 24 letterS,
enVelopeS anD noteS, 6 photographS, anD 3 pamphlet VolumeS of poetry
to hiS Secretary charlotte Worth, correspondence 100pp., v.s., 18th
October 1979 - 10th July 1980 & n.d., on a variety of subjects,
including: convalescing from an operation in houston, tax
authorities and income from trees on the estate, a visit to a
neighbour’s garden party and having to write a label of
introduction he writes, "anonymous Deaf mute", and touring the
sloping garden to view the work of local artists who seem to be
imitating utrillo, “Dali once asked me, back in the early 1930’s ‘Why
do you suppose utrillo paints tout avec le kaka d’hirondelles...’”,
complaining about postal clerks, a short visit to Sark, “have you
ever voyaged to that enchanted isle? in the months of april and
may the whole island looks a vivid blue: not just the proverbial blue
of distance. no it is the blue from the disdance... oh do mean
‘distance’ and close too because of the bluebells, which grow and
bloom in the woods, but also in the ‘turfy mountains where live
nibbling sheep’, out in the open. the above line is from milton; but
the word ‘disdance’ was due to three stout cocktails on an empty
stomach”, working in his garden at xilita, mexico, “all morning, all
afternoon and all evening, i have been going about my chores in
this my beloved jungle - in a sort of world of emerald trauma...
overseeing the builders and planting new trees and rose bushes -
they the trees and i are intoxicated by the golden light”, a letter
described as a stream of consciousness, “... you will see, it is a
jumble of nature worship, gossip and reminiscences from various
layers of the past, William Blake as a visionary, asking for news of
gerald heard, “When christopher isherwood - another favourite
disciple approached that state when he felt, ‘the Dark night of the
Soul’ coming down on him, he simply gave up being ‘good’ for good
- and latterly turned into one of the nastiest and most spiteful men
i have ever known”, acceptance by aldous huxley, “Both huxley
and the kind little Swami accepted me for what and who i was ...”,
the woods about monkton [Sussex] etc., written in a variety of
coloured inks, folds; and another, charlotte Worth’s address to the
edward James Symposium, typescript, 11pp., “personal experiences
with the most charming, irritating, erudite, perverse and endlessly
fascinating man i have ever met”; 6 fine Damask monogrammed
napkins and a table cloth, v.s., v.d. (qty in 2 boxes).

“the moSt charming, irritating, eruDite, perVerSe anD enDleSSly
faScinating man i haVe eVer met.” - charlotte Worth.

charlotte Worth (1915-96), James’s secretary for over thirty years.

£2,000 - 2,500

58 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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engliSh literature anD hiStory

The Property of a Gentleman
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75
Jonson (Ben) the WorKeS..., 3 vol., firSt collecteD eDition, woodcut initials, marginal browning and occasional soiling throughout, vol 1. with
engraved architectural title trimmed and laid down, lacking initial blank, 2S6 outer margin restored, worm hole at head from 3 A1 to end,
becoming more pronounced but not affecting text, final f. creased, torn and laid down, occasional damp-staining to outer margin, vol.2 title
browned with inner margin restored and skilfully mounted on stub, occasional ink notes in an early hand, light damp-staining to first 4
gatherings, short repaired tear to head of V4 - X3, Y4 with repaired tear running across top of text but without loss, marginal browning, modern
antique-style panelled calf, new endpapers, [Pforzheimer 559 & 560; STC 14751 & 14754], folio, Will Stansby [and] RIchard Meighen, 1616-40.

the firSt eDition of thiS notoriouSly BiBliographically complex WorK, rare complete. 

pforzheimer notes that “the bibliographic variations are bewildering and, although we have examined some twenty copies, all attempts
to simplify them into categories have not materially reduced the confusion.” here vol.2 is bound in the order given on the title and
vol.3 is bound in the following order: 1st section beginning with Christmas, his Masque, with The Under-Woods and Mortimer his fall with
separate title pages, followed by Horace, his Art of Poetrie, with The English Grammar and Timer: or, Discoveries with separate title pages,
followed by The Magnetick Lady, with A Tale of Tub and The Sad Shepherd with separate title pages. 

£4,000 - 6,000
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76
Jonson (Ben) The WorkeS, vol.2 and 3 only in 1 (of 3), vol. 3 WiTh
exceedingly rare unrecorded general TiTle, woodcut initials and head-
pieces, some light marginal browning or finger-soiling, vol.3 B1
mounted on stub, early ink ownership inscription to front endpaper,
contemporary calf, rebacked, [c.f. Pforzheimer 560], folio, for Richard
Meighen, 1640.

an exceSSively rare Survival, The only example We can Trace of an
abandoned Scheme by richard meighan To SeparaTely publiSh vol.3 of
JonSon’S WoRkes afTer hiS deaTh. The page is printed on thinner
paper stock than the rest of the volume and is slightly shorter at
the outer margin.

“[ Jonson’s] widow parted with his rights, such as they were and
doubtless with the unissued stock, not apparently to the same
person. When in 1640, Thomas Walkley set about printing Jonson’s
remains.... he may well have approached the owner of the stock,
apparently richard meighen, with such a purpose in mind. but if
so, meighen grew impatient when Walkley’s scheme was, as we
know, delayed; and he determined to issue a protion of the stock
of the second volume independently. for this he caused a title-
page to be printed and put at least some copies of the market.
When however the difficulties over Walkley’s stock had been solved,
the original scheme went forward.” - W.W.greg, A Bibliography of the
english Printed Drama to the Restoration”, vol.3, p.1076.

£1,000 - 1,500

77
Jonson (Ben) The WorkeS..., 2 parts in 1 vol., second collected
edition, engraved architectural title and portrait frontispiece (both laid
down), woodcut initials and head-pieces, light marginal browning or
soiling, modern antique-style panelled calf, [Greg 1073; sTC 14753],
folio, Richard Bishop, 1640.

The firST ediTion To be publiShed WiTh The porTraiT.

The portrait was originally published separately some time
between 1622 and 1627 with two different imprints. These were
later erased and traces of them can just be seen below the verse.
as with all of the collected editions from this period, a second
volume was printed separately. 

£750 - 1,000

78
Jonson (Ben) [The WorkeS...,] vol.2 & 3, woodcut initials and head-
pieces, occasional light damp-staining, mostly marginal, light
marginal browning or soiling, modern antique-style panelled calf,
[Greg p.1077; Ford p.17], [Thomas Harper, 1641].

rare, greg’S 1641 reiSSue, compleTe WiTh The blankS aT The beginning
and end of vol.2.

as with all of the collected works published in this period, the first
volume was published separately. 

“another form in which this volume occurs is withot The Staple of
newes and bartholomew fayre, but with The divell is an asse,
‘imprinted at london’ 1641. This play in an entirely fresh edition,
the title and contents being reset. only two copies (the bodleian
and Trinity college) appear to be recorded of this variant of the
volume: iT iS Scarce in ThiS form.” h.l.ford, The Collation of the Ben
Jonson Folios, p.17.

“it is clear that in the course of 1641 the stock of The Devil is an
Ass must have run out while sufficient copies of the other two
plays remained to make it worth while reprinting.” W.W.greg, A
Bibliography of the english Printed Drama of the Restoration, p.1077.

£500 - 700

60 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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79
Jonson (Ben) catiline hiS conSpiracy. a tragœDie, [third quarto
edition], title browned and backed with ink notes to foot, some light
creasing and marginal browning, later half roan, [Pforzheimer 542;
Wing J1008], 4to, printed for A.C., 1669.

Scarce, aS With all JonSon quartoS from thiS perioD.

although catiline did much to improve critical opinion of Jonson, the
play was not a popular success. indeed, the insistence on the title
page of the 1635 second quarto edition that it is “now acted by his
majesty’s Servants with great applause” has the ring of a publisher
trying to earnestly boost sales. this edition is textually the better of
the editions published after the 1616 folio and is an attempt to
reproduce the text therein after the mangling of the 1635 edition. 

£500 - 700

80
Jonson (Ben) the WorKS... to Which iS aDDeD a comeDy, calleD the
neW inn, third folio edition, engraved portrait frontispiece by Elder
after Vaughan, woodcut crown devices to title, 4pp. Leges Convivales
at end with separate title, frontispiece with portion of restoration to
outer margin, gathering 3C browned as often, foxing to gathering A,
a clean copy otherwise, 19th century ink inscription to front free
endpaper, contemporary calf, spines gilt in compartments, spine ends
and corners sympathetically strengthened and repaired, rubbing, later
endpapers, [Pforzheimer 561; Wing J1006], folio, Thomas Hodgkin,
for H.Herringman [&c.], 1692.

the third (and last) folio edition, the first published in 1 volume.

£600 - 800

Other properties

81
Sandford (Francis) the hiStory of the coronation of...JameS ii...anD...
queen mary..., firSt eDition, imprimatur leaf signed Norfolke &
Marshall, title in red and black with engraved coat-of-arms, engraved
head-pieces, initials, text illustrations and 30 engraved plates by
William Sherwin and others, all but one double-page and mounted on
stubs, With an aDDitional DouBle-page engraVeD plate of ‘the proceeDing
to the coronation of their ma JeStieS King William anD queen mary
from WeStmr. hall to WeStmr. aBBy 11 apr. 1689’ bound at end (short
tear to left edge and reinforced at upper edge), occasional light soiling
or browning, a few plates with splits to folds, plan of Westminster with
short tear, Banqueting plate with a few small stains and tear (repaired),
Fireworks plate shaved at upper edge with loss to title, O1 and R1 torn
without loss (latter repaired), contemporary panelled calf, rubbed,
rebacked with gilt spine preserving old green roan label, corners
repaired, folio, [Berlin Kat. 2979, edition with 28 plates; Wing S652a,
with 12pp. preliminaries but printer’s name in black and 30 plates],
by Thomas Newcomb, 1687.

magnificent record of James ii’s lavish coronation which set the
model for subsequent coronations. the plates include the regalia,
19 plates of the procession, plans and interior scenes of
Westminster abbey and the coronation itself, the banquet with
accompanying seating plan & the dishes served (with list of such
in the text), and the fireworks on the thames (often missing). this
copy also includes the procession of William and mary at their
own coronation in 1689.

£500 - 700
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82
Popish Plot.- [Wildman (Sir John, attributed to) a memorial from
the engliSh proteStantS for their highneSSeS the prince anD princeSS
of orange, drop-head title, woodcut decorative initial, trimmed at
head with loss to page numbers of a few ff. and the first line of text
on B1&2, closely trimmed at fore-edge, occasionally just touching text,
occasional spotting, lightly browned, [Wing M1686], a scarce issue,
[London], no printer, [1688] BounD after Somers ( John, Baron) a
Brief history of the Succession of the crown of england, &c.
collected out of the records, and the most authentick historians.
Written for the satisfaction of the nation, the odd spot, rare, [Wing
R2852, with line 10 reading ‘Collected’], by Richard Janeway, 1688/9
[1689] BounD after Smith ( John) the narrative of mr. John Smith
of Walworth, in the county-palatine of Durham...containing a
further discovery of the late horrid and popish-plot, firSt eDition
(with errata at foot of p.35), initial imprimatur f., occasional spotting,
[Wing S4127], by Robert Boulter, 1679 BounD With 14 other works on
the same, together 17 works in 1 vol., contemporary panelled calf,
sympathetically rebacked, corners worn, rubbed and scuffed, folio

a very good selection of 17th century works on the popish plot,
including a few accounts of trials. 

£350 - 450

83

83
[Pepys (Samuel)] memoireS relating to the State of the royal naVy
in englanD, firSt eDition, second issue with Griffin-Keble imprint, title
in red and black, engraved frontispiece portrait, folding letterpress
table, small hole to inner margin of portrait frame, internal closed
tear to table, title strengthened and repaired along margins,
occasional ink notes or corrections in an early hand, bookplate,
contemporary speckled calf, later gilt lettering to spine, light rubbing
to joints, [Pforzheimer 793; Wing P-1449], 8vo, for Ben Griffin, and
are to be sold by Sam. Keble, 1690.

provenance: Books from the stock of the late robert clark,
Bloomsbury auctions 12th June, 2003; the library of William
foyle, christies 11th July 2000 (morocco book label to pastedown).

£800 - 1,200

84
Cervantes de Saavedra (Miguel) the life anD exploitS of the
ingeniouS gentleman Don quixote De la mancha, translated by
charles Jarvis, firSt eDition of the JarViS tranSlation, engraved
frontispiece and 68 plates (including a portrait of the author by
George Virtue) most by Gerard van der Gucht after John
Vanderbank,includes ‘A Supplement to the Translator’s Preface’ by
William Warburton and ‘Advertisement concerning the Prints’ by John
Oldfield, occasional foxing, some spotting and small areas of staining,
contemporary calf, rebacked in modern lighter calf in compartments,
corners worn, rubbed, [Palau 52479], 4to, for J. and R. Tonson, and
R. Dodsley, 1742.

‘bella y sumptuosa edicion’ (palau). a richly illustrated edition,
which ‘is generally acknowledged as being close in spirit to the
original.’ (oDnB).

£500 - 700
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85

85
Segar (Sir William) and Joseph Edmondson, Baronagium
genealogicum: or the peDigreeS of the engliSh peerS..., 6 vol.
including Supplement, letterpress index and list of subscribers at end
of vol.5 and supplement, otherwise engraved throughout with 6
vignette titles by Pranker and Bartolozzi after Cipriani, 6 dedications,
298 coats-of-arms (3 double-page), 380 genealogical tables (104
double-page) and 3 lists of names, title, dedication and first coat-of-
arms of vol.4 torn and defective, some foxing and browning,
contemporary tree calf, worn, most covers detached or becoming so,
vol.4 lacking covers, folio, for the Author, 1764-84; sold not subject
to return

£2,000 - 3,000

86
Gibbon (Edward) the hiStory of the Decline anD fall of the roman
empire, 6 vol., firSt eDition, firSt State with cancels as called for, half-
titles to all but vol.5, errata to vol. 1,2 & 3, errata to vol. 4,5 & 6 at
end of vol.6 as called for, engraved portrait frontispiece to vol.1, 3
engraved folding maps, light offsetting from portrait, vol.2 D2
mounted on stub, vol.6 lacking final blank, some very occasional light
spotting or foxing, bookplate of Holland House, contemporary
polished calf, spines gilt in compartments with red and green morocco
labels, some chipping to labels, some cracking to joints but A HANDSOME
SET OVERALL, [Rothschild 948; PMM 222], 4to, for W.Strahan & T.Cadell,
1776-88.

“thiS maSterpiece of hiStorical penetration anD literary Style has
remained one of the ageless historical works which... maintain
their hold upon the layman and continue to stimulate the
scholar...” pmm.

£4,000 - 6,000

63See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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87
[Burney (Fanny)] camilla: or, a picture of youth, 5 vol., firSt eDition,
vol. 1 with list of subscribers and advertisement leaf at end, I1 of vol.3
defective at lower inner margin with loss of one letter to catchword,
N1 in vol.3 and Q2 in vol.5 torn without loss, a few other marginal
tears and defects, a little browned, vol.5 with small stain to fore-edge
of title and following few leaves, engraved bookplate of G.H.Walker
Heneage, Estelle Doheny copy with her small gilt leather book-label
to front free endpapers (causing light staining to following leaf),
contemporary tree calf, red morocco labels (not quite uniform), joints
cracked, spine ends of vol.5 chipped (repaired at head), 12mo,
T.Payne, 1796.

Jane austen, Sir Joseph Banks, edmund Burke, Sir William
chambers, Warren hastings, nevil maskelyne, hannah more, mrs
piozzi and humphry repton all appear in the list of subscribers.
austen refers to Camilla in Northanger Abbey.

£800 - 1,200

88
Napoleon.- [Sale catalogue] catalogue (a) of SunDry articleS of
Wearing apparel, anD DreSSing apparatuS; formerly Belonging to the
emperor napoleon, and given by the grand marshal of the palace,
count Bertrand, to m.charvet, Keeper of the Wardrobe, on the
occasion of napoleon’s abdication at fontainebleau..., 7pp., most
lots with prices in manuscript and a few notes in ink, title with ink
number at head & initials at foot and a few small ink stains, foxed,
final leaf frayed and very slightly defective at outer margin, stitched
but unbound, removed from album with trace of mount to edge of
final leaf, 4to, Mr.Stanley, at his Rooms, Old Bond Street, the Second
of July, 1819.

apparently unrecorDeD.

Jean-pierre charvet was ‘curator of the Wardrobe’ to napoleon,
answerable to the Duke de frioul (and later the count de
turenne), chamberlain or ‘Keeper of the Wardrobe’ who
supervised all aspects of the emperor’s wearing apparel including
inventories, orders, payments etc. charvet’s niece, louise,
became a linen-keeper at the château de Saint cloud in 1813 and
was responsible for making the imperial shirts. the wardrobe was
given to charvet on napoleon’s first abdication in april 1814 and
he sold the collection to a Dr. Duboys who in turn sold it on
almost immediately to another party, who promptly consigned it
to Stanley for auction. charvet’s son, christofle, established the
world’s first shirt shop, still in existence as charvet place
Vendôme, an up-market shirt-maker and tailor.

the catalogue includes snuff, perfume and razor boxes, a “flesh
brush...with which the emperor was in the habit of being dry
rubbed daily”, a lock of hair “cut..by m.charvet, in the isle of elba,
in 1814”, a pair of white silk stockings, various shirts “all...have
been worn by the emperor”, an inventory of the wardrobe and
several letters, medals etc.

£1,000 - 1,500
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89
[Dodgson (Charles Lutwidge)] "Lewis Carroll". alice'S aDVentureS in WonDerlanD, SeconD (firSt puBliSheD) eDition, with the inverted 'S' in the
last line of the Contents page, half-title, 42 illustrations by John Tenniel, tissue-guard to title, a few marks and occasional light soiling to text, very
occasional scattered spotting, light blue endpapers, front free endpaper a little creased and with early ink presentation inscription, original red
cloth, gilt stamped, spine lettered in gilt, spine skilfully repaired with minor restoration to spine ends, corners slightly bumped, a little rubbed,
still in effect an excellent example, preserved in folding chemise and custom morocco slip-case with pull-off lid, (lightly rubbed at extremities),
[cf. PMM 354], 8vo, 1866.

an excellent example of Dodgson's classic work. this copy in the earliest state with the light blue (as opposed to green) endpapers.

the publishing history of this work is well-documented - the 1865 edition was suppressed by Dodgson on account of the inferior
printing quality with only a handful of those copies escaping into the wider world (and now all but impossible to obtain). this edition
was then printed for the english market, with around 500 of the 1865 edition being shipped to america with a new title-page.

copies of the first published edition in original cloth and in good condition are increasingly scarce. 

£6,000 - 8,000
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90
[Dodgson (Charles Lutwidge)] "Lewis Carroll". through the
looKing glaSS, anD What alice founD there, firSt eDition, first issue
with 'wade' for 'wabe' on p.21, half-title, 50 illustrations by John Tenniel,
tissue-guard to title, ink ownership inscription to half-title, original red
cloth, stamped in gilt, spine slightly darkened, spine ends and corners
a little bumped, minor fraying to lower joint, stain to upper cover, light
rubbing and marking, still very good overall, 8vo, 1872.

£300 - 400

91
[Dodgson (Charles Lutwidge)] "Lewis Carroll". aVentureS D'alice
au payS merVeilleS, firSt eDition in french, half-title, 42 illustrations by
John Tenniel, tissue-guard to title with small portion of loss to lower
corner, first 5ff. with small damp-stain and closed tear to head with
tape repair, lacking rear endpaper, occasional light markings to text,
ink owernship inscription to front endpaper, endpapers spotted,
original blue cloth cloth, gilt stamped, slight shelf-lean, spine
darkened, spine ends and corners a little bumped, rubbed, 8vo, 1869

£600 - 800
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olD maSter printS anD DraWingS

Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
The Life of the Virgin 

the following collection of 20 woodcuts, including the title, are part of
a composite group of albrecht Durer’s The Life of the Virgin, which was
probably compiled in the nineteenth century by an unknown collector.
the collection is made up of impressions of varying printing dates, and
on papers with varying watermarks; while the majority were printed
in the latter part of 16th century, there are three woodcuts that are
meder proofs printed pre-1511 (see: lots 93, 109, and 110).

the known provenance for the woodcuts begins in the nineteenth
century with the banker, philanthropist, and book collector, Joseph
William Drexel (1833-1888). an old album that the woodcuts were
originally tipped into bears Drexel’s collectors bookplate (see vignette
above), and it appears that they were also  in the collections of Drexel’s
daughters, before eventually  passed by descent to the present owner.

67See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

92
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the maDonna on the creScent, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut,
circa 1511, on laid paper, without watermark, a richly inked
impression with no signs of wear, possibly a proof impression prior
to the Latin text edition of 1511, trimmed within the image, unframed,
sheet: 210 x 187mm. (8¼ x 7⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 76; meder 188, hollstein 188; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 166

£300 - 500
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93
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the reJection of Joachim’S offering, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN,
woodcut, circa 1504, on laid paper, with watermark of scales within
a circle surmounted by a star (cf. Meder 169 and 170), a fine even
impression before the Latin text edition of 1511, thread margins
outside the borderline, unframed, sheet: 298 x 215mm. (11¾ x 8½ in) 

literature: Bartsch 77; meder 189, hollstein 189; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 167

£2,000 - 3,000

94
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
Joachim anD the angel, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1504, on laid paper, with small indistinct watermark, a Meder e/f
impression, after the Latin text edition of 1511, probably printed in
latter part of the 16th century, thread margins, unevenly trimmed up
to the borderline at the lower right, unframed, sheet: 300 x 213mm.
11¾ x 8⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 78; meder 190, hollstein 190; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 168

£400 - 600

95
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
Joachim anD anna at the golDen gate, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN,
woodcut, circa 1504, on laid paper, with watermark of a city gate with
two towers (cf. Meder 260), an evenly inked Meder g/h impression
printed after the Latin text edition of 1511, with offsetting from
‘Joachim and the Angel’ visible, thread margins, trimmed to the
borderline in places, unframed, sheet: 300 x 213mm. (11¾ x 8⅜ in) 

literature: Bartsch 79; meder 191, hollstein 191; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 169

£300 - 500
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96
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the Birth of the Virgin, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1503, on laid paper, with watermark of a city gate with two towers
(cf. Meder 260), an evenly inked Meder h impression printed after the
Latin text edition of 1511, thread margins, unframed, sheet: 301 x
211mm. (11⅞ x 8¼ in) 

literature: Bartsch 80; meder 192, hollstein 192; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 170

£500 - 700

97
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the preSentation of the Virgin in the temple, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN,
woodcut, circa 1503, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city
gate with two towers (Meder 266), a good Meder e impression printed
after the Latin text edition of 1511, fine thread margins trimmed to
borderline in places, unframed, sheet: 300 x 210mm. (11⅞ x 8¼ in) 

literature: Bartsch 81; meder 193, hollstein 193; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 171

£500 - 700

98
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the Betrothal of the Virgin, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1504, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with two
towers (Meder 266), an evenly inked Meder d impression printed after
the Latin text edition of 1511, unevenly trimmed to the borderline,
some areas with thread margins, unframed, sheet: 295 x 211mm.
(11¾ x 8¼ in) 

literature: Bartsch 82; meder 194, hollstein 194; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 172

£500 - 700

69See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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99
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the annunciation, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa 1503,
on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with two towers
(Meder 266), an evenly inked Meder d/f impression printed after the
Latin text edition of 1511, thread margins, unframed, sheet: 293 x
211mm. (11½ x 8⅜ in) 

literature: Bartsch 83; meder 195, hollstein 195; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 173

£400 - 600

100
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the ViSitation, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa 1503-1504,
on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with two towers
(Meder 166), a well inked impression, printed after the Latin text
edition of 1511, trimmed to the borderline, with very fine thread
margins in places, unframed, sheet: 297 x 211mm. (11¾ x 8⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 84; meder 196, hollstein 196; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 174

£600 - 800

101
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
aDoration of the ShepherDS, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut,
circa 1502-1503, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate
with two towers (Meder 166), a well inked Meder c/d impression
printed after the Latin text edition of 1511, trimmed to the
borderline, slightly unevenly, with very fine thread margins in places,
unframed, sheet: 300 x 210mm. (11¾ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 85; meder 197, hollstein 197; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 175

£600 - 800

70 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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102
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the circumciSion of chriSt, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1505, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with two
towers (Meder 166), an evenly inked impression, probably Meder c,
printed after the Latin text edition of 1511, trimmed with fine thread
margins, the lower margin partially trimmed to borderline,
unframed, sheet: 297 x 211mm. (11¾ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 86; meder 198, hollstein 198; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 176

£500 - 700

103
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the aDoration of the magi, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1503, on laid paper, with an indistinct watermark, an evenly well
inked impression with few signs of wear, probably Meder a/b
impression printed after the Latin text edition of 1511, trimmed to
the borderline, unframed, sheet: 301 x 211mm. (11⅞ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 87; meder 199, hollstein 199; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 177

£500 - 700

104
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the preSentation of chriSt in the temple, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN,
woodcut, circa 1505, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city
gate in crest (cf. Meder 271 and 273), a Meder b impression, printed
after the Latin text edition of 1511, trimmed to the borderline, with
thread margin to the lower border, unframed, sheet: 298 x 212mm.
(11¾ x 8⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 88; meder 200, hollstein 200; Schoch,
mende, Scherbaum 178

£600 - 800

71See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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105
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the flight into egypt, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa 1504,
on laid paper, with watermark of a city gate with two towers, (cf.
Meder 260), a Meder c/d impression, printed after the Latin text
edition of 1511, very fine thread margins, trimmed unevenly to the
borderline centre left, unframed, sheet: 298 x 212mm. (11¾ x 8⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 89; meder 201, hollstein 201; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 179

£600 - 800

106
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the SoJourn of the holy family in egypt, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN,
woodcut, circa 1502, on laid paper, with watermark of a city gate
with two towers, (cf. Meder 260), a good Meder e impression, printed
after the Latin text edition of 1511, very fine thread margins in places,
parts trimmed unevenly to the borderline, unframed, sheet: 301 x
214mm. (11⅞ x 8⅜ in)

literature: Bartsch 90; meder 202, hollstein 202; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 180

£600 - 800

107
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
chriSt among the DoctorS, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1502, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with two
towers, (cf. Meder 260), a Meder c/d impression, printed after the Latin
text edition of 1511, very fine thread margins in places, the lower and
left margins trimmed unevenly to the borderline, unframed, sheet:
299 x 209mm. (11¾ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 91; meder 203, hollstein 203; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 181

£600 - 800

72 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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108
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
chriSt taKing leaVe of hiS mother, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut,
circa 1504, on laid paper, with watermark of a small city gate with
two towers, (cf. Meder 266), probably a Meder e/f impression, printed
after the Latin text edition of 1511, with very fine thread margins,
unframed, sheet: 301 x 211mm. (11⅞ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 92; meder 204, hollstein 204; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 182

£600 - 800

109
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the Death of the Virgin, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, woodcut, circa
1510, on laid paper, with watermark of a high crown (Meder 20), a
Meder a impression, printed before the Latin text edition of 1511, with
very fine thread margins, the lower margin trimmed to the borderline,
unframed, sheet: 294 x 210mm. (11⅞ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 93; meder 205, hollstein 205; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 183

£2,500 - 3,500

110
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the aSSumption anD coronation of the Virgin, from: THE LIFE OF THE
VIRGIN, woodcut, circa 1510, on laid paper, with watermark of a High
Crown (Meder 20), a good impression, printed before the Latin text
edition of 1511, with very fine thread margins, the left hand and lower
margin trimmed to the borderline in places, unframed, sheet: 292 x
211mm. (11½ x 8¼ in)

literature: Bartsch 94; meder 206, hollstein 206; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 184

£2,500 - 3,500

73See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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111
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
the glorification of the Virgin, from: THE LIFE OF THE VIRGIN, circa 1502,
on laid paper, with watermark of a city gate with two towers (Meder
260), probably a Meder d/e impression, printed after the Latin text
edition of 1511, with fine thread margins, unframed, sheet: 300 x
215mm. (11¾ x 8½ in)

literature: Bartsch 95; meder 207, hollstein 207; Schoch, mende,
Scherbaum 185

£300 - 500

Other Properties

112
Pencz (Georg, c.1500-1550) the triumph of Death, one plate only
(of six) from the suite ‘the triumphs of petrarch’, engraving with
light plate tone on laid paper, without watermark, , [circa 1539],
horizontal crease running along upper edge of lettered title, with some
pen and ink additions to the, small restored hole in the pavilion upper
left, light browning and exposure lines from mount, platemark: 150
x 206mm. (5⅞ x 8⅛ in), sheet: 161 x 221mm. (6⅜ x 8¾ in)

provenance: paul Davidsohn (1839-1924) [lugt 654]

literature: hollstein 101; Bartsch 121; landau 120

petrarch’s Trionfi or ‘triumphs’ was a frequently illustrated and
popular subject for artistic commissions, with the 14th century
italian allegorical poem describing a series of six victories: those
of love, chastity, Death, fame, time, and eternity. the current
plate shows the triumph of Death, who has triumphed over love
and chastity; the subsequent image in the cycle illustrates fame’s
triumph over Death, and in turn time over fame, before the cycle
leads to the eventual and final triumph of eternity, or rather god.

£300 - 500

113
Hoefnagel ( Jacob, 1575-1630), [archetypa StuDiaque patriS], six
engravings (from a suite of 48), with light plate tone, from a series
designed by Joris Hoefnagel (1542-1600), Frankfurt, circa 1592, on
laid paper with various watermarks (four with serpent wrapped
around a staff [Rod of Asclepius], and two with High Crown) unframed,
each sheet c. 255 x 340mm. (10 x 13⅜ in), platemarks c. 155 x
207mm. (6⅛ x 8¼ in), (6).

literature: see hollstein nos. 17-64

£800 - 1,200

74 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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114
Robetta (Cristofano, 1462-1534), aDoration of the magi (after
filippino lippi), engraving, circa 1502-1530, on laid paper, with
watermark of a bindle/key, an excellent but probably later impression
on [?]16th century paper, thread margins trimmed to the platemark
along the right hand side, unframed, sheet: 307 x 283mm. (12⅛ x
11⅛ in), platemark: 300 x 278mm. (11¾ x 10⅞ in)

literature: Bartsch, 6; levenson, et al., 118; hind, Strauss 10

the original copper plate for the present print is held in the
British museum (see reg. no.: 1888,0117.13), with a second work
engraved on the reverse showing the allegory of the power of
love. passavant suggested that impressions were made up until
at least 1821 from the plate, at which point it was in the collection
of giuseppe Vallardi. it has been noted by levinson et al. that the
general composition of the print was derived from filippino lippi’s
(1459-1504) painting of the same subject from 1496 (See: uffizi,
florence). [1]

[1] cf. levinson, Jay a., Konrad oberhuber, and Jacquelyn
Sheehan, ‘early italian engravings from the national gallery of art’,
Washington, D.c., 1973, no. 118.

£1,000 - 1,500

115
Negretti (Jacopo), known as Palma il Giovane (c.1548-1628),
chriSt anD the Woman taKen in aDultery, etching, circa 1611 [Bartsch
16], on laid paper with indistinct armorial watermark, platemark: 115
x 170mm. 4½ x 6¾ in), sheet: 148 x 197mm. (7⅛ x 7¾ in); together
with a varied group of sixteenth to eighteenth century prints by
hieronymous Wierix (9), marten de Vos, Karel van mallery, della
Bella, Benigno Bossi, Bernard lens and zanetti after tintoretto,
various sizes, all unframed (21)

£600 - 800

116
Tiepolo (Giovanni Domenico, 1727-1804), the Virgin anD chilD
With St. franciS of paola anD St. anthony of paDua, after the
altarpiece by giovanni Battista tiepolo of 1750-1760 , etching, circa
1760, first state (of two) before the number, on laid paper without
watermark, unframed, platemark: 227 x 130mm. (8⅞ x 5¼ in), sheet:
305 x 185mm. (12 x 7¼ in)

literature: De Vesme 56; rizzi (1971) 12 i/ii

£800 - 1,200

116
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117
Florentine School (circa 1600), DeSign ShoWing St philip the eVangeliSt BaptiSing the ethiopian eunuch, possibly a salver or silverware
design, pen and black ink, touches of black chalk and graphite, heightened with white, partly incised for transfer, diameter c. 90mm. (3½ in)

provenance:
anonymous sale;
Sale. christies, Old Master and 19th Century Drawings, 3rd July 2007, lot 79;
private collection, france;
Sale. tajan, Dessins Anciens et modernes, 27th november 2013, lot 6;
private collection, uK.

£1,200 - 1,800

76 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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118
Follower of Guido Reni (1575-1642), StuDy of legS, black and
white chalks on buff laid paper, three sheets joined, black ink framing
lines, 232 x 197mm. (9¼ x 7¾ in), unframed.

the present drawing appears to be by a hand influenced by
reni, or possibly a close associate such as francesco gessi (1588-
1649). a comparable study of legs by reni is held in the
Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin (see inv. no.: 21 585).

£300 - 500

119
della Bella (Stefano, 1610-1664), DeSign for a taBle ornament: a
Saltcellar[?] in the form of a chilD reSting on a BunDle of WheatSticKS,
holDing a platter, pen and brown ink, over black chalk, on laid paper,
180 x 85mm. (7⅛ x 3⅜ in) 

the present drawing shows stylistic comparisons to several
other della Bella ornamental designs, such as the design for a
monstrance held in the louvre (see inv. no. 418; françoise Viatte,
Museé du Louvre: Cabinet des dessins: ... Dessins de Stefano della
Bella, paris, 1974, p. 121, no. 179). Similar drawings for table
ornaments by della Bella are held in the louvre, the royal
collection at Windsor castle, and the uffizi amongst others. 

£700 - 1,000

119

77See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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120

120
Londonio (Francesco, 1723-1783), fiVe heaD StuDieS of Sheep anD
goatS, black chalk on laid paper, historically laid down onto a sheet
of backing paper with watermark ‘F co B’, 190 x 185mm. (7½ x 7¼
in), inscribed ‘Del Londonio’ verso by an 18th, possibly 19th century
hand, unframed

provenance: private collection, germany;
private collection, uSa

Born in milan in the parish of S. alessandro in zebedia,
francesco londonio studied with ferdinando porta, and travelled
to parma with his master, where the works of correggio made a
deep impression. the Biblioteca ambrosiana in milan hold some
250 drawings and oil sketches by the artist, where a comparable
oil sketch with studies of goats’ heads is held. 

£800 - 1,200

121
Piola (Domenico, 1627-1703), a lanDScape With a ShepherD reSting near a large tree, brown wash, over black chalk, on laid paper pasted
onto support, inscribed ‘Do Piola’ lower left, 285 x 420mm. (11¼ x 16⅓ in), unframed

provenance: Santo Varni (1807-1885), genoa [lugt 3531], with associated inscription ‘13. Colln S.V.’ in pen and brown ink on mount;
eugene Susini (1900-1982);
anonymous sale, christie’s, london, 18th april 1989, lot 28
Kate de rothschild;
private collection, paris, until 2015

the execution of the present drawing, the brown wash applied with the brush over a sketch in black chalk, can be closely compared
with piola’s Rest on the Flight into Egypt (see Sotheby’s new york, Old Master and British Drawings, including the Dormeuil Collection, 30th
January 1997, lot 54).

£2,000 - 3,000
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122
Guardi (Giacomo, 1764-1835), capriccio With figureS among claSSical ruinS, point of the brush and black ink, on grey-
blue coloured paper, 82 x 83mm. (3¼ x 3¼ in), unframed 

provenance: private collection, germany;

the authorship of the present drawing has been confirmed by charles Beddington on the basis of a photograph
(private communication, august 2013)

traditionally given to francesco guardi (1712-1793), the present drawing has since been identified as the work of
his son and artistic heir, giacomo guardi. giacomo was greatly influenced by his father, with whom he frequently
collaborated. the present drawing, among the very smallest and most intimate known by the artist, is likely to date
to around 1780-90, quite early in the artist’s career, when his style was still almost indistinguishable from that of
his father. for a comparative drawing, probably from the same period, see Capriccio with a Statue of a Warrior and
a Ruined Castle on the Shore of the Lagoon (held in the metropolitan museum of art, new york, inv. no. 1975.1.344).

£1,800 - 2,200

79See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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123
Northern European School (first quarter of the 17th Century), the martyrDom of
St peter; the martyrDom of Saint paul, a pair, gouache on vellum, heightened with white,
with framing lines in brown ink, both laid down on wood, each c. 75 x 96mm. (2⅞ x 3¾ in),
the latter inscribed 'Callot/ 1592 + 1635/ martyre de St. Pa-/ -t Paul' on backing board, (2)

literature: Joachim Jacoby, Die zeichnungen von adam elsheimer: Kritischer Katalog,
frankfurt, 2008, p. 343, note 262

While the traditional attribution to Jacques callot (1592-1635) for the present
drawings, as inscribed on the reverse, seems problematic, the exquisite jewel-like
quality and skill of the draughtsman is without doubt; the refined and detailed
composition of each martyrdom does not relate to any known etching by callot.
nevertheless, it is possible to assert with some confidence that the artist was
influenced by the small-scale religious paintings executed on copper by adam
elsheimer (1578-1610), which the artist was producing when in rome during the last
decade of his life. for comparative works see The Genius of Rome 1592-1623, exh.
cat., london, royal academy, and rome, palazzo Venezia, 2001, cat. nos. 65-7.

£6,000 - 8,000

80 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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124

124
Diepenbeeck (Abraham van, 1596-1675), the maDonna preSenting
Saint Dominic With the roSary, red conté crayon, grey wash, touches of
graphite, squared and incised for transfer, 135 x 84mm. (5¼ x 3¼ in),
mounted on Achille Ryhiner-Delon’s collector’s mount with framing
lines in brown ink, gold leaf and green wash, unframed

provenance: achille ryhiner-Delon (1731-1788), Basle [lugt
3004b], on his characteristic decorative mount, with inscription
‘portefeuille no 54 Dessein no 30’ (verso);
private collection, germany

Diepenbeeck is mostly known for his drawings and engravings.
most of his designs for prints were commissioned by the antwerp
publishers Van meurs and moretus, but he also printed individual
engravings on his own account. for a drawing by Diepenbeeck of
related iconography see The Virgin Presenting the Rosary to St
Dominic with St Thomas Aquinas Kneeling (held in the British
museum, inv. no. 1964,0613.7)

£1,000 - 1,500

81See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

125
Meijer (Hendrick de, 1744-1793), VieW of arnhem, With peaSantS on a footpath anD the catheDral BeyonD, watercolour and gouache on laid
paper, heightened with white, with black ink framing lines, signed and dated in black ink verso ‘Hk. Meyer inv et fecit 1787’, on laid paper without
watermark, 87 x 119mm. (3⅜ x 4¼ in), unframed 

provenance: Bernardus de Bosch ii (1742-1816), amsterdam;
his sale, amsterdam (van der Schley ... De vries), 10 march 1817, album f, no. 45: ‘Gezigt op de stad Arnhem en een wintergezigt aan stads
wallen; met dekverw; ieder h. 3⅜, br. 4 . d.’ (to ‘De lelij’ for fl.18.10)
private collection, amsterdam

the ancient town of arnhem is the capital of the province of gelderland, in the east of the netherlands. De meijer’s view offers a good
prospect of the great gothic church of St eusebius, built from c. 1450. at the left the double spires of the church of St Walburgis can be
seen, built in the mid-14th century. the present gouache can be compared to the large gouache of a Landscape with Watermill, identically
signed by hendrik de meijer and dated to the same year, 1787, sold at christie’s in 2004 (offered 22nd January 2004, lot 131).

£1,200 - 1,500
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126
Schotel (Johannes Christiaan, 1787-1838), a SeateD Woman With
a BaSKet, monochrome wash, over graphite, on beige coloured wove
paper, faintly inscribed lower left, 330 x 215mm. (13 x 8½ in),
unframed

provenance: iohan quirijn van regteren altena [lugt 4617]

the present sheet can be compared both stylistically and
thematically with a group of six oval figure studies of men and
women, mounted together in one mount, formerly in the
collections of hans van leeuwen and charles ryskamp (see
christie’s, amsterdam, 10th november 1999, lot 229). other
similar examples can be found in the teyler musuem, harleem,
as well as the morgan library, new york, amongst others. 

£300 - 500

127
Kruseman (Cornelis, 1797-1857), the artiSt nicolaaS pieneman
(1809-1860) StanDing at a taBle, graphite on laid paper from a ledger
book, with framing lines, inscribed ‘Se ipse’ and ‘C. Kruseman’ on
backing sheet, further inscribed ‘N. Pineman’ verso, with Dirk
Christiaan Meijer, Jr.’s printed collector’s label on backing sheet lower
right, sheet: 307 x 190mm., unframed

provenance: Dirk christian meijer, Jr., [lugt 1811];
probably his sale, 17th to 22nd march 1910;
iohan quirijn van regteren altena (his posthumous sale stamp
verso) [l. 4617];
By descent to his wife, augusta louisa Wilhelmina van regteren
altena, nee van royen, until 2006;
thence by family descent until 2014

literature: h. van hall, Portraits of Dutch painters and other artists
of the Low Countries

£300 - 500

128
French School (19th century), StanDing man Wearing a tricorne hat,
With Separate StuDy of a hanD holDing a roD, black chalk on blue-grey
wove paper, 345 x 260mm. (13½ x 10¼ in), unframed

£300 - 500

129
Lobrichon (Timoléon Marie, 1831-1914), tWo chilDren WaKing
their mother from Sleep, black and white chalk on greenish-grey
coloured wove paper, inscribed and signed with initial verso, 310 x
240mm. (12¼ x 9½ in), unframed 

£400 - 600

82 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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130
Bida (Alexandre, 1813-1895), a StanDing Woman in renaiSSance
coStume, black chalk with touches of white heightening, on blue
coloured paper, signed with the initial ‘B’ lower right, 250 x 160mm.
(9¾ x 6¼ in), unframed

possibly an original design for a book illustration. for a similar
figure study on blue paper see hazlitt, gooden & fox, Nineteenth
Century French Drawings, exh. cat. 1977, no. 29 pl. 32. 

£300 - 500

131
δ French (Annie, 1872-1965), neW year’S greeting carD, 1927;
floral greetingS carD; neW year’S greeting carD, 1924, three
original works, the former two executed in pen and black and
brown ink, with decorative borders, the latter with watercolour and
decorated with pale blue ribbon, each signed by the artist, various
sizes, the largest: 285 x 230mm. (11¼ x 9 in), (3)
£700 - 1,000

132
Worlidge (Thomas, 1700-1766), StuDy of the heaDS of a Woman
anD a man in Dutch coStume, graphite on laid paper, with large
armorial watermark, signed ‘Worlidge’ lower right, and numbered ‘44’
in brown ink lower left, 185 x 295mm. (7¼ x 11¾ in); together with
two further head studies, traditionally attributed to Worlidge, one
possibly in reverse after a rembrandt etched self-portrait from
1638 [see new hollstein 171], the other of a bearded gentleman,
black chalk and graphite on vellum, respectively, the former oval, c.
72 x 86mm. (2¾ x 3⅜ in), the latter 130 x 98mm. (5¼ x 3⅞ in), all
unframed, (3).

£300 - 500

132

83See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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133
Rowlandson (Thomas, 1756-1827) nymphS Bathing in a WooDlanD riVer, pen
and grey ink, red ink, watercolour, over graphite on wove paper, without
watermark, 145 x 234mm. (5⅞ x 9¼ in), faint incised vertical line to left hand
edge of sheet, some surface dirt and rubbing of pigment

provenance: Spink & Son ltd., london (gallery label on reverse, no.:
K3/2556), original receipt for £185 from 1965 included;

richard .l. Burnett esq., uK 

for a comparative watercolour with the same subject matter, as well as a
closely associated compositional structure, see Bathers in a Landscape (yale
center for British art, paul mellon collection, acc. no.: B1977.14.333). 

£1,000 - 1,500

84 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

134
Richmond (George, 1809-1896), Follower of. aBel the
ShepherD reSting in a lanDScape With hiS flocK, pen and brown
ink, on wove paper without watermark, bears [?]later
monogram of Sir William Blake Richmond and dated 1858
on the trunk of the tree, 145 x 185mm. (5¾ x 7¼ in), several
erroneous attributions and inscriptions verso, light spotting
and surface dirt, unframed, [mid-19th century]

provenance: private collection, uK

for a loosely associated work by richmond, albeit in a
reproductive medium, see the line engraving ‘The
Shepherd’ (held in tate, ref.: n04064), which shows
noticeable similarities in the execution of line and cross-
hatching, as well as the influences of the ancients, Samuel
palmer, and William Blake. 

£200 - 300

135
Goodwin (Albert, 1845-1932), VieW of WhitBy, pen and
black ink, watercolour, heightened with white, on greyish-blue
wove paper, signed lower right, inscribed 'Whitby' lower left,
230 x 300mm. (9 x 11¼ in).

£700 - 1,000
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DAY 2: TRAVEL, BRITISH TOPOGRAPHY, 
NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
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africa

The Property of a Gentleman

201
Anderson (Maj. G.H.) african SafariS, firSt eDition, half-title,
photographic portrait frontispiece and 13 plates (some with double
image, which accounts for Czech calling for 19 plates), occasional
spotting, original cloth, some scuffing and rubbing, [Czech p.4], 4to,
Nairobi, 1946.

rare. anderson was one of the founders of the east africa
professional hunters’ association. the work includes elephant
hunting in Somaliland, the Sudan, and in east africa’s northern
frontier. 

£200 - 300

202
Arkell-Hardwick (A.) an iVory traDer in north Kenya: the record
of an expedition through Kikuyu to galla-land in east equatorial
africa, firSt eDition, SigneD anD inScriBeD By the author “To Mr.C.Phillips
with my compliments and regards. A.Arkell-Hardwick” on half-title,
frontispiece portrait and 15 plates, folding map (tear to one fold),
40pp. publisher’s catalogue at end, light spotting, upper hinge split,
original pictorial light blue cloth, gilt, rubbed, lower cover a little
bumped and scratched, [Czech p.7], 8vo, 1903.

£600 - 800

203
[Bailey (Henry)], “Bula N’zau”. traVel anD aDVentureS in the congo
free State anD itS Big game Shooting, firSt eDition, frontispiece, folding
map, illustrations, hinges weak, original cloth, lower cover creased
and inner board cracked, [Czech pp.26-27 cites “maroon cloth”, this
copy in green], 8vo, 1894.

£400 - 600

204
Baines (Thomas) the golD regionS of South eaStern africa, firSt
eDition, mounted photographic portrait frontispiece and 3
photographic plates, folding facsimile letter, large folding map in
pocket at end, wood-engraved illustrations, numerous advertisements
at end (some illustrated), pencil inscriptions at head of frontispiece
and title, slight damage to portrait and facing title where previously
adhered, a little foxed and soiled, original pictorial green cloth, gilt,
rubbed, recased preserving old gilt spine, new endpapers, [Czech p.9],
8vo, London & Cape Colony, 1877.

an account of the author’s travels through matabeleland.

£200 - 300

86 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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205
Baker (Sir Samuel White) the alBert n’yanza, great BaSin of the
nile, 2 vol., firSt eDition, maps, plates and illustrations, modern
morocco-backed cloth, 1866; and 5 others, Baker, including a
rebound first edition of The Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia, 8vo (6)

£200 - 300

206
Baumann (Dr. Oscar) uSamBara unD Seine nachBargeBiete, firSt
eDition, half-title, 8 colour maps, 4 folding and in pocket at end, one
double-page, illustrations, contemporary ink inscription at head of
title, lightly browned, modern half green morocco, 8vo, Berlin, 1891.

£300 - 400

207
Bell (W.D.M.) the WanDeringS of an elephant hunter, firSt eDition,
plates, original buckram-backed boards, cloth label to upper cover,
boards very slightly rubbed and marked, corners a little bumped,
1923 § Széchenyi (Count zsigmond) land of elephants: Big game
hunting in Kenya, tanganyika and uganda, firSt engliSh eDition,
illustrations, map at end, original cloth, 1935, [Czech pp.15 & 162];
and 2 others by Bell, 8vo (4)

£300 - 400

208
Bertrand (Alfred) the KingDom of the BarotSi upper zamBezia: a
Voyage of exploration..., translated by a.B.miall, firSt engliSh
eDition, half-title, portrait, plates and illustrations, 2 folding maps at
end, ex-library copy with unobtrusive embossed stamps to outer
margin of title and a few other leaves, original pictorial brown cloth,
gilt, t.e.g., trace of library number on spine but a good copy, [Czech
p.16], 8vo, 1899.

£200 - 300

87See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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209
Blunt (Cdr. David Enderby) elephant, firSt eDition, SigneD By the
author anD With photograph of him tipped to front free endpaper,
J.Wentworth Day’s copy with his signature on front pastedown, half-
title, frontispiece and plates, advertisements relating to big game
hunting at end (pages numbered xvii-xxxv including pastedown),
original pictorial cloth, gilt, a little rubbed, [cf.Czech p.19, first
American edition], 8vo, 1933.

“a classic of elephant hunting” (czech). the author was an
elephant control officer in tanganyika. the american edition was
published in the same year.

£200 - 300

210
Boteler (Capt. Thomas) narratiVe of a Voyage of DiScoVery to africa
anD araBia, performed in his majesty’s Ships leven and Barracouta,
from 1821 to 1826, under the command of capt. f.W.owen, 2 vol.,
firSt eDition, lacking half-title in vol.1 (not called for in vol.2), 4
lithographed plates, all a little foxed, some other occasional spotting,
modern calf preserving old green roan spine labels, 8vo, 1835.

Survey of the east and South east african coastline, under the
command of capt. W.f.W.owen. Boteler was appointed second
lieutenant of the leven under owen and later first lieutenant of
the Barracouta. (see also lot 270)

£600 - 800

211
Boyes (Maj. John) my aBySSinian Journey: a Journey through
abyssinia from the red Sea to nairobi in 1906 in the Days of
emperor menelik, firSt eDition, SigneD preSentation copy from the
author inscribed on title, illustration of facsimile letter, title lightly
soiled and creased at upper outer corner, original printed brown
wrappers, stapled, a little rubbed and creased, [Nairobi, W.Boyd],
[c.1940]; John Boyes: King of the Wa-Kikuyu, firSt eDition, portrait
and plates, map, original cloth, spine faded, 1911; the company of
adventurers, firSt eDition, map, plates, with post card photograph
of the author and other British soldiers during WWI loosely inserted,
foxed, original cloth, rubbed and stained, tear to upper joint
(repaired), dust-jacket rubbed and stained, frayed at edges (repaired),
1928 § Burnham (Maj. f.r.) taking chances, John BoyeS’S copy With
long inScription to him from the AUTHOR “...I hope you are still winning
medals...you are ‘king’ just the same...” on front free endpaper, original
cloth, rubbed, Los Angeles, 1944; and another copy of the third, 8vo
(5)

the first is very rare; a note on the upper cover reads, “all profits
from the sale of this Book with be devoted to the provision of
mobile canteens for the forces operating in eastern africa.”

£300 - 400

88 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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212
Burton & others.- [Royal Geographical Society]. [Journal],
vol.xxV, lacking all before p.lxv (preliminaries), some spotting, original
wrappers, worn, broken and loose, lacking upper cover, [Penzer
p.199], 1855; the geographical Journal, vol.V, folding colour maps,
contemporary half morocco, rubbed, spine faded, 1895; and 2
others, 8vo (4)

containing many important papers by notable explorers, their
first appearance in print prior to publication in book form.

the first volume includes: Burton. Journey from el-Medinah to
Mecca in 1853 and Trip to Harar; andersson. Explorations in South
Africa; Wilkinson. Account of the Jimma Country; foreign office.
Memorandum on Abyssinia; livingstone. Explorations into the
Interior of Africa; Vogel. Mission to Central Africa.

the second volume includes: ravenstein. Notes on Mr. Selous’s
Map of Mashonaland and Manika, with large folding map; Kerr-
cross. Crater Lakes North of Lake Nyasa; Dr.Donaldson-Smith’s
Expedition to Somaliland; Johnston. The British Central Africa
Protectorate; Count Götzen’s Journey across Equatorial Africa; hinde.
Three Years’ Travel in the Congo Free State.

£300 - 400

213
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) firSt footStepS in eaSt africa; or, an
exploration of the harar, firSt eDition, second issue, half-title, 4
chromolithographed plates, 2 maps, 24 pp. advertisements at end,
half-title and frontispiece mounted on stubs, very occasional light
foxing, publisher’s presentation blind-stamp to title and inscription
?in the hand of the recipient “H.A.Drought from Rich’ F Burton” to
endpaper, bookplate of Drought to pastedown, original cloth,
rebacked preserving original backstrip, corners a little bumped,
rubbed, [Penzer pp.60-3], 8vo, 1856.

Burton’s first expedition to Somalia and an account of his
exploration of the forbidden city of harar.

£300 - 400

214
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) the laKe regionS of central equatorial
africa, with notices of the lunar mountains and the Sources of the
White nile, in ‘the Journal of the royal geographical Society’,
vol.29, firSt puBliSheD eDition, engraved folding map with route picked
out in red, light offsetting, contemporary half calf, light damp-staining,
a little rubbed, [Penzer p.201], 8vo, 1859.

the rare firSt puBliSheD eDition of Burton’s account of his
expedition with Speke in search of the source of the nile.
published the following year in the two-volume work The Lake
Regions of Central Africa (see next lot).

£750 - 1,000

89See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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215
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) the laKe regionS of central africa, 2
vol., firSt eDition, half-titles, engraved folding map to rear of vol.2
(spotted and with repairs along folds to verso), 11 chromoxylograph
plates only (of 12), endpapers browned, bookplates, contemporary
half calf, new morocco spine labels, [Penzer pp.65-6], 8vo, 1860.

£200 - 300

216
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) the nile BaSin, firSt eDition, half-title,
lacking the 3 maps (as often) and 4pp. publishers’ catalogue at end,
lightly browned, modern half blue morocco, spine ruled in gilt, light
staining to fore-edge, [Penzer p.74], 8vo, 1864.

Burton and John hanning Speke had gone in search of the
source of the nile in 1856-59, but Burton became ill and so only
Speke had ventured as far as lake Victoria which he claimed to
be the source (later proved to be correct). Burton disputed this
and the two men fell out. Speke was then selected by the royal
geographical Society to mount a further expedition in 1860-63,
his account of which was published in 1863 (see lot 289). Burton
then issued this work, the second part of which reprints a
scathing review by James m’queen on Speke’s book and his claim.
Burton and Speke were due to debate the question at the rgS in
September 1864 but Speke died in a shooting accident the day
before the planned debate.

£200 - 300

217
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) zanziBar; city, iSlanD, anD coaSt, 2
vol., firSt eDition, 11 plates, 4 single-page maps, lacking folding map,
scattered foxing, contemporary half calf, spines faded, [Penzer p.88-
9], 1872; the lands of cazembe. lacerda’s Journey..., translated
and annotated by Burton, firSt eDition, folding map, original cloth,
spine faded, spine ends chipped, [Penzer p.89-90], 1873; personal
narrative of a pilgrimage to al-madinah & meccah, 2 vol., half-titles,
folding colour map, 2 folding plans, plates, some colour, vol.1 half-
title and frontispiece detached, original cloth, spines faded, [Penzer
p.56-7], 1898; and 8 others, Burton, 8vo (13)

£350 - 450

218
Buxton (Edward North) tWo african tripS With noteS anD
SuggeStionS on Big game preSerVation in africa, firSt eDition, half-title,
25 plates, folding colour map in pocket at end (slightly foxed),
occasional foxing to text, contemporary ink inscription to front free
endpaper, original pictorial buckram, uncut, a little rubbed, spine
browned (as usual), [Czech p.30], 8vo, 1902.

£200 - 300

90 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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219
Cameron (Verney Lovett) acroSS africa, 2 vol., first edition, half-
titles, wood-engraved frontispieces and 27 plates, 4 plates of facsimiles
(3 folding), folding colour map in pocket at end (slightly browned),
numerous wood-engraved illustrations, 8pp. publisher’s catalogue at
end of vol.2, hinges weak, original pictorial cloth, gilt, corners rubbed,
spines slightly faded, 8vo, 1877.

fascinating account of a journey from the east to the West
coast of africa, relating the particulars of the route taken, the
manners and customs of the indigenous peoples encountered,
and commenting on the slave trade and its consequences.

£200 - 300

220
Casati (Maj. Gaetano) ten yearS in equatoria anD the return With
emin paSha, 2 vol., firSt engliSh eDition, 4 folding colour maps in
pockets at end, original pictorial cloth, slight staining to edge of vol.2,
otherwise a very good copy, 1891 § mounteney-Jephson (a.J.) emin
pasha and the rebellion at the equator, second edition, folding
map, folding facsimile, contemporary half calf, a little rubbed,
rebacked, spine gilt, 1890, both with portraits, plates and illustrations;
and 2 others on emin pasha, 8vo (5)

£250 - 350

221
Chapman (Abel) on Safari: Big-game hunting in BritiSh eaSt africa,
occasional spotting, 1908; Savage Sudan, 1921, firSt eDitionS, plates
and illustrations, original pictorial cloth, the first a little rubbed and
bumped; and 2 others by chapman, 8vo (4)

£300 - 400

222
Christy (Cuthbert) Big game anD pygmieS: experiences of a
naturalist in central african forests in quest of the okapi, firSt
eDition, half-title, frontispiece and plates, folding colour map at end,
ink signature to title, original pictorial blue cloth, gilt, spine slightly
rubbed and faded, a good copy, [Czech p.36], 8vo, 1924.

£200 - 300

91See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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223
Churchill (Winston Spencer) my african Journey, firSt eDition in
BooK form, half-title, frontispiece and plates, 3 maps with routes in
red, one folding, 16pp. publishers’ catalogue at end, some foxing,
book-label of Peter and Barbara Metcalfe, original pictorial red cloth,
spine a little faded, slight wear to corners and spine ends but still a
good copy, [Czech p.37], 8vo, 1908. 

account of churchill’s travels and sport in British east africa,
originally published (in shorter format) in a series of articles in The
Strand Magazine.

£200 - 300

224
Colomb (Capt. Philip Howard) SlaVe-catching in the inDian ocean.
a record of naval experiences, firSt eDition, half-title, wood-
engraved frontispiece and 7 plates, lacking folding map, 24pp.
publishers’ catalogue at end, foxed, ex-library copy from the English
Rooms, Funchal with label on front pastedown and one or two
stamps, original pictorial green cloth, gilt, worn, rebacked preserving
original spine, 1873 § Sulivan (Capt. g.l.) Dhow chasing in zanzibar
Waters and on the eastern coast of africa: narrative of five years’
experience in the Suppression of the Slave trade, third edition,
half-title, wood-engraved frontispiece, plates and illustrations, folding
colour map, ink inscription and spotting to half-title, original cloth,
rubbed, recased, new endpapers, 1873, 8vo (2) 

£400 - 600

225
Craster (Capt. J.E.E.) pemBa, the Spice iSlanD of zanziBar, 1913 §
lyne (robert nunez) zanzibar in contemporary times, 2 colour
maps, 1905; an apostle of empire, folding map, 1936 § ingrams
(W.h.) zanzibar: its history and its people, 2 maps, one folding,
1931, firSt eDitionS, plates and illustrations, some foxing, original
cloth, slightly rubbed, one or two spines a little faded; and another
on zanzibar, 8vo (5)

£300 - 400

226
Drummond (William Henry) the large game anD natural hiStory
of South anD South-eaSt africa, firSt eDition, plates, map and
illustrations, original pictorial cloth, a little damp-flecked, Edinburgh,
1875 § Bell (W.D.m.) the Wanderings of an elephant hunter, firSt
eDition, plates, foxed, original buckram-backed boards, rather worn
and stained, London & New York, 1923, 8vo and 4to (2)

£300 - 400

92 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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27
Elton ( J.Frederic) traVelS anD reSearcheS among the laKeS anD
mountainS of eaStern & central africa, edited by h.B.cotterill, firSt
eDition, wood-engraved plates and illustrations, one folding, 3 folding
maps, one colour, light spotting to edge of map at end, otherwise a
very clean copy, hinges weak, original pictorial grey cloth, g.e., spine
a little rubbed and faded, [Czech p.55], 8vo, [1879].

the author was British consul to mozambique and spent much
of his time combating the slave trade in the area.

£200 - 300

228
Faulkner (Henry) elephant hauntS: Being a SportSman’S narratiVe
of the Search for Doctor liVingStone, with scenes of elephant,
Buffalo, and hippopotamus hunting, firSt eDition, wood-engraved
frontispiece and title-vignette, lacking half-title and and 16pp.
advertisements at end, pencil signature at head of title and on front
free endpaper, upper hinge weak with frontispiece and title loose,
contemporary cloth, rubbed and marked, short tear to spine, some
holes to rear cover and lower joint, corners bumped, [Czech p. 56],
8vo, 1868.

rare.

£500 - 700

229
Filippi (Filippo de) ruWenzori: an account of the expedition of
h.r.h. prince luigi amedeo of Savoy, firSt engliSh eDition, half-title,
colour frontispiece, 24 photogravures, 5 folding panoramas, 6 folding
maps and diagrams, 3 colour, illustrations, original red cloth, t.e.g.,
others uncut, rubbed, recased, new endpapers, 1908 § Johnston
(h.h.) the Kilima-njaro expedition, firSt eDition, portrait, maps,
plates and illustrations, original pictorial cloth, spine worn and
defective, 1886 § Dutton (e.a.t.) Kenya mountain, second edition,
author’s cut signature (deleted) tipped in at beginning, plates, original
buckram, rubbed and faded, 1930; and 5 others, mountaineering
including 2 extracts from the alpine Journal (‘mountaineering in
central africa’ by gregory and ‘the ascent of mount Kenya’ by
mackinder), 8vo (8)

£200 - 300

93See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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230
Finaughty (William) the recollectionS...elephant hunter 1864-
1875, firSt eDition, one of 250 copies, some very light marginal
staining, mostly to first and last few leaves, bookplate of Madison
Grant, original cloth-backed boards, paper label to upper cover and
spine (latter slightly marked), uncut, very slightly rubbed, lower corners
bumped and light spotting to fore-edge but still a good copy, [Czech
8vo, Philadelphia, [1916]. 

“one of the rareSt of all african Big game hunting titleS”. (czech)
of 250 copies printed many were presented to friends including
theodore roosevelt, and some were lost at sea during the first
World War.

£1,000 - 1,500

231
Fitzpatrick (Sir Percy) JocK of the BuShVelD, firSt eDition, half-title,
colour frontispiece, plates, illustrations, occasional spotting, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, foot of spine with repaired split, extremities frayed,
1907 § young (francis Brett) Jim redlake, limited edition, signed by
the author, preliminaries water-stained, original cloth, gilt, board slip-
case, split, 1930; and 18 others, literature, v.s. (20)

£100 - 150

232
Foà (Edouard) after Big game in central africa, translated by
frederic lees, firSt engliSh eDition, half-title, portrait, plates and
illustrations, map, 10pp. publishers’ illustrated catalogue at end, title
lightly foxed, prize presentation label on front pastedown, original
pictorial blue cloth, gilt, 1899 § Schweinfurth (Dr. georg) the heart
of africa, translated by ellen e.frewer, 2 vol., firSt american eDition,
wood-engraved frontispieces, plates and illustrations, 2 maps, one
folding, 6pp. catalogue at end, lightly browned, original pictorial green
cloth, gilt, a little marked, New York, 1874, both a little rubbed, 8vo
(3)

£300 - 400

94 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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233
Frere (Sir Bartle) eaStern africa aS a fielD for miSSionary laBour,
firSt eDition, preSentation copy from the AUTHOR inscribed “With the
Author’s Compliments Jany. 4th 1884” on front free endpaper, folding
map, advertisement leaf at end, upper joint weak, original cloth,
slightly rubbed, 1874 § Stock (eugene) the history of the church
missionary Society, 3 vol., fourth thousand, maps, plates and
illustrations, some folding, some spotting, original cloth, 1899; and
16 others on missionaries, 8vo (20)

£200 - 300

234

234
Grant (James Augustus) a WalK acroSS africa or DomeStic SceneS
from my nile Journal, firSt eDition, half-title, folding map with partial
hand-colouring in pocket at end (very light spotting and browning),
without the publisher’s catalogue at end (not found in all copies), very
occasional spotting to text, bookplate of Chateau de Rosny, original
pictorial green cloth, gilt, very slightly rubbed, corners bumped, small
stain to lower cover but still an excellent bright copy, [Czech p.66], 8vo,
Edinburgh & London, 1864.

“a monumental work of exploration” (czech). grant travelled
with John hanning Speke from zanzibar to the source of the nile
at lake Victoria, and back to the mediterranean, encountering
Samuel Baker along the way.

£1,000 - 1,500

235
Grant (James Augustus) a WalK acroSS africa or DomeStic SceneS
from my nile Journal, firSt eDition, lacking half-title, with folding map
with partial hand-colouring in pocket at end (very light spotting and
browning), without the publisher’s catalogue at end (not found in all
copies), with additional map of ‘South Africa showing the routes of
the Revd. Dr. Livingstone...’ bound in (tear to fold), occasional light
foxing or soiling, old printed label of Dewsbury Wesleyan Methodist
Library on front pastedown, original pictorial cream cloth, gilt, spotted
and browned, spine wrinkled, [Czech p.66], 8vo, Edinburgh & London,
1864; Summary of observations on the geography, climate, and
natural history of the lake region of equatorial africa, made by
the Speke and grant expedition, 1860-63, extract from Royal
Geographical Society periodical, pp.243-342, folding table, modern
boards, [c.1864], 8vo (2)

£400 - 600

95See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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236
Gregory (John Walter) the great rift Valley, being the narrative
of a Journey to mount Kenya and lake Baringo, firSt eDition, half-
title, colour frontispiece, 20 plates, 2 folding colour maps, illustrations,
advertisement leaf at end, with label “From the library of John Walter
Gregory 1937” on front pastedown, original terracotta cloth, gilt, a
little bumped at corners and spine ends, small nick to lower corner of
upper cover, otherwise an excellent copy, [Czech p.67, secondary
binding in green cloth],8vo, 1896; the rift Valleys and geology of
east africa, firSt eDition, half-title, maps, plates and illustrations,
original cloth, spine faded, 1921, 8vo (2)

the first is an expedition into the previously unknown highland
regions of mt. Kenya, including a description of a rhinoceros hunt
on the Kapte plain.

£300 - 400

237
Grogan (Ewart S.) & Arthur H.Sharp. from the cape to cairo, firSt
eDition, portrait, plates and illustrations, 3 maps, 2 colour and folding,
some spotting, 1900 § hertzka (Dr. theodor) freeland : a Social
anticipation, translated by arthur ransom, firSt engliSh eDition,
1891 § Dutton (e.a.t.) lillibullero or the golden road, numBer 82
of 100 copieS, preSentation copy from the author inscribed “To an old
friend returned...” on front free endpaper, Zanzibar, privately printed,
[c.1944] § letcher (owen) the Bonds of africa: impressions of
travel and Sport from cape town to cairo 1902-1912, firSt eDition,
plates, foxed, 1913, all original cloth, the first two pictorial, a little
rubbed, the last with faded spine; and a quantity of others, africa,
v.s. (c.80)

£200 - 300

237

238
Handbooks.- hanDBooK for eaSt africa, uganDa & zanziBar, 1906,
advertisements, new endpapers, original red cloth, gilt, rebacked,
preserving majority of original faded backstrips,1906; and 5 others,
guides etc., including the red Book of West africa, 1920, 8vo &
4to (7)

£150 - 200

96 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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239
Harris (William Cornwallis) the WilD SportS of Southern africa,
fifth edition, additional lithographed title with hand-coloured vignette
and 25 hand-coloured lithographed plates, folding map with route in
red, ink ownership stamp to both titles, some soiling to plates, one
leaf torn and repaired, contemporary half morocco, 1852; the
highlands of aethiopia, 3 vol., firSt eDition, half-titles (creased in
vol.3), lithographed frontispieces (2 tinted, 1 hand-coloured),
chromolithographed dedication, folding map (torn and repaired),
frontispieces to vol.1 & 2 foxed and/or water-stained, cropped,
modern cloth, 1844, [Czech p.71-72], 8vo (4)

£300 - 400

240
Harris (William Cornwallis) the WilD SportS of Southern africa,
fourth edition, additional hand-coloured lithographed pictorial title
and 25 hand-coloured lithographed plates, folding lithographed map
with route in red, 6pp. advertisements at end, contemporary ink
inscription on verso of title, some pencil annotations, spotting and
soiling to some plates, bookplate of Lt.-Col. H.F. Stoneham,
contemporary half calf, rubbed, [Czech p.71], 8vo, 1844.

£300 - 400

241
Hinde (Sidney Langford)the laSt of the maSai, 1901; the masai
language: grammatical notes together with a Vocabulary, errata
slip, Cambridge, 1901 § french-Sheldon (m.) Sultan to Sultan:
adventures among the masai and other tribes of east africa,
limited edition, SigneD anD inScriBeD By the author on verso of
limitation, Boston, 1892 § hollis (a.c.) the masai: their language
and folklore, preSentation copy from the author to Sir percy
girouarD, goVernor of Kenya, Oxford, 1905 § mallett (m.) a White
Woman among the masai, 1923 § merker (m.) Die masai, browned,
Berlin, 1910, firSt eDitionS, maps, plates and illustrations, some
spotting, original cloth, a little rubbed, the last rebacked preserving
original spine; and 3 others on the masai, 4to & 8vo (9)

£300 - 500

242
Hobley (C.W.) Kenya, from chartereD company to croWn colony,
plates, spine faded, 1929 § cranworth (Lord) a colony in the
making, plates, scattered foxing, ink stamp to front endpaper,
endpapers browned, spine slightly darkened, 1912 § ross
(W.mcgregor) Kenya from Within, SigneD preSentation inScription
from the author to endpaper, plates, spine faded, spine ends and
corners a little bumped, 1927 § Bromhead (W.S.) What’s What in
the Kenya highlands, spine faded, n.d., firSt eDitionS, original cloth;
and c.40 others, Kenya, 8vo & 4to (c.45)

£250 - 350
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243
Höhnel (Lt. Ludwig von) DiScoVery of laKeS ruDolf anD Stefanie: a
narrative of count Samuel teleki’s exploring & hunting expedition
in eastern equatorial africa in 1887 & 1888, 2 vol., firSt engliSh
eDition, half-titles, frontispiece wood-engraved portrait, 3 maps, 2
colour and folding at ends, numerous wood-engraved plates and
illustrations, light foxing, mostly to vol.2, original pictorial light blue
cloth, gilt, uncut, very slightly rubbed at edges, [cf.Czech p.78, brown
cloth binding], 8vo, 1894. 

an excellent copy in the scarcer binding.

£400 - 600

244
Höhnel (Lt. Ludwig von) DiScoVery of laKeS ruDolf anD Stefanie: a
narrative of count Samuel teleki’s exploring & hunting expedition
in eastern equatorial africa in 1887 & 1888, 2 vol., firSt engliSh
eDition, half-titles, frontispiece wood-engraved portrait, 3 maps, 2
colour and folding at ends, numerous wood-engraved plates and
illustrations, some foxing, original pictorial brown cloth, gilt, uncut, a
little rubbed at edges, corners bumped, [Czech p.78], 8vo, 1894. 

£300 - 400

245
Hollis (A.C.) the nanDi: their language anD folK-lore, Oxford, 1909
§ Vanden Bergh (Dr. l.J.) on the trail of the pigmies, New York,
1921 § massam (J.a.) the cliff Dwellers of Kenya, 1927 § Browne
(Maj. g.St.J. orde) the Vanishing tribes of Kenya, 1925, firSt
eDitionS, maps, plates and illustrations, occasional spotting, original
cloth, the last two a little rubbed; and 4 others on Kenyan tribes,
mostly nandi, 8vo (8)

£200 - 300

246
Hunter ( John Alexander) White hunter: the adventures and
experiences of a professional Big game hunter in africa, firSt
eDition, advertisement leaf at beginning, half-title, frontispiece and
plates, 6pp. advertisements at end, occasional foxing or soiling,
unobtrusive wormhole to lower margin of first few leaves, original cloth
in imitation of snakeskin, rather worn, holes to spine and lower joint,
corners wormed with tracks to inside covers, [Czech p.81], 8vo, [1938].

the author’s rare first work; it is also found in zebra-skin
imitation cloth.

£600 - 800
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247
James (F.L.) the unKnoWn horn of africa. an exploration from
Berbera to the leopold river, firSt eDition, firSt iSSue, half-title, plates
and illustrations including 10 hand-coloured lithographs of natural
history (mostly of birds by Keulemans), tissue guards, folding colour
map in pocket at end, one plate loose, original pictorial olive green
cloth, gilt, a good bright copy, [Czech p.83; Nissen ZBI 2088], 1888;
the Wild tribes of the Soudan, firSt eDition, half-title, plates, some
etched, 2 folding colour maps, occasional soiling, contemporary half
red morocco, spine gilt, t.e.g., rubbed, [Czech p.82], 1883, 8vo (2)

the first describes exploration and adventure in Somaliland,
and is the first issue, with the hand-coloured plates. the author
was killed by an elephant in west africa in 1890.

£200 - 300

248

248
Jessen (Burchard Heinrich) W.n.mcmillan’S expeDitionS anD Big
game hunting in SuDan, aBySSinia, & BritiSh eaSt africa, firSt eDition,
frontispiece, plates and illustrations, folding colour plate in pocket at
end (foxed and torn at folds), original burgundy cloth, very light
staining to upper cover and spine a little faded but still a good copy,
[Czech p.84], 8vo, privately printed, 1906.

Scarce. the author was a norwegian who went on four hunting
expeditions with the mcmillans, an american couple from St.louis,
missouri, who later settled in Kenya (see also lots 281 & 282).

£300 - 500

249
Johnston (Charles) traVelS in Southern aBySSinia, through the
country of adal to the Kingdom of Shoa, 2 vol., firSt eDition, tinted
lithographed frontispieces, folding engraved map, 8pp. publishers’
catalogue at end of vol.2, some light spotting or browning, original
blind-stamped dark green cloth, a little rubbed, recased preserving
original spines, corners repaired, new endpapers, 8vo, 1844.

£300 - 400

250
Johnston (Sir Harry H.) the uganDa protectorate, 2 vol., 1902; the
Kilima-njaro expedition, head of title cut away, 1886, firSt eDitionS,
plates, maps and illustrations, original pictorial cloth; and 5 others,
Johnston, 4to and 8vo (8)

£200 - 300
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251
Junker (Dr. Wilhelm) traVelS in africa During the yearS 1875-1878
[1879-1883; 1882-1886], translated by a.h.Keane, 3 vol., firSt
eDition in engliSh, half-titles in vol.2 & 3, 3 portrait frontispieces, 4
folding colour maps, plates and illustrations, some spotting and
soiling, vol.1 with frontispiece creased at fore-edge and map torn,
original pictorial cloth, uncut, a little rubbed, 8vo, 1890-92.

Junker’s travels took him from alexandria down the nile to
Khartoum, around the southern Sudan to lake albert, and back
to the red Sea port of Suakin.

£300 - 400

252
Krapf (Rev. Dr. J. Lewis) traVelS, reSearcheS, anD miSSionary
laBourS, During an eighteen yearS’ reSiDence in eaStern africa...,
edited by e.g.ravenstein, firSt eDition, half-title, engraved portrait
frontispiece, 12 tinted lithographed plates, 2 folding maps, one colour,
tissue guards (browned), hinges worn, original pictorial tan cloth, gilt,
a little rubbed but an excellent clean copy, 8vo, 1860. 

£300 - 400

253
Languages.- Krapf (Rev. Dr. J. Lewis) VocaBulary of Six eaSt-
african languageS, original cloth, spine worn, Tubingen, 1850; a
Dictionary of the Suahili language, engraved portrait frontispiece
water-stained, modern green half morocco, gilt, 1882 § hollis (a.c.)
the nandi, their language and folk-lore, plates, heavily annotated
throughout (mostly in pencil) by Scandinavian anthropologist ?Luck
(according to note from Alec Abell tipped in to front endpaper) and
with some pages of manuscript notes bound in, modern red morocco-
backed cloth, Oxford, 1909; and 9 others on african languages, 4to
and 8vo (12)

£200 - 300

254
Livingstone (David and Charles) narratiVe of an expeDition to the
zamBeSi anD itS triButarieS, firSt eDition, folding wood-engraved
frontispiece, plates and illustrations, folding map torn, 32pp.
publisher’s catalogue at end, original pictorial cloth, gilt, spine faded
and frayed, upper joint torn, 1865 § livingstone (David) missionary
travels and researches in South africa, firSt eDition, firSt iSSue with
folding tinted lithographed frontispiece, engraved portrait, plates
(including 2 tinted lithographs), 2 folding maps, one in pocket at end,
8pp. advertisements, hinges weak, original cloth, joints torn, 1857;
and 6 others, livingstone, 4to and 8vo (8)

£300 - 500
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255
Ludolf (Hiob) Nouvelle HiStoire d’AbiSSiNie, ou d’etHiopie, firSt freNcH
editioN, folding engraved map and 5 plates, privilege leaf at end,
author’s name stamped at foot of title, slight worming to inner margin
of title & first few preliminaries and map, map also torn (repaired),
browned, a few stains, modern calf in antique style, spine gilt, a little
rubbed, Paris, Widow of A.Cellier, 1684; and vol.Xv of The Modern
Part of an Universal History mostly concerning Abyssinia, 8vo (2)

£100 - 150

256
Lugard (Frederick D.) tHe riSe of our eASt AfricAN empire: early
efforts in Nyasaland and uganda, 2 vol., firSt editioN, half-titles,
frontispiece portraits (one photogravure), 9 colour maps, 5 folding, 2
in pockets at beginning and end of vol.1, plates and illustrations,
original pictorial red cloth, a little rubbed and soiled, spines faded,
corners bumped, [Czech p.100], 8vo, Edinburgh & London, 1893.

£200 - 300

257
Lydekker (Richard) ANimAl portrAiture: beiNg fifty StudieS by
WilHelm KuHNert, firSt editioN, half-title, 50 mounted colour plates
after Kuhnert, tissue guards, occasional spotting or soiling, mostly
marginal, original half morocco, spine pictorial gilt, t.e.g., others
uncut, rubbed and marked, spine a little faded, 4to, [1912].

includes lion, waterbuck, crocodile, rhinoceros, gazelle and
ostrich, as well as capercaillie, roe deer, polar bear, red kangaroo,
bittern etc.

£200 - 300

258
Lyell (Denis D.) tHe HuNtiNg & Spoor of ceNtrAl AfricAN gAme, firSt
editioN, half-title, illustrations, some full-page, 4pp. advertisements for
the Lonsdale Library at end, newsletter from East African Professional
Hunters’ Association for 10th July 1967 tipped to rear pastedown and
with typed list of English and Swahili names of game loosely inserted,
very light foxing at beginning and end, original buckram, slightly
rubbed and stained at edges, [Czech p.102], 4to, 1929.

£300 - 400
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259

260

259
Lyell (Denis D.) Wild life iN ceNtrAl AfricA, firSt editioN, half-title,
frontispiece and plates, 4pp. pictorial advertisements at end, ink
inscription to front free endpaper, an excellent copy in original
pictorial dark green cloth, [Czech p.101], 8vo, [c.1913].

£400 - 600

260
Lyell (Denis D.) tHe AfricAN elepHANt ANd itS HuNterS, bookplate,
1924; African Adventure: letters from famous big-game Hunters,
advertisement leaf at end, ownership stamp on front pastedown,
1935, firSt editioNS, half-titles, plates, spotting, original cloth, the first
pictorial gilt, a little rubbed, spines faded, [Czech p.102], 8vo (2)

£200 - 300

261
Mau Mau Rebellion.- Kitson (Major Frank) gANgS ANd couNter-
gANgS, original cloth, dust-jacket, 1960 § baldwin (William W.) mau
mau man-hunt, original cloth, dust-jacket, New York, 1957; and 41
others on mau mau and the rebellion (some duplicates), 8vo (43)

£200 - 300

262
McDermott (P.L.), britiSH eASt AfricA or ibeA, firSt editioN, half-title,
portrait frontispiece, folding map, plates, occasional spotting, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, central mark to length of spine, rubbed, 1893 §
fitzgerald (William Walter Augustine) travels in the coastlands of
british east Africa and the islands of Zanzibar and pemba, firSt
editioN, half-title, portrait frontispiece, folding maps, plates, a few tears
to maps, spotted, original cloth, gilt, rubbed, 1898; and 5 others,
east Africa, 8vo (7)

£200 - 300
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263
Meyer (Dr. Hans) AcroSS eASt AfricAN glAcierS: An Account of the
first Ascent of Kilimanjaro, translated by e.H.S.calder, firSt eNgliSH
editioN, half-title, mounted chromolithographed frontispiece, 3 folding
maps, 20 plates (8 mounted photographs and 12 photogravures),
captioned tissue guards, illustrations, photogravures browned at
edges, one or two with light water-staining to upper outer corner,
upper hinge weak, original pictorial green cloth, t.e.g., others uncut,
rubbed, corners a little worn and bumped, small 4to, [Neate M92;
Perret 2987], 8vo, 1891.

Account of the undisputed first ascent of Kibo, the higher of
the two peaks of Kilimanjaro.

£750 - 1,000

264
Mohr (Edward) to tHe victoriA fAllS of tHe ZAmbeSi, translated by
N.d’Anvers, firSt editioN iN eNgliSH, half-title, frontispiece portrait,
folding colour map, 4 chromolithographed and 11 wood-engraved
plates, advertisement leaf and 40pp. publisher’s catalogue at end,
occasional foxing, chromolithographs a little browned at edges,
original pictorial green cloth, gilt, rubbed, trace of label on upper
cover, [Czech p.116], 8vo, 1876.

£250 - 350

265
Neumann (Arthur H.) elepHANt-HuNtiNg iN eASt equAtoriAl AfricA,
being an Account of three years’ ivory-Hunting under mount
Kenia and among the Ndorobo Savages of the lorogi
mountains..., firSt editioN, half-title, frontispiece, chromolithographed
plate of butterflies, illustrations, some after J.G.Millais, E.Caldwell and
G.E.Lodge, 8pp. advertisements, folding colour map in pocket at end,
original red cloth, slightly rubbed and soiled, spine faded and repaired
at head, corners a little worn, [Czech p.122], small 4to, 1898.

£300 - 400

266
Neumann (Arthur H.) elepHANt-HuNtiNg iN eASt equAtoriAl AfricA...,
firSt editioN, preSeNtAtioN copy from tHe AutHor iNScribed “Wm. A’m.
Sim. WitH tHe AutHor’S SAlAAmS” on verso of half-title, frontispiece,
chromolithographed plate of butterflies, illustrations, some after
J.G.Millais, E.Caldwell and G.E.Lodge, folding colour map, 8pp.
advertisements at end, browned, some worming to map, also title and
first few leaves, mostly marginal, modern half brown morocco, [Czech
p.122], small 4to, 1898.

£300 - 400
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267
New (Charles) life, WANderiNgS, ANd lAbourS iN eASterN AfricA. With
an Account of the first Successful Ascent of...Kilima Njaro, and
remarks upon east African Slavery, firSt editioN, advertisement leaf,
half-title, engraved portrait frontispiece, 10 tinted lithographed plates,
folding map (torn and frayed at edges, loose), some light soiling and
offsetting, original pictorial brown cloth, rubbed and soiled, spine
faded, [Neate N14], 8vo, 1873

Scarce. “New made the second serious attempt on Kilimanjaro
in 1871, reaching c.15,000 ft at the then snowline; he described
the snow as ‘lying on ledges of rock in masses, like large sleeping
sheep’.” Neate

£400 - 600

268
Oates (Frank) mAtAbele lANd ANd tHe victoriA fAllS, lacking half-title,
with engraved frontispiece, 4 folding maps, 4 chromolithographed
plates, 10 hand-coloured lithographed plates of natural history,
marginal water-staining to portrait, contemporary half calf, rebacked
preserving old spine, a little worn, [Czech p.124]], 1881; and 5 others,
travel and sport in South Africa, 8vo (6)

£250 - 350

269
Oswell (W.Edward) WilliAm cottoN oSWell, HuNter ANd eXplorer,
2 vol., firSt editioN, plates, maps and illustrations, original red
buckram, spines very slightly faded and marked, New York, 1900 §
baldwin (William charles) African Hunting and Adventure, second
edition, folding map, plates and illustrations, contemporary calf, gilt,
1863 § brocklehurst (Capt. H.c.) game Animals of the Sudan,
plates, some colour, folding map, AutHor’S oWN copy with his
bookplate, original pictorial cloth, gilt, fine, London & Edinburgh,
1931; and 2 others, big game, 8vo (6)

£300 - 400

270
Owen (Capt. William Fitzwilliam Wentworth) NArrAtive of
voyAgeS to eXplore tHe SHoreS of AfricA, ArAbiA, ANd mAdAgAScAr;
performed in H.m.Ships leven and barracouta, edited by Heaton
bowstead robinson, 2 vol., firSt editioN, errata slip in vol.1, 5
lithographed plates, 4 folding engraved maps, illustrations, some
foxing, mostly to titles, plates and maps, Frances Mary Richardson
Currer’s copy with her engraved bookplate, contemporary plum calf
with ornamental blocking in blind, spines with green roan labels, one
lacking, rubbed and faded, especially spines, vol.1 with short split to
upper joint at foot, 8vo, 1833.

owen’s own account of his expedition to survey the coast of
east and South east Africa (see also lot 210).

£600 - 800
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271
Park (Mungo) trAvelS iN tHe iNterior diStrictS of AfricA, performed
in the years 1795, 1796, and 1797...A New edition, 2 vol., half-titles,
folding engraved map with routes supplied by hand, engraved
bookplate of R.D.Alston, contemporary calf, gilt, spines rubbed and
faded, new labels, 1816 § mollien (gaspard theodore, Comte de)
travels in the interior of Africa, to the Sources of the Senegal and
gambia..., edited by t.e.bowdich, firSt eNgliSH editioN, half-title,
folding engraved map and 5 aquatint plates only (of 6, lacking ‘The
Author at the Point of Death...’), light offsetting to and from plates, a
little soiled, upper joint split, contemporary half calf, rubbed, rebacked
preserving old roan label and corners renewed, [Abbey, Travel 717],
4to, 1820, 8vo & 4to (3) 

£250 - 350

272
Parkyns (Mansfield) life iN AbySSiNiA, 2 vol., wood-engraved
frontispieces, plates and illustrations, folding map, lightly foxed and
browned, modern cloth, 1853 § Wellby (Capt. m.S.) ‘twixt Sirdar &
menelik, firSt AmericAN editioN, New York & London, 1901 § Hindlip
(Lord) Sport and travel: Abyssinia and british east Africa, 1906 §
Hodson (A.W.) Seven years in Southern Abyssinia, John Boyes’ copy
with his signature on front pastedown, foxed, 1927 § cheesman (Maj.
r.e.) lake tana & the blue Nile: An Abyssinian quest, folding
frontispiece, folding map, 1936, firSt editioNS, plates and illustrations,
all but the first original cloth, the second pictorial, slightly rubbed,
some spines a little faded; and 3 others on Abyssinia, 8vo (9) 

£200 - 300

273
Patterson (Lt.-Col. J.H.) tHe mAN-eAterS of tSAvo, 1907; in the grip
of the Nyika, advertisement leaf at end, 1909, firSt editioNS, half-titles,
map, plates and illustrations, original pictorial dark blue cloth, gilt,
very slightly rubbed but excellent copies, [Czech pp.125-126], 8vo (2)

£250 - 350

274
Peters (Dr. Carl) NeW ligHt oN dArK AfricA: being the Narrative of
the german emin pasha expedition, translated by H.W.dulcken,
firSt eNgliSH editioN, half-title, heliogravure portrait frontispiece, plates
and illustrations, folding colour map in pocket at end, contemporary
ink inscription on half-title, light spotting at beginning and end (mostly
affecting portrait and map), original pictorial terracotta cloth, a little
rubbed at edges, slight staining to lower cover, [Czech p.128], 8vo,
1891.

£200 - 300
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275
Peters (Dr Carl) tHe eldorAdo of tHe ANcieNtS, firSt edition, half-
title, portrait frontispiece, folding maps, plates, illustrations,
occasional spotting, original cloth, gilt, spine repaired, 1902 §
coupland (r.) Kirk on the Zambesi, firSt editioN, half-title, colour
frontispiece, plates, original cloth, spine gilt, marked, Oxford, 1928;
and 19 others, South Africa, including Sibree on madagascar in
an embossed binding, v.s. (21)

£150 - 200

276
Petherick (John) egypt, tHe SoudAN ANd ceNtrAl AfricA, firSt editioN,
folding map, one leaf torn, upper hinge split, contemporary half calf,
rubbed, upper joint split, 1861 § long (Col. c. chaillé) central Africa:
Naked truths of Naked people, firSt AmericAN editioN, portrait,
folding map, lightly browned, a good copy, New York, 1877 § pinto
(Maj. Serpa) How i crossed Africa, 2 vol., firSt AmericAN editioN,
maps, some folding, one in pocket at end, ex-library copy with traces
of labels to pastedowns and spines, Philadelphia, 1881 § elliott
(g.f.Scott) A Naturalist in mid-Africa, firSt editioN, 4 maps, 3 folding,
1896 § decle (lionel) three years in Savage Africa, firSt editioN, 5
maps, some folding, some spotting, 1898, the last three with plates
and illustrations, all but the first original pictorial cloth, some gilt, the
last three rubbed; and 2 others, central Africa, 8vo (8)

£400 - 600

277
Phillipps-Wolley (Clive) big gAme SHootiNg, 2 vol., one of 250 large
paper copies, plates and illustrations, occasional spotting, original
half calf, gilt, a very good set, 1894 § lydekker (r.) the game
Animals of Africa, revised by J.g. dolman, second edition,
illustrations, some full-page, occasional spotting, original cloth, dust-
jacket, section missing from head of spine, small repair verso to foot
of spine, 1926 § british Sports and Sportsmen. big game Hunting
and Angling, limited edition, photgravure plates, illustrations, original
buckram, gilt, rubbed, 1914; and 17 others, similar, including a
copy of Willoughby East Africa and its Big Game, 1889, v.s. (21)

£200 - 300

277

278
Playne (Somerset) eASt AfricA (britiSH): itS HiStory, people,
commerce, iNduStrieS, ANd reSourceS, original pictorial crimson
morocco, gilt, g.e., rebacked preserving original gilt spine, corners
repaired, 1908-09 § chanler (W.A.) through Jungle and desert:
travels in eastern Africa, map in pocket at end, rear hinge worn, New
York, 1896 § dutton (e.A.t.) lillibullero or the golden road, Number
34 of 100 copieS, preSeNtAtioN copy inscribed “To Jack Melhuish - old
friends are best from the author 25 Dec. 44” on front free endpaper,
Zanzibar, privately printed, [c.1944] § dugmore (Maj. A.radclyffe)
the vast Sudan, 1924 § Hill (m.f.) permanent Way: the Story of
the Kenya and uganda [and tanganyika] railway, 2 vol., Nairobi,
[c.1949-57] § moyse-bartlett (lt.-col. H.) the King’s African rifles,
Aldershot, 1956, maps, plates and illustrations, all but the first
original cloth, the second pictorial gilt, the last two with dust-jackets,
all rubbed; and c.30 others on east Africa and a box of Rhino Link:
Journal of the King’s African Rifles, v.s. (qty)

£300 - 400
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279
Plowden (Walter Chichele) trAvelS iN AbySSiNiA ANd tHe gAllA couNtry
with an Account of a mission to ras Ali in 1848, edited by trevor
chichele plowden, firSt editioN, half-title, 2 folding maps with partial
hand-colouring, 24pp. publishers’ catalogue at end (final leaf spotted),
light staining to lower outer corner at beginning affecting corner of one
map, otherwise a clean copy, modern half morocco, uncut, 8vo, 1868.

Scarce. plowden (1820-1860) was appointed the first british
consul in Abyssinia in 1848 and was killed by a rebel chief, causing
the emperor theodore to slaughter 2000 people in retaliation.

£300 - 400

280
Powell-Cotton (Maj. P.H.G.) iN uNKNoWN AfricA: A Narrative of
twenty months’ travel and Sport in unknown lands and among
New tribes, firSt editioN, half-title, title in red and black, 2 folding
maps, 2 colour plates, numerous illustrations, note by the author’s
son concerning his first book tipped in at beginning, a fine copy in
original pictorial blue cloth, spine gilt, uncut and partly unopened,
very slightly rubbed, [Czech p.134], 8vo, 1904.

powell-cotton made this hunting expedition into british east
Africa partly to find a specimen of a five-horned giraffe, recently
discovered by Sir Harry Johnston.

£400 - 600

281
Roosevelt (Theodore) AfricAN gAme trAilS: An Account of the
African Wanderings of an American Hunter-Naturalist, firSt editioN,
SigNed preSeNtAtioN copy from tHe AutHor to W.N.mcmillAN with note
“to W.N.mAcmillAN [Sic] WitH tHe HeArtieSt tHANKS botH to Him ANd to
deAr mrS. mAcmillAN from tHeir frieNd tHeodore rooSevelt Sept. 20tH
1910” tipped in at half-title, portrait frontispiece, numerous plates
and illustrations, upper hinge cracked, original pictorial olive green
cloth, very slightly rubbed at edges, [Czech p.138], 8vo, New York,
1910; and with 

W.N.mcmillan built the mcmillan library in Nairobi. chapter 5
is devoted to roosevelt’s stay with the mcmillans at Juja farm
outside Nairobi, where his son Kermit shot a leopard.

£200 - 300

282
Roosevelt (Theodore).- pHotogrApHic portrAit of rooSevelt,
copyright stamp to lower left corner, slightly faded at edges, mounted
on card with inscription “to mrS. W.N.mcmillAN WitH XmAS greetiNgS
from tHeodore rooSevelt dec.25tH 1910” in ink at foot, card browned
and creased through part of inscription, photograph c.245 x 170mm
(card c.310 x 180mm.), Washington, D.C., Harris & Ewing, 1907.

£400 - 600
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283
Roosevelt (Theodore) and Edmund Heller. Life-Histories of
AfricAn GAme AnimALs, 2 vol., first edition, half-titles, plates and maps,
original buckram, gilt-lettered leather spine labels, one with very small
chip, else a fine set, [Czech p.139], 8vo, New York, 1914.

£200 - 300

284
Schillings (C.G.), With flashlight and rifle, 2vol., 1906; in Wildest
Africa, 2 vol., 1907, first editions in enGLisH, half-titles, portrait
frontispiece, photographic plates and illustrations, original pictorial
cloth, spines gilt § Bennet (e.) shots and snapshots in British east
Africa, first edition, half-title, photographic plates, occasional spotting
or light foxing, original green cloth, spine faded to brown, 1914 §
shorthose (Capt. W.t.) sport & Adventure in Africa, photographic
plates, folding map at end, original pictorial cloth, little marked,
Philadelphia, 1923; and 12 others, similar, v.s. (18)

£200 - 300

285
Selous (Frederick Courteney) trAveL And Adventure in soutH-eAst
AfricA, first edition, half-title, portrait frontispiece, plates and
illustrations, folding colour map, 4pp. advertisements at end, upper
hinge cracked, original pictorial orange cloth, gilt, a little rubbed but
still a good copy, corners bumped, [Czech p.145], 8vo, 1893.

Account of hunting lion, leopard, rhinoceros, and elephant near
the Zambesi, in matabeleland, and mashonaland.

£200 - 300

286
Selous (Frederick Courteney) A Hunter’s WAnderinGs in AfricA being
a narrative of nine Years spent amongst the Game of the far
interior of south Africa, fourth edition, half-title, wood-engraved
frontispiece and plates, folding map, ex-library copy with ink stamp to
title and one or two other leaves and label on front pastedown, but still
a very good clean copy, 1895; travel and Adventure in south-east
Africa, third edition, 1893; African nature notes and reminiscences,
first edition, 1908 § millais ( J.G.) Life of frederick courtenay [sic]
selous, first edition, occasional spotting, 1918, plates and illustrations,
original cloth, the first two pictorial, very slightly rubbed, the second with
faded spine and corners bumped, [Czech pp. 145-146 & 115], 8vo (4)

£350 - 450

284

283

286

285
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287
Slavery.- Cooper (Joseph) tHe loSt coNtiNeNt; or, SlAvery ANd tHe
SlAve-trAde iN AfricA, 1875, folding map repaired, ink library stamps,
original cloth, 1875 § liverpool and Slavery by a genuine “dicky
Sam”, one of 500 copies, folding plate torn, original cloth, Liverpool,
1884 § buxton (thomas powell) the African Slave trade, folding
engraved map after 14pp. prospectus, lacking front free endpaper,
original cloth, spine worn and chipped, 1840; and 16 others on
slavery and the slave trade, 8vo (19)

£300 - 400

288
Smith (A.Donaldson) tHrougH uNKNoWN AfricAN couNtrieS,
photogravure portrait, 6 folding colour maps at end, portrait and title
foxed, 1897 § dracopoli (i.N.) through Juba land to the lorian
Swamp, foxed, 1914 § Haywood (Capt. c. Wightwick) to the
mysterious lorian Swamp, 1927, firSt editioNS, maps, plates and
illustrations, original pictorial cloth, the first with faded spine, the
others a little rubbed; and 9 others including vol.2 only of Höhnel’s
Discovery of Lakes Rudolf and Stefanie and some extracts from the
r.g.S. Journal on Jubaland and east Africa, 8vo & 4to (12)

£200 - 300

289
Speke (John Hanning) JourNAl of tHe diScovery of tHe Source of
tHe Nile, firSt editioN, 2 engraved portraits, 2 maps (one printed in
red and blue, the other folding with outline hand-colouring), wood-
engraved plates and numerous illustrations, lacking advertisement
leaf and 32pp. publishers’ catalogue at end, cropped, title lightly
soiled, folding map laid down, modern brown morocco, gilt, spine gilt,
[Czech p.151], 8vo, Edinburgh & London, 1863.

An account of Speke’s second expedition, with James A.grant,
to prove his earlier claim that lake victoria was the source of the
Nile, disputed by Sir richard burton (see lot 216).

£200 - 300

109See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Speke (John Hanning) JourNAl of tHe diScovery of tHe Source of
tHe Nile, firSt editioN, 2 engraved portraits, 2 maps (one printed in
red and blue, the other folding with outline hand-colouring), wood-
engraved plates and numerous illustrations, lacking advertisement
leaf and 32pp. publishers’ catalogue at end, title soiled, a little foxed,
1863; [What led to the discovery of the Source of the Nile], with
half-title but lacking title and preliminaries (i.e. all before main text),
with double-page map but lacking folding map, also lacking
catalogue at end, [1864], firSt editioNS, cropped, uniform later half
calf, rubbed, new red and green labels, [Czech p.151], Edinburgh &
London; and a rebound copy of the first American edition of the
first, 8vo; sold not subject to return (3)

£200 - 300

291
Speke (John Hanning) JourNAl of tHe diScovery of tHe Source of
tHe Nile, second edition, 2 engraved portraits, 2 maps (one folding
with outline hand-colouring), wood-engraved plates and numerous
illustrations, light offsetting from frontispiece on title, other portrait
lightly water-stained, occasional spotting, hinges weak, original
pictorial green cloth, gilt, a little rubbed, 8vo, Edinburgh & London,
1864.

£300 - 400

292
Speke (John Hanning) WHAt led to tHe diScovery of tHe Source of
tHe Nile, firSt editioN, half-title, wood-engraved plate (bound in text
rather than as frontispiece), 2 maps (one folding, one double-page),
32pp. publishers’ catalogue at end, some foxing, mostly at beginning
and end, small abraded patch to verso of half-title, original terracotta
cloth, very slightly rubbed, stab-hole to foot of spine, upper cover with
small knock to fore-edge, [Czech p.151], 8vo, Edinburgh & London,
1864.

Account of Speke’s first expedition in search of the source of
the Nile, undertaken with Sir richard burton in 1856-59. they
started at Zanzibar and travelling through east Africa discovered
lake tanganyika. After burton became ill Speke carried on without
him, as he did not believe that their location was the source. He
was the first european to discover what he named lake victoria
and claimed it to be the source but burton disputed it, leading to
a long-running bitter feud between the two men.

£750 - 1,000

110 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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293
Speke (John Hanning).- Oliver (Prof. Daniel) & James Augustus
Grant. botANy of tHe SpeKe ANd grANt eXpeditioN, an enumeration
of the plants collected during the Journey of the late captain
J.H.Speke and captain (now lieut.-col.) J.A.grant from Zanzibar to
egypt...forming vol.XXiX of the transactions of the linnean Society
of london, bouNd from tHe origiNAl 3 pArtS, letterpress title and
dedication, folding colour map, 136 lithographed botanical plates by
W.H.Fitch, tHoSe iN tHe firSt tWo pArtS (plAteS 1-72) pArtly HANd-
coloured, plate 73 spotted, modern green cloth, spine slightly faded,
original plain wrappers to most parts bound in, WitH mANuScript NoteS
by J.A.grANt on upper wrappers to part 1 “Parts II and III will be
forwarded when published” and on part 2 “Part III, the last, will follow
when pubd. J.A.G.”, [Nissen BBI 1468], 4to, 1872.

£1,000 - 1,500

294
Speke (John Hanning).- Oliver (Prof. Daniel) & James Augustus
Grant. tHe botANy of tHe SpeKe ANd grANt eXpeditioN, an
enumeration of the plants collected during the Journey of the late
captain J.H.Speke and captain (now lieut.-col.) J.A.grant from
Zanzibar to egypt..., ‘Transactions of the Linnean Society’ vol.XXIX,
folding colour map, drop-head title, 136 lithographed botanical plates
by W.H.Fitch, occasional spotting or soiling but plates generally clean,
modern half red morocco, spine gilt, t.e.g., spine very slightly faded,
[Nissen BBI 1468], 4to, [1872].

£500 - 700

295
Stanley (Henry Morton) HoW i fouNd liviNgStoNe, firSt editioN,
mounted albumen frontispiece, 5 maps and plans (4 folding) and 28
plates, original pictorial cloth, a little rubbed and mottled, spine ends
and corners a little bumped, 1872 § Stevens (thomas) Scouting for
Stanley, portrait frontispiece and 15 plates, original pictorial cloth,
spine a little rubbed and darkened, spine ends and corners a little
bumped, [1890], firSt editioNS; and 4 others, Stanley, 8vo (6)

£300 - 400
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Stanley (Henry Morton) tHrougH tHe dArK coNtiNeNt, 2 vol., firSt
editioN, 2, portrait frontispieces, 10 maps including 2 large folding in
pockets at rear, 32 plates, illustrations, scattered foxing, bookplate,
original pictorial cloth, spines darkened, spine ends and corners a
little bumped, vol.2 with abrasion to upper cover, still a good set
overall, 8vo, 1878.

tHe firSt editioN of StANley’S AccouNt of HiS epic NAvigAtioN of tHe
coNgo, ScArce iN tHe origiNAl clotH.

£400 - 600

297
Stevenson-Hamilton (Major J.) ANimAl life iN AfricA, original cloth,
spine faded, 1912 § Hale carpenter (g.d.) A Naturalist on lake
victoria, original cloth, frayed and soiled dust-jacket, New York, 1920
§ monograph of the genus teracolus, 44 hand-coloured
lithographed plates of butterflies, some foxing, mostly to text, no title,
modern cloth, n.d.; and a quantity of others, Natural History, Africa,
v.s. (qty)

£200 - 300

298
Stigand (Capt. C.H.) and Denis D.Lyell. ceNtrAl AfricAN gAme ANd
itS Spoor, firSt editioN, half-title, errata slip, plates, 2 folding, StigANd’S
oWN copy SigNed iN iNK oN froNt free eNdpAper ANd WitH “NoteS for 2Nd
editioN...” iN peNcil on verso, foxed, large folding plate torn and
repaired, modern cloth preserving old cloth covers and spine (rubbed
and marked), [Czech p.157], 4to, 1906.

Stigand’s comments for a second edition include not to begin
the photographs with that of crocodiles and that the illustration
of spoor on the upper cover should be deeper.

£300 - 400

299
Stigand (Capt. C.H.) to AbySSiNiA tHrougH AN uNKNoWN lANd: An
Account of a Journey through unexplored regions of british east
Africa by lake rudolf to the Kingdom of menelek, firSt editioN, half-
title, frontispiece and plates, folding colour map, 16pp. publishers’
catalogue at end, very occasional light spotting but an excellent copy,
original pictorial orange cloth, gilt, t.e.g., slight marking to lower cover,
corners a little bumped, [Czech p.156], 8vo, 1910.

£600 - 800
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300
Stigand (Capt. C.H.) HuNtiNg tHe elepHANt iN AfricA and other
recollections of thirteen years’ Wanderings, firSt editioN, half-title,
frontispiece and plates, fodling table of elephant measurements, 4pp.
advertisements at end, light browning to half-title and title, original
red cloth, very slightly rubbed, lower corners bumped, [Czech p. 156],
8vo, 1913.

“A pre-eminent elephant hunting title.” czech

£300 - 400

301

301
Stigand (Capt. C.H.) equAtoriA: tHe lAdo eNclAve, photogravure
portrait, 2 folding maps, 1923; the land of Zinj: being an Account
of british east Africa..., frontispiece and plates, folding map in pocket
at end, occasional spotting, modern half morocco, 1913;
Administration in tropical Africa, some foxing, 1914; A grammar
of dialectic changes in the Kiswahili language, advertisement leaf
at end, worming to inner margins also slightly affecting covers,
Cambridge, 1915, firSt editioNS, half-titles, all but the second original
cloth, slightly rubbed, the first with slight staining to upper cover, the
third with faded spine, 8vo (4)

£400 - 600

302
Sutherland (James) tHe AdveNtureS of AN elepHANt HuNter, firSt
editioN, half-title, frontispiece and illustrations, some full-page,
advertisement leaf at end, neat ink inscription to front free endpaper,
original pictorial dark blue cloth, gilt, t.e.g., very slightly rubbed,
otherwise an excellent copy, [Czech p.160], 8vo, 1912. 

“one of the true classics of African big game
hunting...Sutherland’s little terrier, Whiskey, survived being thrown
into the bush by an enraged pachyderm”. czech

£400 - 600

303
Swayne (Capt. H.G.C.) SeveNteeN tripS tHrougH SomAlilANd: A
record of eXplorAtioN & big gAme SHootiNg 1885 to 1893, folding
map, illustrations, margins browned, a few leaves brittle with tear or
crease developing into tear, modern half morocco, 1895 § Wheeler
(Lt. o.e.) Somaliland, plates and maps, some chipped and repaired,
frontispiece water-stained, ink library stamps, library cloth, Simla,
Government Central Branch Press, 1884; and a small quantity of
others on Somaliland, including ethnography, v.s. (c.30)

£200 - 300

304
Thesiger (Wilfred) ArAbiAN SANdS, firSt editioN, folding map in
pocket at end, 1959; the marsh Arabs, second impression, 1964;
desert, marsh and mountain: the World of a Nomad, 1979; my
Kenya days, 1994, All SigNed by tHe AutHor oN title, illustrations,
original cloth or boards with dust-jackets, all price-clipped, a little
rubbed, the first spotted; and 5 others, deserts etc., 8vo & 4to (9)

£150 - 200
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305
Thomson (Joseph) to tHe ceNtrAl AfricAN lAKeS ANd bAcK: the
Narrative of the royal geographical Society’s east central African
expedition, 1878-80, 2 vol., firSt editioN, half-titles, mounted
photographic portrait frontispieces of Keith Johnston and Thomson, 2
folding colour maps, 32pp. publishers’ catalogue at end of vol.2 (partly
unopened), original decorated brown cloth, uncut, very slightly rubbed
with spines a little darkened but still an excellent copy, 8vo, 1881.

thomson was a Scottish geologist and explorer who
accompanied Alexander Keith Johnston on his expedition to
establish a route from dar es Salaam to lake Nyasa and lake
tanganyika. Johnston died during the trip and thomson took over
leadership of the expedition, travelling 3,000 miles in 14 months,
collecting specimens and making observations. He became the
first european to cross the 250 mile plateau between lakes Nyasa
and tanganyika.

£800 - 1,200

306
Thomson (Joseph) tHrougH mASAi lANd: A Journey of exploration
among the Snowclad volcanic mountains and Strange tribes of
eastern equatorial Africa, firSt AmericAN editioN, half-title, wood-
engraved frontispiece and illustrations, 2 folding colour maps at end,
hole to margin of p.41, hinges worn, original pictorial olive green cloth,
gilt, slightly rubbed and marked, [Czech p.164], 8vo, Boston, 1885.

“one of the great African travel epics.” (czech) during the
expedition thomson was gored by a buffalo and suffered malaria
and dysentery but also discovered a new species of gazelle,
subsequently named after him. His account of the expedition
inspired rider Haggard’s novel King Solomon’s Mines and, much to
thomson’s irritation, included his accounts of discovering snow-
capped mountains and frightening the natives by removing his
false teeth.

£200 - 300

306

307
Thomson (Joseph) tHrougH mASAi lANd: A Journey of exploration
among the Snowclad volcanic mountains and Strange tribes of
eastern equatorial Africa, firSt editioN, half-title, wood-engraved
frontispiece and illustrations, 2 folding colour maps at end, one torn
& crudely repaired with sticky tape and laid down, original pictorial
olive green cloth, gilt, rubbed, rebacked preserving original spine,
corners bumped, [Czech p.164], 1885; travels in the Atlas and
Southern morocco: A Narrative of exploration, firSt editioN, half-
title, frontispiece, plates and illustrations, 2 folding colour maps, 8pp.
publishers’ catalogue at end, light spotting, cropped, modern half
morocco, spine a little faded, 1889; and another on thomson (3)

£250 - 350
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308
Uganda.- Portal (Sir Gerald) tHe britiSH miSSioN to ugANdA iN
1893, half-title, frontispiece, folding map, illustrations, modern half
morocco, spines gilt with Africana motifs, slightly faded, 1894 § Austin
(Maj. H.H.) Among Swamps and giants in equatorial Africa, half-
title, 2 folding maps, numerous plates, light browning to endpapers,
original pictorial cloth, spines ends and corners a little bumped, 1902;
With macdonald in uganda, folding map (closed tear to margin),
numerous plates, scattered foxing, bookplate, original cloth, spine
ends and corners bumped, spine faded, rubbed and a little soiled,
1903, firSt editioNS; and 11 others, uganda, 8vo (14)

£200 - 300

309
Ward (Herbert) five yeArS WitH tHe coNgo cANNibAlS, second edition,
1890 § pigafetta (filippo, editor) A report of the Kingdom of
congo...drawn out of the Writings...of duarte lopez, translated by
margarite Hutchinson, publisher’s embossed stamp to title, 1881 §
Wollaston (A.f.r.) from ruwenzori to the congo, 1908 § barns
(t.A.) Across the great craterland to the congo, 1923 § Hinde
(S.l.) the fall of the congo Arabs, 1897, firSt editioNS, plates and
illustrations, some folding maps, some spotting, the third more
heavily, original cloth, the first pictorial, a little rubbed, the second
lightly stained, 4to & 8vo (5)

£300 - 400

310
Weule (Dr. Karl) NAtive life iN eASt AfricA, modern calf-backed cloth,
1909 § routledge (W. Scoresby and Katherine) With a prehistoric
people: the Akikuyu of british east Africa, ink presentation stamp
to title, original pictorial cloth, gilt, spine faded, lower cover sunned,
1910 § Seligman (c.g. and brenda Z.) pagan tribes of the Nilotic
Sudan, original cloth, 1932, firSt editioNS, plates and maps; and 43
others, ethnographic, plus 2 folders of unpublished notes on
various tribes, v.s. (c.48)

£300 - 400

311
WW1 in East Africa.- Terrell (William E.W.) WitH tHe motor
trANSport iN britiSH eASt AfricA, original cloth-backed boards, [c.1919]
§ downes (Capt. W.d.) With the Nigerians in german east Africa,
original cloth, rubbed and repaired dust-jacket, 1919 § reid (frank)
foot-Slogging in east Africa, folding map, original wrappers bound in,
last few leaves stained, modern half rexine, [1918] § uganda volunteers
and the War, by one of them, foreword by capt. r.S.cholmley,
original cloth, upper cover marked, Kampala, A.D.Cameron, 1917; and
33 others on WW1 in Africa, 4to and 8vo (37)

£300 - 500
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312
Archer (Sir Geoffrey) and Eva M. Godman. tHe birdS of britiSH
SomAlilANd ANd tHe gulf of AdeN, 4 vol., 28 colour plates after
Archibald Thorburn, folding maps, covers a little rubbed and mottled,
dust-jackets to vol.3 & 4, spines slightly faded, a few chips and tears,
1937-61 § Jackson (Sir frederick John) the birds of Kenya colony
and the uganda protectorate, 3 vol., portrait frontispiece, folding
colour map and 24 colour plates after G.E.Lodge, captioned tissue-
guards, 1938, firSt editioNS, illustrations, original cloth, 4to (7)

£200 - 300

313

313
Baker (E.C.Stuart) tHe gAme-birdS of iNdiA, burmA ANd ceyloN, 3
vol., 60 colour and 18 plain plates, 2 maps, illustrations, vol.1 & 2
modern half morocco, vol.3 contemporary half morocco (spine
faded), 1921; indian ducks & their Allies, 30 colour plates,
illustrations, contemporary half morocco, spine faded, rubbed, 1908,
firSt editioNS, 8vo (4)

£200 - 300

314
Bannerman (David) tHe birdS of tropicAl WeSt AfricA, 8 vol., colour
plates, maps, dust-jackets to vol. 5, 6 & 7 (a little worn), 1930-51; the
birds of West and equatorial Africa, 2 vol., plates, some colour, dust-
jackets, price-clipped, minor wear to head and foot, 1953 § Jackson
(Sir frederick John) the birds of Kenya colony and the uganda
protectorate, 3 vol., portrait frontispiece, folding colour map and 24
colour plates after G.E.Lodge, captioned tissue-guards, 1938; firSt
editioNS, illustrations, original cloth; and 2 others by Jackson, 4to &
8vo (15)

£250 - 350

315
Brown (Leslie H.), Emil K.Urban, Kenneth Newman et al.,
editors. tHe birdS of AfricA, 7 vol., firSt editioNS, plates and
illustrations, bookplates, original boards, dust-jackets, spines faded,
1982-2004.

£200 - 300
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316
Eltringham (Harry) A moNogrApH of tHe AfricAN SpecieS of tHe
geNuS AcrAeA in ‘the transactions of the entomological Society of
london for the year 1912’, part 1, 16 plates (6 colour),
contemporary half morocco with gilt and blind patterning to covers,
original wrappers bound in, 1912; and 9 others, offprints in
uniform bindings, 8vo (10)

£100 - 150

317
Hume (Allan Octavian) and Charles H.T.Marshall. tHe gAme
birdS of iNdiA, burmAH ANd ceyloN, 3 vol., 144 hand-coloured
lithographed plates, wood-engraved pictorial titles, numerous errata
and addenda slips inserted, occasional scattered foxing, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, rebacked preserving original backstrips, a little
rubbed and mottled, new endpapers, Calcutta, [1878]-81 § Jerdon
(t.c.) the birds of india, 3 vol., half-titles, vol.3 title a little damp-
stained, modern half morocco, Calcutta, 1862-64 § barras (Col.
Julius) india and tiger-Hunting, 2 vol., occasional light foxing,
original cloth, spines browned, spine ends and corners bumped,
rubbed and darkened, 1885, firSt editioNS; and 5 others, india, 8vo
(13)

£250 - 350
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318
JourNAl of tHe eASt AfricA ANd ugANdA NAturAl HiStory Society, nos. 1-80 in 31, a broken run, lacking only nos. 38 & 39, plates, some folding,
illustrations, folding maps, occasional spotting, nos.1-36 uniform in contemporary half calf, spines faded, a little rubbed, nos.37 & 40-80
original printed wrappers, nos.77 & 78 faded and worn, the rest with light rubbing and creasing, 1910-44; and 3 others, indices and
supplements from the series, 8vo; sold as a periodical, not subject to return (34)

£300 - 400
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319
Meinertzhagen (Co.l R.) Nicoll’S birdS of egypt, 2 vol., plates and
maps, occasional spotting, spine ends and corners a little bumped,
rubbed, 1930; birds of Arabia, plates and maps, spotting to
endpapers, spine slightly faded, 1954; pirates and predators, plates,
scattered spotting, dust-jacket, 1959, firSt editioNS, illustrations; and
5 others by the same, 4to & 8vo (9)

£200 - 300

320
Pitman (Capt. Charles R.S.) A guide to tHe SNAKeS of ugANdA, firSt
editioN, number 2 of 500 copies with limitation label to front free
endpaper, preSeNtAtioN copy from tHe AutHor inscribed on front
pastedown, plates, 23 colour, tissue guards, 2 folding maps, original
dark blue cloth in imitation of half morocco, a little rubbed, edge of
cloth on upper cover a little creased (repaired), short split to upper
joint, 4to, Kampala, Uganda Society, 1938.

Approximately half of the 500 copies were destroyed during
the war.

£200 - 300

321
Priest (Captain Cecil D.) tHe birdS of SoutHerN rHodeSiA, 4 vol.,
plates and maps, ex-library of the Royal Empire Society, with
bookplates and ink stamps to endpapers, endpapers a little damp-
stained, damp-staining to covers, 1933-36 § Jackson (Sir frederick
John) the birds of Kenya colony and the uganda protectorate, 3
vol., portrait frontispiece, folding colour map and 24 colour plates after
G.E.Lodge, captioned tissue-guards, spine faded, covers mottled, vol.3
with dust-jacket, 1938 § Archer (Sir geoffrey) and eva m. godman.
the birds of british Somaliland and the gulf of Aden, 4 vol., 28
colour plates after Archibald Thorburn, folding maps, vol.1 rather
rubbed and market, vol.3 & 4 with dust-jackets, 1937-61, firSt editioNS,
illustrations, original cloth; and 5 others, birds, 8vo & folio (16)

£200 - 300

322
Shelley (G.E.) A HANdbooK to tHe birdS of egypt, 14hand-coloured
plates, bookplate, original cloth, rebacked preserving original
backstrip, rubbed, new endpapers, 1872 § friedman (Herbert) birds
collected by the childs frick expedition to ethiopia and Kenya
colony, 2 vol., plates and maps, modern morocco-backed cloth,
original wrappers bound in, library labels and ink inscriptions to verso
of wrappers, Washington DC, 1930; and 13 others, birds, 8vo (16)

£250 - 350

____________________________________
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Other properties

323
Africa.- Caillié (René) JourNAl d’uN voyAge A temboctou et A JeNNé, 4 vol. including Atlas, firSt editioN, engraved portrait frontispiece, 5 plates
(1 folding) and large folding map, scattered spotting or foxing, contemporary tree calf or calf-backed boards, vol.1 restored at foot, spine ends
and corners strengthened and repaired, 8vo, Paris, 1830.

the first account of caillié’s pioneering expedition to timbuktu caillié travelled alone and disguised in Arab clothing, arriving in
timbuktu in April, he stayed for 2 weeks before travelling across the Sahara to tangiers. for becoming the first european to return alive
for timbuktu, caillié claimed a 10,000 francs reward from the Société de géographie in paris.

£600 - 800
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324
Clark (William), [teN vieWS iN tHe iSlANd of ANtiguA], ten hand-
coloured aquatints, marked ‘Proof’, lacking title page and
accompanying text, on Whatman wove paper, with several sheets
watermarked but without a date, each sheet: c. 290 x 390mm. (11½
x 15⅜ in), platemarks: 275 x 380mm. (10¾ x 15 in), trimmed, several
small tears, browning from previous mount visible to extremities of
each sheet, loose without wrappers, unframed, [published by Thomas
Clay], 1823

A rAre Set of tHe teN vieWS of ANtiguA produced by clArK folloWiNg
tHree yeArS SpeNt oN tHe eStAteS of AdmirAl tAllemAcH. the views
illustrate not only the landscape and scenery of Antigua, but the
various processes involved in the production of sugar; from
enslaved people working the fields of the estate planting sugar
cane and cutting the cane, to the processes involved in the
boiling-houses and distillery, and finally through to the carting and
loading of the sugar on to ships for export.

the last complete set that we have found at auction was offered
in 2004, part of the quentin Keynes collection (see: christie’s,
King Street, 7th and 8th April 2004, lot 111, which made £19,000). 

literature: Abbey travel 690; tooley 147; cundall, bibliography of
the West indies 222

£3,000 - 5,000

120 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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325
Conceicao (F. Apollinario da) primAZiA SerAficA NA regiAm dA
AmericA, firSt editioN, title in red and black, woodcut initials and head-
pieces, title with loss to outer margin and laid laid down, final f. with
a few small holes within text and laid down, a few small marginal
repairs at head, water-stained, heavier at ends, 20th century calf-
backed marbled boards, gilt spine in compartments and with red
leather label, [Borba de Moraes 1:195; Sabin 15099], 4to, Lisbon,
Antonio de Sousa da Silva, 1733.

‘this history of the franciscan order in America is an excellent
reference work and very scarce.’ (borba de moraes). 

£1,000 - 1,500

326
Maffei (Giovanni Pietro) HiStoriArum iNdicArum libri Xvi, collation:
[*]2 A-Z, Aa-Dd6 Ee4 Ff-Yy6 Zz4, Aaa-Ccc4 Ddd6, second edition, title
with woodcut printer’s device (hen and tree), woodcut decorative large
initials, head- and tail-pieces, very small ink stamp to title, lightly
browned (heavier to a few ff.), occasional spotting, 19th century vellum
using older vellum on covers, spine in compartments and with double
red leather labels, faded and soiled, [Adams M92; Borba de Moaes II,
p.9; European Americana 589/39; Sabin 43770], folio, Cologne, House
of Birckmann for Arnold Mylius, 1589.

father maffei’s history of india, together with his collection of
Jesuit missionary letters written from the east, including persia,
china, india, and Japan, along with a life of father loyola. it
includes an account of columbus’ discovery of the New World,
the voyages and discoveries of Amerigo vespucci, martin behaim’s
voyage and astrolabe, columbus’ discovery of the canary islands,
and other matters relating to the Americas, particularly brazil. 

£500 - 700
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327
Palafox y Mendoza (Juan) AlegAcioNeS eN fAvor del clero eStAdo
ecleSiAtico, i SeculAr, eSpANoleS, e iNdioS del obiSpAdo de lA pueblA de
loS ANgeleS, firSt editioN, first two ff. woith margins restored (borders
supplied), worming, mostly marginal, but occasionally affecting the
odd letter, some staining and light foxing, recased in contemporary
limp vellum, creased and soiled, lacking ties, [Palau 209674], folio,
[Puebla], [c.1650].

exceedingly rare account of the ecclesiastical disputes that took
place in New Spain in the mid-seventeenth century, centered
around bishop palafox and his clashes with the Jesuits, which palau
calls ‘rara y apreciada’. it includes a complete list of all clerics (names
and positions) working at the time in the diocese of puebla. 

£2,000 - 3,000

328
San Diego y Villalon ( Juan de) memoriAl y defeNSorio Al rey
NueStro SeNor, por el credito, opiNioN, y derecHoS epiScopAleS
de...berNArdiNo de cArdeNAS, obiSpo del pArAguAy, firSt editioN, errata
f., last f. blank, title soiled and with margins strengthened verso, short
tear to foot of P1, just within text, but without loss, occasional staining
or spotting, 20th century cloth-backed marbled boards, edges
chipped, rubbed, [Sabin 10805; European Americana 652/178; Palau
43892 and 290478], folio, [Madrid], [c.1652].

‘interesante para la historia de los jesuitas y de misiones
religiosas de las indias occidentales’ (palau). 

£600 - 800

328

329
Vega (Garcilaso de la), “El Inca”. lA floridA del’iNcA. HiStoriA del
AdelANtAdo HerNANdo de Soto..., edited by Andres g. barcia, second
edition, double column, title in red and black, woodcut decorative
initials and head- and tail-pieces, sig. 2L bound before 2K, title stained,
final 2 ff. holes at head and foot with loss of a few letters, but not sense
of text, water-stained to varying degrees (heavier at start), final f. verso
and rear pastedown with colour pencil scribbles, contemporary limp
vellum, lacking ties, soiled and creased, [Sabin 98745; European
Americana 732/57; Palau 354793; Hill 680], folio, Madrid, Nicolas
Rodriguez Franco, 1723.

rare work on the ill-fated expedition of the Spanish explorer
Hernando de Soto into North America and on the aborigines of
florida. the first edition is excessively rare, with this second
edition correcting earlier errors and adding an extensive index. 

£350 - 450

____________________________________
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330
Atlases.- Coronelli (Vincenzo) epitome coSmogrAficA, o compeNdioSA iNtrouduttioNe All’AStroNomiA, geogrAfiA, & idrogrAfiA..., additional
engraved pictorial title, 35 double-page engraved maps and plates only (of 37), 5 folding and trimmed to edge of circular maps, one plate with
volvelles, circular maps slightly creased at edges and with a few small tears to folds repaired, engraved title with traces of old inscriptions at
head and foot, light spotting and soiling, contemporary sprinked calf, spine gilt, rubbed, corners worn, spine ends wormed with slight loss,
[Houzeau & Lancaster 8006], 8vo, Cologne [Venice], Andrea Poletti, 1693.

vincenzo coronelli (1650-1718), cosmographer of the republic of venice, was a prolific globe and mapmaker, producing globes for
the likes of louis Xiv (the Sun King) and the duke of parma. He is also noted for founding the Accademia cosmografica degli Argonauti
(the first geographical society) in venice in 1684. the above work is predominantly an expansion of lectures coronelli gave before the
Accademia cosmografica, and is divided into three books: the first is on astronomy and the points of the compass, the second deals
with the geography of the world and natural phenomenon such as earthquakes, the last concerns globes, armillary, and astrolabes. it
ends with a list of the members of the Accademia cosmografica.

£2,500 - 3,500
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331
-. Seller (John) tHe coAStiNg pilot describing the Sea coasts, chanells, Soundings, Sands, Shoals, rocks,
and dangers, the bayes, roads, Harbors rivers & ports with the buoyes beacons, and Sea markes, upon
ye coasts of england, Holland, flanders & france..., engraved architectural title surmounted by busts of Sir
Francis Drake and Thomas Ca[ve]ndish, 13 double-page engraved charts mounted on stubs, engraved chart of
St.M alo and numerous woodcut coastal profiles in text, contemporary ink signature of “John White Capt.” on
front free endpaper, a little soiled and stained, mostly light water-staining to lower margin and corners affecting
lower edge of a few maps, a few spots, very slight worming to upper edge of maps 7-11 and pp.21-34 not affecting
text and barely noticeable on most maps, map 9 defective at upper outer corner just touching corner of plate-
mark, front pastedown torn, contemporary panelled sheep, rubbed, one or two worn patches to lower cover,
spine worn and chipped at head with short split to upper joint, folio, for Jer.Seller & Cha. Price, [c.1703].

AN AppAreNtly uNrecorded coAStiNg pilot, publiSHed by JeremiAH Seller ANd cHArleS price. Jeremiah Seller
(c.1675 - c.1720), son of the cartographer John Seller, was a mapmaker, instrument-maker, publisher and
Hydrographer to the queen. in 1698 he joined his mother, elizabeth Seller, in carrying on the business of
his father and, one year later, they joined into partnership with charles price. in c.1705, complaints over
the quality of their instruments caused Seller and price to lose their contract with the Admiralty and, as a
consequence, the firm was forced into bankruptcy.

Seller’s publications were extended and updated as they appeared. this example comprises (with origins
supplied where possible):

1) A plat of the channel discovering the Sea coasts of england, Scotland, ireland and part of france. [1a]
Newly corrected [erasure] london.

origin: Joseph moxon. Book Of Sea-Plats, 1657.

2) A chart of the North Sea by Jer: Seller & cha: price. at the Hermitage Stairs in Wapping. f. lamb sculp.

origin: English Pilot Southern Navigation, 1690 [c.1703].

3) A chart of the Sands, Shoals, buoys beacons & Sea-marks upon the coast of england by iohn Seller
Hydrographer to the King.

origin: Seller. Atlas Maritimus, 1675.

4) A chart of part of england and part of Scotland by John Seller Hydrographer to the King.

origin: Seller. Atlas Maritimus, 1675.

5) A chart of the North Sea from y.e South foreland to burnham flatts, and from callis to Schelling isle. by
Jer: Seller & cha: price. Hydrographers at the Hermitage in Wapping london. f. lamb sculp.

6) A draught of the Sands, Shoals, buoys, beacons, & Sea markers, upon the coast of england from y.e
South foreland to orford Ness. by Jer: Seller & cha: price. at the Hermitage Stairs in Wapping london. f.
lamb sculp.

7) A draught of the Narrow’s describeing the New-channel between the Spell and last: Survey’d by the
trinity House Sold by iohn thornton, iames Atkinson iohn colson iohn Seller & William fisher.

8) [untitled chart of the eastern english channel] 

origin: Seller. Coasting Pilot, [?c.1690]

9) the coasts of england & france from Arundel to the Start and from cap de bafle eur to i. de bass. 

origin: Seller. Coasting Pilot, [?c.1690]

10) the coasts of england & france from the Start, to the isles of Silly, & from isle de bass, to ushant.

origin: Seller. Coasting Pilot, [?c.1690] 

11) A chart of the channell by Jer: Seller, & cha: price. Hydrographers at the Hermitage Stairs in Wapping
london. francis lamb Sculp.

origin: English Pilot Southern Navigation, 1690 [c.1703]

12) A Sea chart describing the british chanel, bay of biscaia galissia, portugal, Spain, & the Straits mouth,
Shewing (in a new method) the distances of places, one from another with the difference of latitude and
departure, by inspection only; by the helpe of Squares drawne on the chart the side of each Square,
containing twenty english leagues. by John Seller Hydrographer to the King.

origin: English Pilot Southern Navigation, 1690 [c.1703]

State 2: compass (rhumb) lines have been added across the face of the map. the quarter compass rose
has been partially erased, with the scale of ‘english leagues’ next to it, although both are still legible.

13) [untitled chart of england And ireland]

origin: English Pilot Southern Navigation, 1690 [c.1703]

State 2: the title has been crudely erased, and the plate heavily re-engraved.

£10,000 - 15,000
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332
China.- Chinese Export Watercolours. - Set of SiX trAdeS: SelliNg
lANterNS, embroidererS, pedlAr SelliNg SilK, WiNdiNg cottoN, mAKiNg
idolS ANd SelliNg SWeAtS (SWeetS), six drawings in ink, watercolour and
bodycolour on Chinese paper, each c. 168 x 175mm. (6⅝ x 6⅞ in) to
ruled borderlines, English titles in ink above, probably Canton,
unframed, circa 1820-1840, (6).

£300 - 500

333
-. Staunton (Sir George) AN AutHeNtic AccouNt of AN embASSy from
tHe KiNg of greAt britAiN to tHe emperor of cHiNA, 3 vol. including
Atlas, firSt editioN, text with 2 engraved portraits of the Emperor and
the Earl of Macartney, engraved plate of Camellia and 25 engraved
vignettes, portraits and plate a little foxed, occasional spotting and
light browning, particularly to title & preliminaries of vol.2 and some
signatures towards end, contemporary diced calf ruled and stamped
in gilt and blind, rebacked preserving old spines, Atlas with 44
engraved maps, charts, plates and plans, 8 folding or double-page,
some foxing, mostly marginal, double-page plate lightly stained where
previously folded, contemporary half russia, rebacked preserving old
spine ruled in gilt, all a little rubbed, [Cordier, Sinica, 2381-83], 4to &
folio, W.Bulmer & Co. for G.Nicol, 1797.

the official account of lord macartney’s voyage and embassy
to the qianlong emperor in 1792-94, the failure of which lead to
the establishment of the british trading post at Hong Kong. it
includes descriptions of the journey via madeira, tenerife, rio de
Janeiro, Java and Sumatra, chinese customs (including foot-
binding) and details of chinese trade with europe. the fine plates
by Alexander show views of the great Wall, temples, barges, a
military post and imperial procession, and there is also a detailed
map of macao.

£5,000 - 7,000

126 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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334
Egypt.- Norden (Frederick Lewis) trAvelS iN egypt ANd NubiA,
translated and edited by dr.peter templeman, 2 vol., firSt eNgliSH
editioN, lArge pAper copy oN tHicK pAper, half-title in vol.1, engraved
frontispiece, portrait, head- & tail-pieces and initials, and 159 plates
on 162 sheets, a few plates with marginal tears, 2 torn along plate-
mark (repaired), occasional light soiling or offsetting but generally very
clean, handsome modern russet calf with elaborate gilt tooling in
antique style, spines gilt in compartments, g.e., a few minor scuffs,
[Blackmer 1211], folio, Lockyer Davis and Charles Reymers, 1757.

the earliest attempt at an elaborate description of egypt, and
its plates are the most significant prior to those by denon. it was
first published in french in 1755 in copenhagen, issued in 200
copies only,

£3,500 - 4,500

335
Greece.- Dodwell (Edward) vieWS iN greece, from drawings..., title
with aquatint vignette, 30 superb hand-coloured aquatint plates by
R.Havell, T.Fielding, F.C.Lewis and others after Dodwell and Pomardi, all
captioned in pencil within plate-mark at lower outer corner, mounted
on new stubs, each with explanatory leaf in English and French, plates
with a little marginal browning or soiling, text lightly foxed, slight
worming to inner margin of plates 2 & 3 and accompanying text leaves,
free endpapers creased, Greek bookplate, attractive contemporary dark
purple straight-grain morocco with floral borders in gilt and blind, spine
gilt in compartments, a little rubbed and marked, recased, joints
repaired, [Blackmer 493; Colas 876; cf.Abbey, Travel 130 and Atabey
357, both special format with plates on card], folio, 1821.

AN eSSeNtiAl pArt of ANy librAry of greeK moNumeNtS ANd topogrApHy.

edward dodwell (1776/7- 1836), traveller and archaeologist, made
several tours of greece, the first with Sir William gell in 1801 and
another more extensive tour in 1805-6 with the artist Simone
pomardi. originally issued in parts intended to illustrate dodwell’s
Classical and Topographical Tour through Greece of 1819 but the
project became too expensive and this selection of 30 plates was
issued separately. this is the ordinary format, printed on thick
paper and without captions pasted on verso of plates.

£8,000 - 12,000
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336
-. Le Roy (Julien David) leS ruiNeS deS pluS beAuX moNumeNtS de lA grece, 2 parts in 1, firSt editioN, 60 engraved plates and plans, title a little
soiled and with small stain, some other light marginal soiling, Part 2 with water-staining to some plates towards end and plate 13 frayed at
upper outer corner, contemporary mottled calf, gilt, spine gilt, g.e., a little worn, spine repaired, [Berlin Kat. 1888; Blackmer 1009; Cohen-de
Ricci 627; Millard, French 101], folio, Paris, Guerin, Delatour & Nyon, 1758.

important source of information on greek architecture for many years, preceding the first volume of Stuart and revett’s Antiquities
of Athens of 1762. Although criticised by Stuart the fine plates and le roy’s treatise “provides the theoretical framework and many of
the actual models for french neo-classical architecture”. (millard)

£4,000 - 6,000
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337
India.- England to India diary.- Nicholetts (Henry, killed in
Borneo, 1840-57) diAry of A voyAge from eNglANd to iNdiA viA tHe
cApe of good Hope... moNArcH cAptAiN WiltSHire, AutogrApH
mANuScript, title and 134pp., slightly browned, original half morocco,
slightly rubbed, gilt spine, tail of spine chipped, brass clasp, 8vo, 26th
July - Thursday 15th November 1855.

A lively account of life on board a ship sailing from england to
india as recorded by a boy of 15. Nicholetts records various
anecdotes, such as playing quoits, talks and dances with young
ladies, gives his opinion of miss de vercia, “she has auburn hair,
light eyes, rather pretty (mrs coghill says she squints but i do not
think so)”, a dinner guest getting drunk, a dog being brought out
for an indian Army officer falling overboard, a visit by ‘Neptune’,
overhauling a blackwall frigate on the way to Sydney, sighting a
whale, putting on a play, “prince charlie”, playing a female role in
the play Bluebeard etc., before reaching calcutta where the
manuscript ends. Sadly Nicholetts’ future career in borneo was
cut short when he was killed in the uprising at Kuching in 1857,
one source suggesting that he may have been executed in the
belief that he was Sir James brooke, rajah of Sarawak.

“H Nicholetts born in Somersetshire at a place called South
petherton. Went to school first at a dames then to merchant
taylor’s in london; after having been there 5 yrs i left at the end
of July 1854 i went home and ran wild until december, was then
packed off to a clergyman’s near cambridge to pick up what i had
lost; after staying there about 6 wks i was marched off to rugby.
i had been at rugby a little more than 3 months when i heard
from my father that if i liked i may go to borneo and be governor
(that word sounds large from a boy of 15) of a district; of course,
i accepted the appointment without any hesitation and started
on thursday 26th of July 1855 by the monarch... Ship captain
Wiltshire.” - Henry Nicholetts. 

£300 - 400
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338
-. Williamson (Capt. Thomas) and Samuel Howett, orieNtAl
field SportS, being a complete, detailed, and accurate description
of the Wild Sports of the east, firSt editioN, additional engraved
pictorial title finely hand-coloured (possibly through stencil), 40 superb
hand-coloured aquatint plates after Samuel Howett (from sketches by
Williamson) by H.Merke, J.Hamble and Vivares, pictorial title soiled
and creased causing some wear and hole to right hand side of image
and lower margin (repaired and laid down), letterpress title soiled and
slightly defective at lower outer corner, title and first few leaves
creased, some light marginal soiling, plate 31 torn at lower edge just
extending into image, plate 40 with vertical crease through plate &
tear at foot (laid down), one or two other plates or leaves with stain
or short tear to lower margin (repaired), modern brown calf with gilt-
tooled border, spine ruled and titled in gilt, lightly scuffed, [Abbey,
Travel, 427; Nissen ZBI 4416; Podeschi 88; Schwerdt II p.297; Tooley
508], oblong folio, Edward Orme, 1807 [text and plates
watermarked “e” or “J.Whatman 1804”].

“tHe moSt beAutiful booK oN iNdiAN Sport iN eXiSteNce” (Schwerdt),
with some of the earliest aquatints of the wild elephant. it is
bound from the original parts containing “the finest impressions
of the plates” (tooley). plate XXXvii in tooley’s first state ‘Hunting
Jackalls’ rather than ‘Jackals rescueing a hunted brother’.

£3,000 - 4,000

339
Italy.- Barbault (Jean) leS pluS edificeS de rome moderNe..., firSt
editioN, half-title, engraved title-vignette, double-page plan of
St.Peter’s, 44 double-page plates and 21 vignettes, text and plates all
mounted on new stubs, some light damp-staining causing slight
damage to fold of some plates (one or two small tears or holes) and
tears to final two leaves (repaired), C & D torn just affecting text and
some other marginal tears and repairs, small ink stamp to lower
corner of title, contemporary calf, spine gilt, rubbed, spine and corners
repaired, [Berlin Kat. 2712], folio, Rome, Bouchard & Gravier, 1763.

featuring fine plates of the churches, piazzas, palaces,
fountains etc. of renaissance and baroque rome.

£3,500 - 4,500
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340
-. Pinelli (Bartolomeo) NuovA rAccoltA di ciNquANti coStumi
pittoreScHi, firSt editioN, engraved throughout with calligraphic title
and 50 plates, light foxing, mostly marginal, bookplate removed from
front pastedown, contemporary vellum, roan label on spine, a littlle
rubbed and marked, stain to lower cover, spine frayed at head, [Colas
2378], oblong folio, Rome, Nicola de Antoni & Ignazio Pavon, 1816.

including scenes of picking grapes, a punch & Judy show,
washing clothes, playing bowls, musicians and carnival. 

£750 - 1,000

341

341
Levant.- Moryson (Fynes) AN itiNerAry WritteN firSt iN tHe lAtiNe
toNgue, ANd tHeN trANSlAted by Him iNto eNgliSH: coNtAiNiNg HiS teN
yeereS trAvell tHrougH tHe tWelve domiNioNS of germANy, boHmerlANd,
SWeitZerlANd, NetHerlANd, deNmArKe, polANd, itAly, turKy, frANce,
eNglANd, ScotlANd, ANd irelANd, firSt editioN, double-page title, first
word of title within woodcut entablature, verso of 2nd f. of title with
imprimatur surmounted by royal arms, woodcut maps and plans
within text, woodcut historiated initials and head- and tail-pieces,
lacking initial and final blanks, sig. L misbound, T6 small section
missing from foot with loss of a couple of words, occasional staining,
some spotting, contemporary blind-ruled calf, spine in compartments
and with chipped red morocco label, upper joint starting, but holding
firm, corners worn, rubbed, [Atabey 841; Blackmer 1159; STC 18205],
folio, by John Beale, 1617.

‘first edition of this important work translated from the latin
manuscript by moryson himself. moryson was one of the most
important of the elizabethan travellers; he made two long journeys
to various countries of europe between 1591 and 1595, and to the
levant from November, 1595 to July 1597. much of the material on
europe remained in manuscript until 1903, but the section on the
levant is complete here.’(Atabey). the woodcut maps depict venice,
Naples, rome, genoa, paris, Jerusalem and constantinople.

provenance: various 17th century ink signatures to verso of first
f. of title, including John crosse and John game.

£800 - 1,200

342
Mountaineering.- Auldjo ( John) NArrAtive of AN ASceNt to tHe
Summit of moNt blANc oN tHe 8tH ANd 9tH AuguSt, 1827, firSt editioN,
lArge pAper copy, half-title, 22 lithographed plates, plans, maps, cross-
sections etc. including 7 views on india paper and mounted, one
folding panorama, facsimile letter, map with routes hand-coloured
and hand-coloured geological table & chart of heights of mountains,
some light foxing, mostly marginal, pencil quotation on half-title, short
tear to upper edge of H2, original boards, uncut, paper label on spine,
spine and joints neatly repaired, preserved in modern card chemise
and cloth slip-case, [Meckly 8; Neate A75; Perret 183], 4to, 1828.

£800 - 1,200
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343
Russia.- Le Prince (Jean-Baptiste) oeuvreS, 154 etched plates on
59 sheets, 74 with aquatint, several printed in bistre, some light
spotting and soiling, mostly marginal, light water-staining to lower
margin of first few plates, handsome modern mottled calf in antique
style, spine gilt in compartments, uncut, rubbed, one or two small
gouges, spine repaired at foot, [Colas 1850], folio, Paris, Basan Frères,
1782.

le prince (1734-1781), artist and engraver, was a pupil of
boucher and vien, and is regarded as being the first artist to work
in aquatint. He spent five years in russia, from 1759-64, and most
of the plates depict russian subjects and scenes.

the title page calls for more than 160 plates but the number
varies from copy to copy; the most we have traced is 157 plates
on 62 leaves.

£3,500 - 4,500
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344
-. coStume of tHe ruSSiAN empire, additional hand-coloured stipple-
engraved vignette title and 72 hand-coloured plates, text in English
and French, occasional soiling and light offsetting, without text leaf
for plate XIV (?as issued), contemporary russia, gilt, rebacked, rubbed,
[Abbey, Travel 246 (note); Colas 704], large 4to, by T. Bensley...for John
Stockdale, 1810.

£500 - 700

345

345
Spain.- Bourgoing (Jean-François, Baron de) trAvelS iN SpAiN, 3
vol., half-title to vol.2 only, 12 engraved folding plates and maps on
11 sheets, errata f. at end of vol.3, some offsetting, occasional
spotting, contemporary half calf, spines gilt and with black morocco
label, vol.1 joint splitting, but holding firm, heads of spines little
chipped, a few corners a little worn, rubbed, [Palau 34060], 8vo, for
G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1789.

A very good unsophisticated set of this narrative by the french
diplomat, writer and translator.

provenance: robert barclay, clapham terrace (engraved
bookplates). 

£400 - 600

britiSH topogrApHy

346
Britain.- myriorAmA, A collectioN of mANy HuNdred lANdScApeS,
deSigNed by mr.clArK, 16 hand-coloured aquatint cards with grey
wash border top and bottom (numbered 1-16) forming an
interchangeable panoramic landscape view, light spotting, each card
measuring 205 x 72mm., loose in original double-compartment
viridian board box with hand-coloured engraved vignette title on lid,
book-label of Peter Bicknell inside lid, rubbed and soiled, 4to, Samuel
Leigh, 1824.

first Series of this infinitely versatile game, its 16
interchangeable views of ruins, vales, rustics, sea views and
homely cottages may be arranged in any order to create an
almost infinite variety of panoramic picturesque english
landscapes. A Second Series featured classical italian landscape.

£500 - 700

347
-. Blome (Richard) britANNiA: or, A geogrApHicAl deScriptioN of tHe
KiNgdomS of eNglANd, ScotlANd, ANd irelANd..., firSt editioN, 24pp. of
engraved coats-of-arms on 13 leaves (most printed on both sides),
one leaf from another shorter copy and mounted on stub, tHe reSt
WitH coNtemporAry HANd-colouriNg, 5 folding engraved general maps,
45 double-page engraved county maps, 21 WitH coNtemporAry HANd-
colouriNg, and engraved plan of London, with duplicates of maps of
North Wales and Isle of Wight etc. (both torn), uncoloured maps
supplied from another shorter copy, contemporary ink inscription at
head of title, a few annotations and contemporary note bound in,
some light soiling, final two leaves of coats-of arms stained and
slightly torn where mounted on stub, map of North Riding of Yorkshire
frayed at edges and stained at fold, modern cloth in imitation of
antique calf, spine gilt with red calf label, slightly rubbed, [Chubb XCIX;
Wing B3207], folio, Tho. Roycroft for...Richard Blome, 1673.; sold not
subject to return

£2,500 - 3,500

136 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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348
Derbyshire.- Cuitt the younger (George, 1779-1854), cHApel
ruiN, loWer burtoN, NeAr miSHAm, yorKSHire; river lANdScApe WitH
cHurcH, a pair, the former a design for an etching published in
‘Wanderings and pencillings Amongst ruins of the olden time’
published by cuitt, point of the brush, sepia wash, over traces of
graphite on wove paper, both dated ‘1825’, each c.125 x 190mm.,
(4⅞ x 7½ in); together with 3 leaves from a sketchbook by cuitt
with inscriptions, one with a graphite study of horses dated ‘1819’;
and with a copy of WANderiNgS ANd peNcilliNgS AmoNgSt ruiNS of tHe
oldeN time, 73 etchings by George Cuitt the Younger, half morocco,
spine gilt with red morocoo label, folio, worn, published by the artist,
1855 (qty.) 

£300 - 500

349
Jersey.- Le Capelain (John) tHe queeN’S viSit to JerSey, September
3rd 1846, pictorial title and 25 plates by R.Carrick and others after
Le Capelain, all tinted lithographs printed by Day & Sons, list of
susbscribers at end, title, dedication and final two plates lightly soiled
and neatly repaired at lower edge, contemporary red morocco-backed
cloth, title and royal arms in gilt on upper cover, rubbed and marked,
neat repairs to corners and edges, [Abbey, Scenery 553], folio, Jersey,
1847.

commemorating queen victoria’s visit to Jersey in 1846 when
she was presented with a series of watercolours of the island by
Jean le capelain. these were subsequently turned into
lithographs and published with scenes of the visit itself in the
present work.

£1,800 - 2,200

138 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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350
-. Ouless (Philip John) SceNic beAutieS of tHe iSlANd of JerSey...to
which are added descriptive, topographical, and Historical
explanations, by the rev. edward durell, additional lithographed title
with vignette, 22 lithographed plates including folding panorama of
St. Aubin’s Bay with St.Helier, with 2 additional lithographs after Ouless
(portrait of Major Peirson and view of Elizabeth Castle) bound in, tissue
guards, additional title a little soiled, foxed, some plates more heavily
than others, folding plate stained at fold and torn at one corner not
affecting image, contemporary marbled boards with manuscript
paper label pasted on upper cover, a little rubbed, rebacked in calf
preserving old red roan label, new endpapers, folio, St.Helier, 1840.

the two additional lithographs were published separately but with
the suggestion on the list of plates that they be bound in with the work.
A third lithograph (portrait of charles le maistre) is not included.

philip John ouless (1817-1885), was one of the most celebrated
marine painters of Jersey. His grandparents emigrated from
coutances, Normandy to escape the french revolution and philip
was born in St Helier. He studied painting in paris but returned
to St Helier where he established himself as a marine, landscape
and portrait painter. He received numerous commissions from
ship owners and masters, benefiting from the nineteenth century
boom in shipbuilding. As well as the new paddle steamers, ouless
painted early racing yachts.

£600 - 800

351
Westminster Abbey.- Neale ( John Preston) and Edward
Wedlake Brayley. tHe HiStory ANd ANtiquitieS of tHe Abbey cHurcH
of St. peter, WeStmiNSter, 2 vol., lArge pAper copy, list of subscribers,
engraved two additional pictorial titles and 58 plates, all in two states,
paper guards, offsetting some spotting or foxing, handsome
contemporary red crushed armorial morocco, richly gilt, rubbed at
extremities, g.e., folio, 1818-1823.

A sumptuous set of this work on the architecture, people and
history of this iconic building.

£400 - 600

351

139See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Art ANd ArcHitecture

352
Albrizzi (Isabella, Countess) tHe WorKS of ANtoNio cANovA, 3 vol.,
oNe of 50 lArge pAper copieS, 3 engraved portraits, 153 engraved
plates by Henry Moses, those in vol.3 all on india paper and mounted,
foxing, affecting some plates, with bookplate of Josiah Spode
(descendant of the potter) and inscription “...from his affectionate wife
June 12th 1852” on front free endpaper, contemporary half green
morocco, spines gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, a little rubbed, large 4to,
1824-28.

With the supplementary volume containing 55 plates on india
paper.

£600 - 800

353
Gardens.- Papworth ( John Buonarotti) HiNtS oN orNAmeNtAl
gArdeNiNg: coNSiStiNg of A SerieS of deSigNS for gArdeN buildiNgS,
firSt editioN, half-title, sepia-printed aquatint plan with overslip, 27
fine hand-coloured aquatint plates, a few illustrations and diagrams
in text, preliminaries stained, some spotting or finger-marking, mostly
light offsetting, 20th century buckram, [Abbey, Life 46; Berlin Kat.
3436], 4to, R.Ackermann, 1823.

the fine aquatint plates include an aviary, dairy, ice house,
laundry, poultry house, venetian tent, a bath and an apiary.

£350 - 450

353

354
[Peacock ( James)], “Jose Mac Packe”. oiKidiA [grAece], or,
NutSHellS: beiNg icHNogrApHic diStributioNS for SmAll villAS..., firSt
editioN, 27 engraved plans, light browning, modern morocco-backed
marbled boards, [Berlin Kat. 2295; Harris 694], for the Author, 1785
§ Hunt (t.f.) designs for parsonage Houses, Alms Houses...,
decorative lithographed half-title and 21 plates, all on india paper
and mounted, advertisement leaf at end, light foxing, bookplate of
C.Mallord W.Turner, 2 pen & ink with colour wash plans with ink
stamp of John Clarke, Architect of Liverpool loosely inserted, original
boards with lithographed label on upper cover, rubbed, rebacked,
1827 § repton (Humphry) the landscape gardening and
landscape Architecture..., edited by J.c.loudon, engraved portrait,
illustrations, light staining to lower margin of portrait and title,
original cloth, faded and stained, 1840, 8vo & 4to (3)

£300 - 400

140 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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355

355
Anatomy.- Winslow (Jacques-Benigne) expoSition anatomique de
la Structure du corpS Humain, firSt edition, woodcut title-vignette,
charming head-pieces with putti, tail-pieces and initials, 4 folding
engraved plates after Eustachius, 4pp. errata and 4pp.
approbation/privilege at end, contemporary ink inscriptions on title (one
erased) and a few marginalia, first few leaves slightly frayed at edges,
light spotting, soiling and staining, contemporary sprinkled calf, rubbed,
rebacked preserving old gilt spine, corners repaired, [G & M 394 & 1314],
Paris, Desprez & Desessartz, 1732 § fau (J.) atlas l’anatomie des
formes du corps Humain a l’usage des peintres et des sculpteurs,
second edition, 25 fine hand-coloured lithographed plates printed by
Lemercier, contemporary half morocco, rubbed, Paris, [c.1867], 4to (2)

the first is an important and influential work on anatomy; the
second is an accurate anatomical guide for the use of artists, with
plates of nude figures in artistic poses, those of women being
particularly revealing for the time. the final plate depicts the
famous statue of laocoön and the serpent but with his figure
skinned to show the muscles beneath.

£300 - 400

356
Cowell (John) tHe compleat fruit and flower Gardener, third edition,
tHe firSt edition to contain ‘a diScourSe concerninG tHe improvement
of tHe potatoe’, 4 parts in 1, folding engraved plate of the banana
plant, occasional early ink underlining, title lightly browned and with
short repaired tear at foot (no loss of text), some spotting or light
foxing, lightly browned, a few stains, modern half calf, gilt spine in
compartments and with red morocco label, [Henrey 581], 8vo, Printed
for Richard Chandler, 1733.

the section on the potato is one of the first works to offer
‘proper directions for ordering and dressing it after various
manners for the table’. ‘Some, after they are boiled and peeled,
lay them in a pan under roasting-meat; and serve them up with
the meat’. the whole work, erroneously attributed to richard
Bradley on the title, also includes sections on bananas, the growing
of various fruits on walls, cacti and the Glastonbury thorn. 

£400 - 600

141See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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357
Gemstones.- Leonardi (Camillo) tHe mirror of StoneS: in which
the nature, Generation, properties, virtues and various Species
of more than 200 different Jewels...are distinctly described, firSt
edition in enGliSH, signature of Andrew Pringle at head of title, a little
browned, A4 & 5 loose, small holes to A8 and I5, tear to C2 (no loss),
contemporary sheep, worn, rebacked, for J.Freeman, 1750 § Jeffries
(david) a treatise on diamonds and pearls, second edition, list of
subscribers, 30 engraved plates and tables, contemporary ink
signature at head of title, a little spotted and browned, contemporary
calf, rubbed, corners worn, rebacked preserving old label, new
endpapers, for the Author, 1751, 8vo (2)

the first is part of a famous work on gemstones first published
in 1502 as Speculum lapidum by cesare Borgia’s physician. the
second is a classic work for the gemstone trade and the first work
in english to evaluate stones by cut or size/weight, with plates
demonstrating the cutting of various stones and tables valuing
each by weight.

?andrew pringle (d.1776, lord alemoor), Scottish judge, Solicitor
General for Scotland 1755-59, and owner of a large library.

£500 - 700

358
Hill ( John) tHe BritiSH HerBal: an History of plants and trees,
natives of Britain, cultivated for use, or raised for Beauty,
engraved frontispiece by Roberts after Samuel Wale, engraved title-
vignette and coat-of-arms of Duke of Northumberland at head of
dedication, 75 engraved plates after Darly & Edwards and others,
printed in double-column, frontispiece and final leaf lightly soiled,
otherwise an excellent clean copy in handsome contemporary red
morocco with elaborate gilt borders and central coat-of-arms in blind,
slightly rubbed, rebacked preserving old gilt spine, [Henrey 799; Hunt
557; Nissen BBI 881], folio, T. Osborne and J.Shipton..., 1756.

£800 - 1,200

358

359
English School (circa 1830s) an alBum of watercolourS, drawinGS,
and poetry, including 19 leaves of finely executed drawings and
watercolours, with some engravings, including a satirical watercolour
depiction of a peg-legged Chelsea Pensioner, several fine botanical
studies, portraits and landscapes, many dated between 1834 and
1835, with some leaves of J Whatman wove paper watermarked 1829,
each leaf c. 235 x 180mm, some off-setting, minor spotting and
browning throughout, contemporary line and gilt stamped calf, 4to,
spine splitting, worn, [1834-1835].

£500 - 700

142 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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147

Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are
governed by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers)
the Terms of Sale (primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any
notices displayed in the saleroom or announced by us at the auction
(collectively, the “Conditions of Business”). The Terms of Consignment and
Terms of Sale are available at our saleroom on request.
You must read these Terms of Sale carefully. Please note that if you
register to bid and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and
will comply with these Terms of Sale. If registering to buy over a Live
Online Bidding Platform, including our own BidFORUM platform, you will
be asked prior to every auction to confirm your agreement to these terms
before you are able to place a bid.

Definitions and interpretation
To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following
words a specific meaning:
“Auctioneer”  means Forum Auctions Ltd, a company registered in England
and Wales with registration number 10048705 and whose registered office
is located at 8 The Chase, London SW4 0NH or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
“Bidder”  means a person participating in bidding at the auction;
“Bidding Platform”  means the bidding platform on which an auction isheld
operated by the Auctioneer, or by a third party service provider on the
Auctioneer’s behalf;
“Buyer”  means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted
by the Auctioneer;
“Deliberate Forgery”  means: 
         (a)    an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to

authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source;(b) which
is described in the catalogue as being the work of a particular
creator without qualification; and 

         (c)    which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than
it would have had if it had been as described;

“Exclusively Online Auction”  means only an auction held exclusively over
the Website or Bidding Platform and where we have not made the Goods
available for viewing or inspection.  NB this does not apply for any auctions,
howsoever held, where we have made the Goods available for inspection;
“Hammer Price”  means the level of the highest bid accepted by the
Auctioneer for a Lot by the fall of the hammer;
“Lot(s)”  means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;
“Premium”  means the fee that we will charge you on yourpurchase of a Lot
to be calculated as set out in Clause 5;
“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;
“Sale Proceeds”  means the net amount due to the Seller;
“Seller”   means the persons who consign Lots   for sale at our auctions;
“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots
for sale in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;
“Terms of Sale” means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from
time to time;
“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any
applicable artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT or import duties due and any
additional charges payable by a defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;
“Trader”  means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s
trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through
another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;
“VAT”  means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and
“Website”  means our website available at www.forumauctions.co.uk.
In these Terms of Sale, the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.
The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’
is to a clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise.

1.      Information that we are required to give to Consumers
1.1    A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the

auction catalogue.
1.2    Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction

catalogues and/or on our Website.
1.3    The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in

Clauses 6 and 8.
1.4    The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 7

and 8.
1.5    Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate

Forgery as set out in Clause 12.
1.6    We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in

accordance with these Terms of Sale.
1.7    If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the

address set out on our Website.

2.      Bidding procedures and the Buyer

2.1    You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us
with any requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form
acceptable to us.

2.2    We strongly recommend that you either attend the auction in person
or inspect the Lots prior to bidding at the auction. You are responsible
for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we
assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself
regarding its condition.

2.3    If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your
behalf. Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for
any failure to execute your commission bid. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right, at
our sole discretion, to prefer one over others.

2.4    The Bidder placing the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer for a Lot
will be the Buyer at the Hammer Price. Any dispute about a bid will be
settled at our sole discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction
or may settle any dispute in another way. We will act reasonably when
deciding how to settle the dispute.

2.5    Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting
as an agent for a third party.

2.6    We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bidding increment
(as set at our sole discretion) below the Reserve.

2.7    We may at our sole discretion refuse to accept any bid.

2.8    Bidding increments will be set at our sole discretion.

3.      The purchase price

         As Buyer, you will pay:

a.      the Hammer Price;

b.      a premium of 25% of the Hammer Price up to a Hammer Price of
£50,000 plus 20% of the Hammer Price from £50,001 to £1,000,000 plus
12% of the Hammer Price exceeding £1,000,000;

c.       any VAT, Import VAT or other duties applicable to the Lot;

d.      any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and

4.      VAT and other duties

4.1    You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT and other duties
applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. Please see
the symbols used in the auction catalogue for that Lot and the
“Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.

4.2    We will charge VAT and other duties at the current rate at the date of
the auction.

5.      The contract between you and the Seller

5.1    The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller
will be formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the
Lot at the auction.

5.2    You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment
against a Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a
result of the Seller’s breach of the Terms of Consignment.

5.3    If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages
and/or losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller
who wishes to bring a claim against you, we may at our discretion
provide the Seller with information or assistance in relation to that
claim.

5.4    We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility
for default by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot).

5.5    For Exclusively Online Auction only, Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

6.      Payment

6.1    Following your successful bid on a Lot you will:

         6.1.1      immediately give to us, if not already provided to our
satisfaction, proof of identity in a form acceptable to us (and
any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

         6.1.2      pay to us within 5 working days the Total Amount Due in any
way that we agree to accept payment or in cash (for which
there is an aggregate upper limit of 15,000 euros for all
purchases made in any auction).

6.2    If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to
repay prior debts before applying such monies towards your purchase
of the Lot(s).

TERMS OF SALE
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7.      Title and collection of purchases
7.1    Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot,

ownership of that Lot will transfer to you. You may not claim or collect
a Lot until you have paid for it.

7.2    You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased
and paid for not later than 10 business days following the day of the
auction; or

7.3    If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be
responsible for removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to
that Lot which will be no less than £1.50 per Lot per day.

7.4    Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you at the fall of the
Hammer or when you have otherwise purchased the Lot.

7.5    If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within forty-five days
after the auction, we may sell the Lot. We will pay the proceeds of any
such sale to you, but will deduct any storage charges or other sums
that we have incurred in the storage and sale of the Lot. We reserve
the right to charge you a selling commission at our standard rates on
any such resale of the Lot.

8.      Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
8.1    Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it. If your bid is

successful, these Terms of Sale will apply to you. This means that you will
have to carry out your obligations set out in these Terms of Sale. If you
do not comply with these Terms of Sale, we may (acting on behalf of the
Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the following measures:

         8.1.1      take action against you for damages for breach of contract;
         8.1.2      reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by

us to you;
         8.1.3      resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will

have to pay any difference between the Total Amount Due for
the Lot and the price we sell it for as well as the charges
outlined in Clause 9.5). Please note that if we sell the Lot for a
higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money will
belong to the Seller;

         8.1.4      remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;
         8.1.5      if you do not pay us within 10 business days of your successful

bid, we may charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per
month on the Total Amount Due;

         8.1.6      keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the
Total Amount Due;

         8.1.7      reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions
or impose conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

         8.1.8      if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots
to repay any amount you owe us.

8.2    We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 10.1.
We will contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with
you to correct any non- compliance by you with these Terms of Sale.

9.      Health and safety
         Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety,

you are on our premises at your own risk. Please note the lay-out of
the premises and security arrangements. Neither we nor our
employees or agents are responsible for the safety of you or your
property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our
employees’ or our agents’ negligence.

10.   Warranties
10.1  The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
         10.1.1   the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised

by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction;
         10.1.2   the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the

Lot, subject to any restrictions set out in the Lot description, to
you free from any third party rights or claims; and

         10.1.3   as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot
set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. For the avoidance of doubt, you are
solely responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of
the Lot in all respects.

10.2  If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the
warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing.
Neither we nor the Seller will be liable, under any circumstances, to pay
you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not
be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the
Seller except as set out below.

10.3  Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction
are second- hand.

10.4  If in an Exclusively Online Auction a Lot is not second-hand and you
purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a Seller that is a Trader, a
number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition to the
Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 11.1 (in particular under the
Consumer Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude
your rights under law as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

10.5  Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or
other terms which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us
and you, or be implied or incorporated by statue, common law or
otherwise are excluded.

11.    Descriptions and condition
11.1  Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided

to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (b) our
opinion (although we do not warrant that we have carried out a
detailed inspection of each Lot).

11.2  We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots
before the auction. You (and any consultants acting on your behalf)
must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We
shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to
properly inspect a Lot.

11.3  Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness,
origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price
involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be
honestly and reasonably held, subject always to the limitations in 11.1,
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently.

11.4  Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. 

         11.4.1   Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the
auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the
condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues
affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/
or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have
revealed.

         13.4.2   In the case of Exclusively Online Auctions the provisions of
Clauses 17 and 18 may apply

12.    Deliberate Forgeries
12.1  You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us

within twelve months of the auction provided that you return the Lot
to us in the same condition as when it was released to you,
accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects
prepared by an accredited expert.

12.2  If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery, we
will refund the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium
and applicable VAT) provided that if:

         12.2.1   the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of
experts as at the date of the auction; or

         12.2.2   you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable
title in the Lot to us, you will have no right to a refund under
this Clause 12.2.

12.3  If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to
refund the Total Amount Due for the Lot. We will not be responsible for
repaying any additional money you may have made from selling the
Lot or any other costs you have incurred in relation to the Lot save for
those Lots purchased in exclusively online auctions from a Trader.

12.4  Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect
your legal rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy
provided by law or by these Terms of Sale.

13.    Our liability to you
13.1  We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment

suffered as a result of participating in our auction.

13.2  In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible
to you and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other
loss or damage that any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of
any of us not complying with the Conditions of Business. Loss or
damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen or if at the time
of the sale of the Lot, all of we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

13.3  Subject to Clause 13.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach
of contract or to have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be
limited to the Total Amount Due as paid by you to us for any Lot.

13.4  Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit
our liability (or that of our employees or agents) for:
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         13.4.1   death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined
in the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977);

         13.4.2   fraudulent misrepresentation; or
         13.4.3   any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

14.    Notices
14.1  All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be

in writing and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it.
14.2  Any notice referred in these Terms of Sale may be given:
         14.2.1   by delivering it by hand;
         14.2.2   by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or
         14.2.3   by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or

Recorded Delivery.
14.3  Notices must be sent as follows:
         14.3.1   by hand or registered post:
                       b.  to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our

registered office address appearing on our Website; and
                       a. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us

as your contact address in writing; or
         14.3.2   by email:
                        a.   to us, at the following email addresses:

info@forumauctions.co.uk and office@forumauctions.co.uk
                       b.  to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you

have given to us as your contact email address.
14.4  Notices will be deemed to have been received:
         14.4.1   if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;
         14.4.2   if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two

business days after posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or
         14.4.3   if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after

17.00 in the place of receipt in which case they will be deemed
to have been received on the next business day in the place of
receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-paid
post or Recorded Delivery).

14.5  Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not
be validly given if sent by fax, email (unless also delivered Recorded
Delivery), any form of messaging via social media or text message.

15.    Data Protection
         We will hold and process any personal data in relation to you in

accordance with the principles underlying the Data Protection Act.  Our
registration number with the Information Commissioner is ZA178875. 

16.    Conditional Right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction only
16.1  If you are contracting as a Consumer and the Seller of a Lot is a Trader,

you will have a statutory right to cancel your purchase of that Lot if you
change your mind for any reason. The provisions below set out your
legal right to cancel. Further advice about your legal right to cancel your
purchase is available from your local Citizens Advice Bureau or Trading
Standards office.

16.2  You may cancel your purchase at any time from the date of the Order
Confirmation up to the end of the fourteenth day after the day of
collection of the Lot by you or the person specified by you for collection
(e.g. if you receive an Order Confirmation on 1 January and you collect
a Lot on 10 January, you may cancel at any time between 1 January and
the end of the day on 24 January).

16.3  To cancel your purchase, you must inform us of your intention to cancel
it. The easiest way to do so is to complete the model cancellation form
attached to your Order Confirmation. If you use this method, we will
email you to confirm that we have received your cancellation.
Alternatively, you can email us at office@forumauctions.co.uk.  If you
send us your cancellation notice by email or by post, then your
cancellation is effective from the date you send us the email or post
the letter to us.

16.4  If you exercise your right to cancel your purchase, you will receive a
refund of the Total Amount Due paid for the Lot in accordance with
Clause 17. When exercising the cancellation right, you must return the
Lots to us immediately at your own cost (as set out below).

16.5  Following purchasing of Lots, you are entitled to a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the Lots (which will include removing them
from their packaging and inspecting them). At all times, you must
take reasonable care of the Lots and must not let them out of your
possession. If you are in breach of your obligations to take
reasonable care of the Lots in this Clause 18.5, we will have a claim
against you and may deduct from the refund costs incurred by us as
a result of the breach.

16.6  Details of this statutory right, and an explanation of how to exercise it,
are also provided in the Order Confirmation. This provision does not
affect your statutory rights.

16.7  The cancellation right described in this Clause is in addition to any other
right that you might have to reject a Lot, for instance because it is a
Deliberate Forgery as set out in Clause 12.

17.    Exercising the right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction
only

17.1  Where you have validly returned a Lot to us under your right of
cancellation described in Clause 16, we will refund the full amount paid
by you for the Lot.

17.2  Please note that we are permitted by law to reduce your refund to
reflect any reduction in the value of the Lot, if this has been caused by
your handling of the Lot in a way contrary to the conditions specified
in these terms or which would not be permitted during a pre-sale
exhibition held prior to an auction. If we refund you the price paid
before we are able to inspect the Lot and later discover you have
handled the Lot in an unacceptable way, you must pay us an
appropriate amount.

17.3  You will be responsible for returning the Lot to us at your own cost.
17.4  We will process any refund due to you within the deadlines below:
         17.4.1   if you have collected the Lot but have not returned it to us:

fourteen days after the day on which we receive the Lot back
from you or, if earlier, the day on which you provide us with
evidence that you have sent the Lot back to us; or

         17.4.2   if you have not collected the Lot or you have already returned
the Lot to us: fourteen days after you inform us of your decision
to cancel the Contract.

17.5  We will refund you using the same means of payment that you used
for the transaction.

17.6  Legal ownership of a Lot will immediately revert to the Seller if we
refund any such payment to you.

17.7  For further information on how to return Lots to us, please get in touch
with us using the contact details provided on our Website.

18.    General
18.1  We may at our sole discretion, though acting reasonably, refuse

admission to our premises or attendance at our auctions by any
person.

18.2  We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against
you for breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our
employees or agents, or the Seller, its employees or agents, as
appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause, these Terms of Sale
are between you and us and no other person will have any rights to
enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

18.3  We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular
Lots. You must read these terms carefully along with any glossary
provided in our auction catalogues.

18.4  Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately. If any
court or relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the
remaining clauses will remain in full force and effect.

18.5  We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale for every sale in which you
intend to bid carefully, as they may be different from the last time you
read them.

18.6  Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights
and remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other
rights or remedies under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b)
may be waived only in writing and specifically. Delay in exercising or
non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale is not a waiver of
that or any other right. Partial exercise of any right under these Terms
of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or
any other right under these Terms of Sale. Waiver of a breach of any
term of these Terms of Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of
any other term or any subsequent breach of that term.

18.7  These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in
connection with them (including any non-contractual claims or
disputes) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of England and Wales and the parties irrevocably submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

         Forum Auctions Ltd
         June 2016
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LOCATIONS

LONDON
Forum Auctions
220 Queenstown Road
London 
SW8 4LP 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7717 5092 
Email: info@forumauctions.co.uk

Forum Auctions

Forum Auctions

Forum Auctions

Forum Auctions

ROME
Philobiblon Gallery
Via Antonio Bertoloni, 45
Roma
00197

Tel: +39 06 45 55 59 70   
Email: rome@forumauctions.co.uk

MILAN
Philobiblon Gallery
Via Borgonuovo, 12
Milano
20121

Tel: +39 02 89 0 66 43  
Email: milan@forumauctions.co.uk

NEW YORK
Philobiblon Gallery
PRPH Books
26 E 64th Street
New York
NY 10065

Tel: +1 646 370 4657  
Email: newyork@forumauctions.co.uk

www.forumauctions.co.uk
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220 Queenstown road, london SW8 4lP
Tel +44 (0) 20 7871 2640  |  info@forumauctions.co.uk 

www.forumauctions.co.uk

AUCTION NO. 5

DATe: 

ABSENTEE/PHONE BID FORM

Mr/Mrs/Ms (please circle)        PrIVATe BUYer DeAler

Forename    Surname 

Company    VAT No. 

Address 

  County/State 

Post Code/Zip   Country 

Tel.    Mobile/Cell 

Fax.    email 

Notice to new bidders: Please attach a copy of identification - Passport/Driving licence and proof of address in the form of
a utility bill or bank statement issued within the last six months. Failure to comply may result in your bids not being processed.

IDeNTITY DOCUMeNT (PleASe ATTACH COPY): PASSPOrT DrIVer’S lICeNSe OTHer (specify) 

For companies: please attach a copy of legal representative

Lot No. Description Bid £ Phone Bid

To allow time for the processing of bids, they should be received at least 24 hours prior to the sale. If you have not
received confirmation by email within one working day please contact info@forumauctions.co.uk.  I authorise Forum
Auctions to bid on the above listed lot(s) on my behalf. I understand that by submitting these bids I have entered into a
bidding contract to purchase the individual lots if my bids are successful. I understand that I will be obliged to pay the
purchase price, including the Buyer’s Premium and all applicable taxes and charges, and I will comply with the Terms of
Sale listed in printed catalogues and Forum Auctions’ website.

SIGNATURE DATE

Shipping and export: In the event that an item requires an export license we would be pleased to assist you with
the application. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of your purchased lots or you can use your own
carrier. For more information, please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk.

151

Please note you can submit bids securely through our website at forumauctions.co.uk

I authorise Forum Auctions to bid on my behalf up to the maximum price indicated plus the buyer’s premium plus VAT. 
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